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Abstract

M
aintaining complex software systems tends to be a costly activity
where software engineers spend a significant amount of time

trying to understand the system’s structure and behavior. As early
as the 1980s, operation and maintenance costs were already twice as
expensive as the initial development costs incurred. Since then these
costs have steadily increased. The focus of this thesis is to reduce these
costs through novel interactive exploratory visualization concepts and
to apply these modern techniques in the context of services offered by
software quality analysis.

Costs associated with the understanding of software are governed
by specific features of the system in terms of different domains, in-
cluding re-engineering, maintenance, and evolution. These features
are reflected in software measurements or inner qualities such as
extensibility, reusability, modifiability, testability, compatability, or
adatability. The presence or absence of these qualities determines how
easily a software system can conform or be customized to meet new
requirements. Consequently, the need arises to monitor and evaluate
the qualitative state of a software system in terms of these qualities.
Using metrics-based analysis, production costs and quality defects of
the software can be recorded objectively and analyzed.

In practice, there exist a number of free and commercial tools
that analyze the inner quality of a software system through the use
of software metrics. However, most of these tools focus on software
data mining and metrics (computational analysis) and only a few
support visual analytical reasoning. Typically, computational analysis
tools generate data and software visualization tools facilitate the
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exploration and explanation of this data through static or interactive
visual representations. Tools that combine these two approaches focus
only on well-known metrics and lack the ability to examine user
defined metrics. Further, they are often confined to simple visualization
methods and metaphors, including charts, histograms, scatter plots,
and node-link diagrams.

The goal of this thesis is to develop methodologies that combine
computational analysis methods together with sophisticated visualiza-
tion methods and metaphors through an interactive visual analysis
approach. This approach promotes an iterative knowledge discovery
process through multiple views of the data where analysts select fea-
tures of interest in one of the views and inspect data items of the
select subset in all of the views. On the one hand, we introduce a
novel approach for the visual analysis of software measurement data
that captures complete facts of the system, employs a flow-based
visual paradigm for the specification of software measurement queries,
and presents measurement results through integrated software visu-
alizations. This approach facilitates the on-demand computation of
desired features and supports interactive knowledge discovery – the
analyst can gain more insight into the data through activities that
involve: building a mental model of the system; exploring expected
and unexpected features and relations; and generating, verifying, or
rejecting hypothesis with visual tools. On the other hand, we have
also extended existing tools with additional views of the data for the
presentation and interactive exploration of system artifacts and their
inter-relations.

Contributions of this thesis have been integrated into two different
prototype tools. First evaluations of these tools show that they can
indeed improve the understanding of large and complex software
systems.



Kurzfassung

D
ie Pflege komplexer Software-Systeme ist eine zunehmend kost-
spielige Tätigkeit, bei der Software-Ingenieure einen Großteil

ihrer Zeit damit verbringen, Struktur und Verhalten der Systeme zu
verstehen. Bereits in den 80er Jahren waren Betriebs- undWartungskos-
ten doppelt so teuer wie die anfänglichen Entwicklungskosten größerer
Softwaresysteme. Seither ist der Anteil dieser Kosten an den Gesamtkos-
ten stetig gestiegen. Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit ist es, diese Kosten
durch neuartige interaktive explorative Visualisierungskonzepte zu re-
duzieren und diese modernen Techniken im Kontext der von Software-
Qualitätsanalyse angebotenen Dienste zu integrieren.

Kosten, die mit dem Verständnis der Software verbunden sind, un-
terliegen bestimmten qualitativen Eigenschaften des Systems in Bezug
auf verschiedene Aspekte des Gesamtlebenszyklusses, einschließlich
des Re-Engineering, der Wartung, und Entwicklung. Diese Eigen-
schaften werden bewertet durch Software-Metriken, die sogenannte
innere Qualitäten (wie Erweiterbarkeit, Wiederverwendbarkeit, Än-
derbarkeit, Testbarkeit, Kompatibilität oder Anpassbarkeit an unter-
schiedliche Umgebungen) messen. Das Vorhandensein oder Fehlen
dieser inneren Qualitäten bestimmt, wie leicht ein Softwaresystem
neuen Anforderungen gerecht wird oder gemacht werden kann. Um
Wartungs- und Betriebskosten zu reduzieren, ist es notwendig, die
inneren Qualitäten eines Software-Systems zu gewährleisten. Folglich
ergibt sich die Notwendigkeit zur Überwachung und Bewertung des
qualitativen Zustand eines Softwaresystems. Mittels metriken-basierter
Analyse können Produktionskosten und Qualitätsmängel der Software
objektiv erfasst und analysiert werden.
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Für der praktischen Einsatz existieren eine Reihe von kostenlosen
und kommerziellen Tools, die die innere Qualität eines Softwaresystems
durch den Einsatz von Software-Metriken analysieren. Diese konzen-
trieren sich jedoch meist auf Software-Data-Mining und Metriken
(Automatische Datenanalyse) und nur wenige bieten Unterstützung
bei der visuellen Analyse. Typischerweise generieren automatische Da-
tenanalysetools Daten und Software-Visualisierungstools ermöglichen
die Untersuchung und Erklärung dieser Daten durch statische oder
interaktive visuelle Darstellungen. Werkzeuge, die diese beiden An-
sätze kombinieren, konzentrieren sich nur auf bekannte Metriken
und unterstützen nicht die Untersuchung von benutzerdefinierten
Metriken. Darüber hinaus sind diese oft auf da Einsatz einfach zu inte-
grierender Visualisierungsmethoden und Metaphern wie beispielsweise
Charts, Histogramme, Streudiagramme und Node-Link-Diagramme
beschränkt.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, Data Mining Methoden und Soft-
waremetriken zusammen mit anspruchsvollen Visualisierungsmetho-
den und -metaphern zu einem interaktiven visuellen Analyseansatz zu
kombinieren. Dieser Ansatz fördert eine iterative Schaffung von Wis-
sen durch mehrere Ansichten der Daten, in denen Analysten beispiel-
sweise interessante Merkmale in einer der Ansichten auswählen und die
Datenelemente der ausgewählten Untergruppe in anderen Ansichten
weiter inspizieren können. Zunächst stellen wir einen neuen Ansatz
für die visuelle Analyse von Software-Messdaten vor. Dieser umfasst
eine integrierte Software-Visualisierung, die die vollständigen Fakten
des Systems aufzeigt, sowie anhand eines Flussdiagrammes visuelle
Spezifikationen von Datenbankabfragen der Software-Messdaten er-
möglicht und die zugehörigen Messdaten präsentiert. Dieser Ansatz
ermöglicht die Berechnung und Bewertung von Softwareeigenschaften
somit gewinnt das Softwaresystem, unterstützt durch den Aufbau
eines mentalen Modells, der Erkundung erwarteter und unerwarteter
Eigenschaften und Beziehungen, sowie der Überprüfung von Hypothe-
sen. Ein weiteres Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, vorhandene Werkzeuge
mit zusätzlichen Ansichten der Daten bezüglich der Darstellung und
interaktiven Exploration von Systemartefakten zu ergänzen, sowie
deren Wechselbeziehungen zu erweitern.

Beiträge dieser Arbeit wurden in zwei verschiedene prototypische
Werkzeuge integriert. Erste Evaluierungen dieser Werkzeuge zeigen,
dass deren Auswirkungen tatsächlich das Verständnis großer und
komplexer Softwaresysteme verbessern können.
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1

Introduction and Overview

“ You need statistics to describe data, but then
visualization to see it in context ”

– Andy Kirk 1

T
his thesis presents novel methods for the interactive visual analysis
of software systems. In particular, we present various approaches

suitable for the analysis of data from a wide range of problem domains,
including re-engineering, software maintenance, and software evolution.
Visual analysis can enhance the software analysts’ cognitive ability to
comprehend analysis results and can enable the formation of valuable
knowledge from raw data artifacts. It facilitates the sense-making pro-
cess through the processing of visual information to detect interesting
structures and relationships in the data such as patterns, trends, and
anomalies. In this chapter, we first provide a brief description of the
problem domain: the analysis of software systems. Next, we present
a short introduction of the proposed methodologies: Visualization
and Interactive Visual Analysis (IVA). Finally, we outline the main
contributions of this work and provide an overview of the structure of
this thesis.

1 Founder of Visualizing Data Ltd and author of Visualisingdata.com



2 1 Introduction and Overview

1.1 Analysis of Software Systems

Software systems nowadays are a integral part of our daily lives. They
can be found all around us in conventional desktop and internet
applications or in almost all technical devices, from mobile phones
to traffic lights. In addition to becoming more pervasive, they have
also become more complex, large, and sophisticated. Consequently,
more resources are allocated to make sure that the software is correct,
robust, reliable, and of high quality.

The field of software engineering aims to address these concerns
through systematic and disciplined activities. The IEEE standard
601.12 defines software engineering as “the application of systematic,
disciplined, quantifiable approaches to the development, operation,
and maintenance of software”. Typically these approaches can be
categorized into a hierarchy of activities, “ranging from requirements
gathering, specification, and design to implementation, debugging,
testing, and maintenance” [14]. Although these activities or more
specifically software engineering sub-disciplines are quite varied, they
all have one common goal; to better understand the macroscopic
properties of software systems to make well-informed decisions about
re-engineering, maintenance, software evolution, etc. [15].

This need to understand software systems from different perspec-
tives coupled with the size and complexity of modern software systems
makes it a towering task, so much so that professional software devel-
opers spend more time analyzing code than developing it [16]. Further,
this understanding is convoluted due to various ways of structuring
source code [17, 18] (i.e. as a file hierarchy, a network of components,
a set of design patterns or aspects, etc.), the complexity of inter-
hierarchy relations [19], and the complexity of software evolution [20].
In general, understanding software is hard because it is large, complex,
abstract, and changing [21].

In practice, there are three main categories of analysis tools and
techniques: static code analysis, that reviews “static” (non-executing)
source code to highlight possible vulnerabilities [22] such as syntactic
pattern matching, type systems, data-flow analysis, and abstract
implementation; dynamic code analysis, that detects run-time errors
such as memory leaks and null pointer errors [23]; and hybrid analysis,
that integrates static and dynamic analysis approaches [24, 25]. This
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thesis mostly is concerned with static analysis, however, our approach
can easily be extended to encompass the other two categories. The
interested reader may refer to a report compiled by Larsen et al. [26]
that lists the state of the art software analysis tools and techniques.

Most software analysis tools follow a database approach due to
the sheer size of software facts and the inherent structure of software.
Much like a database, software contains a set of entities that range
from components, files, classes, functions to code lines and expressions;
and relationships, such as call, containment, and build dependencies
[14]. Further, entities and relationships have various numerical, ordi-
nal, or textual attributes, such as types of data access, quality and
complexity metrics, and source code. In practice, analysis tools extract
syntax, dependency, and execution facts from software [27–29] and
refine these facts into measurements, such as code readability, cohe-
sion, and coupling [28], or higher-level artifacts like design patterns
[27] or code smells [29]. Finally, the raw data generated is typically
understood through computational analysis methods such as data
mining, exploration, and presentation [30, 31].

While computational methods are essential, they are not always
adequate. They typically require problems (queries) to be precisely
defined from the beginning [32] and lack the means to exploratively
analyze the underlying raw data. Further, the results of automated
analysis of complex problems can be difficult to understand. It is
not always intuitive to explore trends, patterns, relations, and depen-
dencies in data through statistical aggregates. Usually, one requires
knowledge of properties of interest and data patterns to compute
useful statistical aggregates. Such knowledge is difficult to attain and
using common statistical aggregates without it can lead to important
data features remaining completely hidden [33]. Further, this can
lead to situations where traditional data mining techniques may fail
to find the most basic data features [34]. However, where applying
computational methods alone fails, Visualization and IVA can support
the analysis and knowledge generation from complex software analysis
data [35].
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1.2 Visualization and Interactive Visual Analysis

The field of Visualization or more specifically Information Visual-
ization has emerged from research in human-computer interaction,
computer science, graphics, visual design, psychology, and business
methods. It has been defined by Card et al. [36] as “the use of
computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data to am-
plify cognition”. In recent times, it has been increasingly applied as a
“critical component in scientific research, digital libraries, data mining,
financial data analysis, market studies, manufacturing production
control, and drug discovery” [37].

There are three major application goals or stages for visualization
[38]. In the first stage, Visual Exploration, new and unknown data
characteristics are visually investigated [39]. The analyst tries to dis-
cover trends, patterns, clusters, outliers, and relationships in the data;
and formulate hypotheses about the relationships and dependencies
in the data [38]. In the second stage, Visual Analysis, a goal-oriented
analysis process is used to confirm or reject a hypothesis [40]. Finally
in the third stage, Presentation, knowledge gained in analysis is com-
municated and disseminated to domain experts, decision makers, or
the general public [40, 41]. An important lesson that is learned from
research but often forgotten is that visualization must be tailored
with respect to different users and tasks [38, 42].

There is even a large subarea of Information Visualization, called
Software Visualization, that is dedicated to support the understanding
of software systems [43–45], the analysis and exploration of software
systems and their anomalies [14, 46–48], and their development and
evolution [49–51]. Similar to the lesson learned from Information
Visualization, the work of Telea et al. [45] indicates that software
visualization need to focus more on tailored solutions.

On the other hand, IVA has evolved out of the fields of information
and scientific visualization [52]. It is a multi-disciplinary approach
that combines computational and interactive visual data analysis
methods. Whereas computational methods require analysts to explic-
itly formulate their questions [34], IVA promotes iterative knowledge
discovery. It typically uses several distinct views to show different
aspects of the data set [53, 54]. These views can be commonly used
representations (i.e., histograms, scatter plots, parallel coordinates,
etc.) or even custom-built software visualizations. Regardless of the
number or types of views, IVA systems have one common aspect;
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they allow analysts to select features of interest in one of the views
and highlight data items of the selected subset in all the views [32].
This brushing and linking approach enables analysts to emphasize
and correlate different perspectives on the features of interest.

In literature and practice, there are many data mining tools and
techniques that are used in software engineering [27, 30, 31]. Addi-
tionally, the entire field of software visualization is dedicated to visual
methods and tools for software understanding [43, 44]. In contrast,
there is very limited work that combines computational analysis meth-
ods together with software visualization [14]. In this thesis, we look
to bridge this gap through various IVA approaches.

1.3 Contribution

This thesis is concerned with the interactive visual analysis of the
static aspects of software structures. The methodology presented in
this thesis is suitable for the analysis of data from a wide range of
domains, including software re-engineering, software maintenance, and
software evolution. These principles have been successfully integrated
into a framework that combines computational analysis and IVA
approaches [55, 56], frameworks that extend existing software analysis
tools with IVA techniques [57–60], and a framework that applies IVA
on a large High-Resolution (Hi-Res) display for collaborative software
analysis tasks [61].

The main contributions of this thesis advance certain aspects
in the visual analysis of software structures. We introduce a novel
approach for the Visual Analysis of Software Measurement Data
that consists of a data model that captures complete facts of the
source code, a flow-based paradigm for the visual specification of
software metric queries, and integrated software visualizations. We
introduce means of extending existing analysis tools for the Visual
Analysis of Software Architecture Evolution and the Visual Analysis
of Software Architectural Relations. A complementary contribution,
Visual Analysis in a Collaborative Environment, extends our ideas for
collaborative software analysis tasks. A summary of these contributions
is provided below with more details following in subsequent chapters.
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1.3.1 Visual Analysis of Software Measurement Data

There is currently a large gap between software data mining and
metrics tools (computational analysis) and software visualization.
Typically the computational analysis part, consisting of software fact
mining and metrics computation, and the visualization part, consisting
of interactive software visualization, are separated in practice through
different tools. Interesting data is extracted through computational
methods using one tool and visualized through another. In contrast,
we present a novel methodology of combining the two in a flow-based
approach.

While most computational analysis tools employ relational databas-
es, we advocate for a graph database approach. Due to the large
amounts of analysis data generated by extracting source code facts,
traditional approaches either support a limited number of well-known
metrics or trade the amount of source code details stored for per-
formance. Instead, graph databases provide a means to perform a
complete analysis of large software system at interactive rates. In
this regards, we present a data model that captures full details of
the source code and is designed for optimized graph traversals for
software analysis queries.

Further, current computational analysis tools are designed to either
support only well-known metrics or are too complicated to use in
generating custom software metrics. The analyst requires extensive
knowledge of the underlying data schemata and the relevant querying
language. In our work, we alleviate the analyst from this burden
through an interactive visual workflow modeling approach where
the focuses is on visual elements, their configurations, and inter-
connectivity rather than the data ontology and querying language.

In order to test and validate our ideas in the wild, we have
developed a prototype tool called Visual Specification of Metrics
(VIMETRIK). Our initial studies show that users with diverse back-
grounds and no knowledge of the data ontology or the querying
mechanisms could not only interactively generate software measure-
ments. They could also visualize them in an integrated environment
that combines computational analysis and software visualization.
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1.3.2 Visual Analysis of Software Architecture Evolution

Analyzing the architecture of a software system plays an important
role in the context of software maintenance and evolution. The struc-
ture of a software system is analyzed to explain how a system has
evolved to its present state and to predict its future development.
In this regards, current tools are confined with easy to integrate
visualization techniques such as node-link diagrams that lack the
sophistication to handle informative large-scale software architecture
evolution visualization. However, there a number of solutions pro-
posed in the research of software visualization that have not made it
to the mainstream. In our work, we have looked to bridge this gap by
extending an existing software architecture analysis tool through an
IVA means that incorporates state-of-the-art software visualization.

Our methodology consists of augmenting traditional views of the
data with additional views and apply “brushing and linking” to facili-
tate the analyst in making appropriate correlations and understanding
the structural evolution of software structures. In our work, we de-
veloped the Evolving CITY (eCITY) tool that extends a “software
city layout” proposed by Steinbrückner et al. [51] that explicitly takes
development history of software systems into account and makes it
directly available in the layouts. We have adapted their approach to
highlight software structural changes over time through an interactive
view that uses animation. In this view of the data, the analyst inter-
acts with a time slider and can see city suburbs growing and shrinking
to quickly get an overview of when and where hierarchical structural
changes took place.

In order to test and validate our ideas, we conducted an experiment
to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of basic tasks involved in the
understanding of software architecture evaluation with and without
our evolving city metaphor. Further, we were also interested in the
usefulness and acceptance of our IVA approach as compared to the
traditional workflow of the analysts.
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1.3.3 Visual Analysis of Software Architecture Relations

Current software analysis tools tend to incorporate visualizations that
focus more on the architectural structure as compared to the inter-
dependencies of these software structures. Most tools depict these
inter-dependencies using still images and provide the user with no
direct means of examining their evolution. Further, they typically
connect elements with straight line segments that lead to cluttered
diagrams that are difficult to understand.

In order to address these issues, we extended our eCITY tool to
incorporate the architectural ties between architectural structures. To
achieve this goal, we represent relationships between architectural
structures as Hierarchical Edge Bundles (HEBs) [5] on top of our
evolving software city metaphor and unravel the evolution of these
relationships through the use of animation. Additionally, we propose
interactive particle animations instead of curvature, arrows, or colors
to depict the direction of these relations.

Overall, our approach has been well received by visualization, Hu-
man Computer Interaction (HCI), and software engineering (software
analysts) experts. In particular, the bundling of relations using the
streets’ space was found to be “interesting” and “highly useful”, as it
produces a compact visualization that minimizes clutter and contains
more information. Additionally, we also present the insights gained in
examining a real software system using our approach.

1.3.4 Visual Analysis in a Collaborative Environment

The comprehension of software is often a social activity involving per-
sonnel across many disciplines (i.e., architects, developers, engineers,
etc.). Therefore, we introduce a collaborative framework that extends
the principle idea of IVA to a scalable large high-resolution Tiled-Wall
display.

In particular, we present a lightweight dispatcher framework to
facilitate input management, focus management, and the execution of
several interrelated yet independent visualizations. The main idea of
this approach is to “brush and link” different visualizations or perspec-
tives of the data via messages that are passed through our framework.
Two case studies demonstrate that the proposed approach is indeed
applicable in the context of collaborative software understanding
tasks.
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1.4 Organization of this Thesis

The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter
2 provides background and surveys the state of the art in related
fields for analyzing and understanding software artifacts. Chapter 3
describes a graph-based data model capable of representing software
analysis data sets effectively and efficiently. This chapter also intro-
duces a workflow-based approach that combines the generation of
software measurements and visualizations. Further, it provides details
on how these ideas are integrated and evaluated using our VIMETRIK
prototype tool. In Chapter 4, we introduce an IVA approach inte-
grated into a conventional analysis tool to examine the evolution of
software architecture. Further, implementation details of our eCITY
tool are provided and experimental results are discussed. Chapter 5
addresses the visual analysis of software architecture relations. This
chapter discusses the mapping of architectural ties on top of existing
visualization, the use of particle animation to depict direction, and
the use of animation to depict their evolution. Chapter 6 applies our
ideas in a collaborative environment. Finally, Chapter 7 provides an
outlook and closing remarks.





2

Background and Related Work

“ All truths are easy to understand once they are
discovered; the point is to discover them ”

– Galileo Galilei 1

T
he work presented in this thesis leverages IVA to capture, process,
and analyze information from various kinds of software artifacts.

The basic idea of IVA is to generate knowledge from large and complex
data sets through the combination of data analysis methods and
interactive visualizations [62–64]. In the context of IVA, Coordinated
Multiple Views (CMV) with linking and brushing play a pivotal role
by enabling information drill-down processes [65]. Further, recent
initiatives have focused on the synergy of visual and computational
data analysis methods to form the field of Visual Analytics (VA).
While IVA mainly focuses on the integration of data mining and data
analysis into visualizations, VA aims to encompass other methods
of analytical reasoning (i.e., machine learning, pattern extraction,
cognitive and perceptual science, decision science, etc.).

In this chapter we survey related work with respect to visual
analytics of engineering data, software architecture visualization, and
CMV. We admit that the list of related work we review is by no
means extensive. There are several excellent books and surveys on:
1) combining visual data analysis with interactive visualizations by
Simoff et al. [66], Oliveira and Levkowitz [67], Keim [62], and Keim

1 Was an Italian physicist, mathematician, engineer, astronomer, and
philosopher who played a major role in the scientific revolution
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et al [38], 2) a general overview of software visualization [43, 68],
and 3) the state of the art of coordinated multiple views [54]. These
materials contain more in-depth reviews of the respective fields. We
try to extract and present only the most relevant aspects with respect
to the contribution of this thesis. The interested reader is also referred
to a book [40] by the European visual analytics consortium2 that
additionally discusses VA aspects such as data management, space and
time analysis, cognition and perception considerations, and evaluation.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we discuss
important concepts such as the combination of computational analysis
methods and interactive visualization. Then, in Section 2.2, we present
the state of the art of software architecture visualization. Next, in
Section 2.3 we examine coordinated multiple views. Finally, closing
remarks are presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Visual Analytics

VA amalgamates techniques from graphics, visualization, interaction,
data analysis, and data mining to support reasoning and sense-making
for complex problems solving in a variety of fields [1, 69]; i.e., en-
gineering, finances, security, geosciences, etc. There are quite a few
similarities between these fields and software understanding in terms
of data (software data is multivariate, relational, large, and abstract),
reasoning (making sense of data), and tools (combination of analysis
and visualization).

In general, VA consists of a pipeline of activities (see Figure
2.1) that refine and enrich the underlying data with semantics in
order to understand it better [1]. Initially, in the data foraging loop,
data is searched and filtered to extract elements of interest. This
is predominantly a data mining step that consists of extracting all
modules and module dependencies in a software code base. Next,
in the sense-making loop, a hypothesis is formed, a data schema is
structured to reflect the hypothesis, and the data is fit into it to
validate or invalidate the hypothesis. This sense-making step can
assist analysts in identifying a number of critical aspects; such as,
modularity problems of a software system, non-compliance of coding
standards, performance issues, etc.

2 VisMaster (http://www.visual-analytics.eu/)

http://www.visual-analytics.eu/
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Figure 2.1. The Visual Analytics sense-making process [1]

However, while applying the VA pipeline to software analysis,
there exists a large gap between the foraging and sense-making parts.
In terms of the former, there are several software fact mining and
metrics computation tools. While in terms of sense-making, there are
are several interactive software visualizations. However, in practice
they are separated into different tools. In this thesis, we investigate
combining the two via an IVA means. Additionally, there are even
some on-going research efforts to bridge this gap [14, 47].

In the forthcoming subsections, we examine related work with
respect to the activities involved in the VA process – namely data
foraging that consists of fact extraction and data mining as well
as visual means of approaching sense-making. Since this is a fairly
wide topic, we shall focus on introducing these topics and providing
appropriate resources for more details. Additionally, we shall examine
the applicability of VA to software analysis and present the most
prevalent tools.
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2.1.1 Data Foraging Loop

Generally, the data foraging loop can be further subdivided into fact
extraction and data mining. Fact extraction covers the gathering of
information from source code, binaries, and Source Control Manage-
ment (SCM) systems such as CVS, Subversion, or Git. There are
a number of well-known static analyzers that may either trade fact
completeness and accuracy for speed and simplicity or perform full
syntactic and semantic analysis at higher cost. Some well-known static
analyzers include ROSE [70], Columbus [71], Eclipse JDT3, and Re-
coder4. In our work, we wanted to develop on top of a well-known
IDE, therefore, we choose to perform a full syntactical and semantic
analysis using the Eclipse JDT.

Once data is generated through the fact extraction process, data
mining techniques are applied to extract modules and their inter-
dependencies [31]. However, extracting facts of large software systems
results in a huge quantity of data; making it difficult to simultaneously
keep all the data in memory and to discover patterns and relationships.
The most common solution in practice is to store data pertaining to
software facts in a relational database [72] and to query the database
for knowledge discovery.

While the relational database approach has worked in resolving
memory issues, it is severely hindered in recent times due to the
exponential growth of the volume of data generated by users, systems
and sensors, and the constraints of scalability over several servers. Once
the data is modeled in this traditional sense, it is normally queried
via Structured Query Language (SQL) to generate software metrics or
measurements; such as complexity measures (i.e., McCabe, Halstead,
etc), cohesion and coupling metrics [30, 31], or even encompassing
source code analysis rules [47].

In addition, relationship database systems can often experience
“implementation caused” problems due to any combination of the
following reasons: if the data contains many relationships and requires
joins of large tables, schema evolution over time, semi structured data,

3 Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT) (http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
overview.php/)

4 Recoder Java Analyzer (http://sourceforge.net/projects/recoder/)

http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/overview.php/
http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/overview.php/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/recoder/
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and scalability5. Furthermore, a change in the schema of the data
sources requires major restructuring of the global schema through
operations that are costly, complicated, and may not be performed
automatically.

Major internet companies, such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook,
had similar challenges in dealing with vast quantities of data that
conventional relationship databases could not handle, therefore, they
have already turned to the Not Only SQL (NoSQL) movement [73].
Although the original intention of this paradigm shift was towards
modern web-scale databases, its schema-free approach and its inde-
pendence from SQL as its query language has made it a viable option
for many non-web based applications.

Typically, NoSQL databases are classified according to different
data models. They are normally classified into five categories: key-
value data stores, column stores, document stores, object-oriented
databases, and graph databases. The interested reader may refer to
the paper of Nayak et al. [74] for a detailed description of NoSQL
data models, the types of NoSQL data stores, and the characteristics
and feature of each data store.

In our work, we choose a graph database due to the inherent
graph like structure of object-oriented software. In the graph database
paradigm, the underlying data model consists of nodes and edges,
where nodes represent software modules and edges depict dependencies
between the software modules. A key feature of graph databases
that we look to exploit is that they focus on finding relationships
within massive amounts of data at the fastest possible speed. These
features make the graph database approach an ideal replacement
for a relational database. In the past, this adaptation might have
been constrained due to the unavailability of high-performance graph
database implementations. However, several promising projects have
been developed in recent years, such as: Neo4j6, AllegroGraph7, and
HypergraphDB8. Further, we have also seen developers and researchers
apply this approach in the context of software engineering [75, 76].

5 Graph Databases, NOSQL and Neo4j (http://www.infoq.com/
articles/graph-nosql-neo4j/)

6 Neo4j - The World’s Leading Graph Database (http://neo4j.org/)
7 AllegroGraph (http://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/)
8 HyhperGraphDB (http://www.hypergraphdb.org/index)

http://www.infoq.com/articles/graph-nosql-neo4j/
http://www.infoq.com/articles/graph-nosql-neo4j/
http://neo4j.org/
http://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/
http://www.hypergraphdb.org/index
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We decided to implement our graph database using Neo4j due to its
performance, reliability, and scalability, as well as it being ranked
the world’s leading graph database by database monitoring site DB-
Engines9.

2.1.2 Sense-Making Loop

In the sense-making loop, data needs to be restructured according to a
hypothesis in order to validate or invalidate it. This process typically
consists of formulating hypotheses, executing queries, and examining
results.

In traditional approaches, relational databases are queried with
textual SQL type queries and results in the form of tabular data
are scrutinized. However, analysts not only require knowledge of the
query language but they also have to look into the data as well as
its ontology. Typically, these textual queries present several issues
for the database user, such as the necessity to identify the database
classes, attributes, and relationship structure before writing a query,
and issues relating to semantic and syntactical errors [77].

The work of Cammarano et al. [78] observes that most data
analysis user interfaces take either one of two approaches. While one
approach focuses on simplifying the query specification, the other
examines the results through visualization metaphors and techniques.
While specifying or presenting the results of queries visually has been
beneficial in the context of exploratory search, it is the coupling of
both these approaches that is of special interest [79]. In recent times,
researchers have successfully applied a number of combined approaches
to a wide variety of application domains, such as Network Security,
Epidemiology, and Biomedicine [2, 80–82]. Figure 2.2 is an example of
this approach that targets the detection and response of an infectious
disease outbreak.

The above examples highlight the need to simplify query specifica-
tion and the importance of innovative ways of viewing the results so
that effective decisions may be made on large multidimensional mea-
surement data – an aspect not so dissimilar to what software analysis
tools strive for. In our work, we aim to bridge this gap through a
Visual Programming Language (VPL) means that combines query
specification and interactive software visualizations to present results

9 DB-Engines Ranking of Graph DBMS (http://db-engines.com/en/
ranking/graph+dbms/)

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking/graph+dbms/
http://db-engines.com/en/ranking/graph+dbms/
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Figure 2.2. Epinome: a VA Workbench for Epidemiology data [2]

in a more meaningful manner. VPLs are languages that exploit visual
representations in order to focus on the domain of interest instead of
command languages, while interactive software visualizations encode
software metrics in hierarchical representations of software systems.

Visual Query Specification

A number of techniques can be found as alternatives to command
languages. A popular visualization for queries is the use of graph or
network representations where nodes and edges represent components
and their relationships. The Ecosystem Services Database [83] is a
good illustration of this approach where users compare ecosystem
service values across various geographic regions through the use of a
graph-based visual query system.

Some researchers have focused on graphically representing the
Boolean operations found in command languages. Representations of
Venn diagrams [84] have been used to form graphical queries, where
query terms are associated with a ring or circle and conjunction
of terms are indicated using intersection of circles. Similarly, flow
diagrams [85] have been used to depict conjunctions using sequential
flows and dis-junction using parallel flows. Elmqvist el al. [86] present
a visual canvas for constructing visual queries through the use of a
graphical set representation that they refer to as DataRoses. Each
DataRose comprises of a starplot of selected columns in a dataset
that are displayed as a multivariate visualization that incorporates
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dynamic query sliders into each axis. Tools such as InfoCrystal [87]
and KMVQL [88] are similar in providing a means to find and select
graphical representations of interest. The former employs iconographic
representations while the latter makes use of Karnaugh maps.

Other interfaces found in literature are either based on the ubiqui-
tous file-system browser interface [89] or focus on certain innuendos
that assist the user in forming his query. Examples of the latter would
be the work of Sinha and Karger [90] that assists the user through
the use of navigation hints and the work of Trigoni [91] that lets the
user improve a query over time by gradually revealing the underlying
data.

Query Result Display

Traditional query interfaces display data items that meet query spec-
ifications in the form of tabular results. While this is still a useful
approach, it often makes it difficult for the user to make correlations
in large datasets. In the recent past, researchers have sought to tackle
this problem by empowering users with better visual feedbacks.

Researchers such as Lucas el al. [92] and Mathew Ward [93] have
implemented a variety of standard statistical charts as well as infor-
mation visualization graphing techniques to communicate the results
to the user. Similarly, systems such as Visionary [94] offer a direct-
manipulation interface for browsing the results. The survey paper of
Oliveira et al. [95] provides a closer look at such database visualization
techniques.

In the context of software analysis, interactive software visualiza-
tions can be applied to present the extracted facts in a more meaningful
manner than traditional methods. In Section 2.2, we provide a detailed
overview of the relevant software visualization tools and techniques.

Coupling Queries with Results

The well known metaphor of a pivot table in a spreadsheet is used
in the Polaris system [96] to incorporate both a novel query interface
mechanism as well as an integrated visualization that displays corre-
lations in data with respect to any attribute in the dataset. Similarly,
the research of Livnat el al. [82] focuses on visual correlations of
heterogeneous data to facilitate situational awareness and decision
making processes. His work with Draper [81] introduces an interactive
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Figure 2.3. Simple flow-based diagram

radial query language for simplifying the tasks of searching for data
correlation. They place icons representing individual entities around
the circumference of a ring and allow the user to interactively focus
on certain relationships by dragging relationship icons into the ring’s
interior.

In our work, we employ a diagram-based VPL that combines
software related queries with query results. VPLs are languages that
exploit visual representations in order to focus on the domain of inter-
est instead of command languages. They facilitate users to program
by manipulating or arranging graphical elements rather than writing
textual source code. This gives users the ability to work with them
at a higher abstraction level where they need no prior experience
or knowledge to express their programming requirements. Thereby,
providing end-users with a more intuitive way to create, modify, or
extend parts of a software system.

Every VPL can be classified into one of three basic categories:
icon-based, form-based, or diagram-based, depending on which type of
visual expressions are used. In his thesis, Stehno [97] examines these
categories in more detail. Our work is based on the concept of boxes
and arrows which belongs to the category of diagram-based visual
programming. In this flow-based paradigm [98], nodes can be thought
of as “black boxes” and arrows as “arcs” that send data tokens to other
connected nodes. Figure 2.3 shows the major entities of a flow-based
diagram: A, B, and C are black boxes that process executing code
components, and M and N are arcs that connect to their respective
processes via the O1, O2, and two IN1 ports. Each node performs
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a pre-described task as soon as it receives all the required tokens it
needs for execution, while arcs carry numbers, arrays, or even pointers
to objects as data tokens between a sending or receiving node. This
principle is often referred to as the dataflow execution model.

2.1.3 Tools

Due to data being generated at an alarming rate, there is an increased
interest and effort from both academia and industry towards VA
solutions to assist in the sense-making of this data. On the one hand,
there are a number of commercial vendors specialized in data discovery
such as Tableau10, Qlik11, TIBCO12, and the Fraunhofer M-System
[99] as well as multinational corporations with Business Intelligence
solutions such as IBM,Microsoft, Oracle, and SAP. While on the other,
there are many open-source solutions that have come out of academia
such as Gephi [100], GraphViz [101], Improvise [102], Protovis [103],
R [104], and Infovis [105].

In general, research tools provide various state-of-the-art VA func-
tionality that may include prototype techniques. However, the biggest
challenge in using these open source toolkits is integrating them into
an end-user application due to the lack of maintenance, development,
and support. On the other hand, commercial tools are designed to be
used as-is and are typically bundled with conservative visualization
techniques.

For further details, the interested reader may refer to survey of
Harger and Crossno [106] that compares existing open source VA
solutions and the work of Zhang et al. [107] that examines current
market trends. Additionally, relevant software visualization tools are
listed in Section 2.2.3 and VPLs such as LabView, KNIME, OpenDX,
Quartz Composer, and the Visualization Toolkit are covered in more
detail in Stehno’s thesis [97].

In our work, we extend KNIME [108] (see Figure 2.4), a visual data
exploration and data mining tool, that is built as an Eclipse plugin.
Using a flow-based approach, we enable software analysts to perform
complex queries by configuring nodes that represent sub-queries and
connecting them visually in a workflow editor. As shown in Figure
2.4, the query results can be examined through traditional views.
10 Tableau Software (http://www.tableausoftware.com/)
11 Qlik (http://www.qlik.com/)
12 TIBCO Spotfire (http://spotfire.tibco.com/)

http://www.tableausoftware.com/
http://www.qlik.com/
http://spotfire.tibco.com/
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Figure 2.4. Sample KNIME workflow and views13

Additionally, the resulting dataflow networks can be analyzed through
a custom NetworkViewer that embeds the results into interactive
software visualizations. Thus, providing the analyst with a tool that
can combine both computational analysis and software visualization.

2.2 Interactive Software Visualization

Software systems are an integral component of our everyday life, as
we find them in tools and equipment all around us. It is imperative
and at times critical to produce and maintain reliable systems, a
well-designed and well-maintained architecture goes a long way in
achieving this goal. However, due to the intangible and often complex
nature of software architecture, this task can be quite complicated.
The field of software visualization aims to ease this task by providing
interactive tools and techniques to examine the hierarchy, relationship,
evolution, and quality of architecture components.

13 Picture taken from KNIME Blog (http://www.knime.org/category/
blog/knime-blog-tech/). It shows a KNIME workflow with two scatter
plots.

http://www.knime.org/category/blog/knime-blog-tech/
http://www.knime.org/category/blog/knime-blog-tech/
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In this section, we present a discourse on the state of the art of
interactive software visualization tools and techniques. Further, we
highlight the importance of developing solutions tailored to meet the
needs and requirements of the stakeholders involved in the analysis
process.

2.2.1 Visualizing Architectures

One of the core topics in the field of software visualization is a means
to effectively visualize, navigate, and explore the software architecture
of a system [44, 109, 110]. Generally, object-oriented software tends to
be structured hierarchically - with packages containing sub-packages,
which in turn contain classes that hold methods and attributes. It is
this hierarchy and relationships between software components that is
of interest when it comes to interactive software visualization [111].

In the context of visualizing software architectures, we explore
representations of the global architecture of a system, such as tree,
graph, and diagram model depictions. Further, we also investigate
representations that highlight relationships between components as
well as the importance of visualizing software metrics.

Architecture Representations

Tree structures are an ideal way of representing the hierarchical
structure of software architecture. However, research in this area
has shown the need to move forward from well-known techniques
such as node-link layouts to more sophisticated ones to handle the
larger hierarchies found in software systems nowadays [45]. Figure
2.5 shows both a generic node-link diagram as well as one found in
a commercial tool. Inspection of these representations shows that
they quickly become too large and utilize available screen space far
too poorly for proper investigation. Further, the amount of textual
information represented in the nodes as well as the way relationships
are depicted should be revisited to avoid visual clutter and information
overload [112].

In our research we have inspected several 2D visual representations
[3] that may not be specific to just software visualization, but have
been effectively applied to highlight the hierarchical structure of a
software system [45, 113]. Here, it is important to note that a lot
of these representations have been extended to 3D visualizations
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(a) General node-link dia-
gram

(b) As found in SAVE [4]

Figure 2.5. General and tool specific node-link diagram

[114–116]. While 3D approaches have been shown to display larger
hierarchies and minimize clutter [117], they have also suffered from
the well documented drawbacks of 3D visualizations, such as: object
occlusion, cumbersome view adjustments, performance issues, as well
as poor readability of 3D texts [118, 119]. Due to these drawbacks
and the requirements of our stakeholders, we focus mostly on 2D
representations.

The Treemap visualization (see Figure 2.6a), first introduced by
Johnson and Schneiderman [120], is an effective means to visualize
an entire software hierarchy. It is essentially a space-filling technique
that displays hierarchical data as a set of nested rectangles. This is
usually performed by a tiling algorithm that slices a box into smaller
boxes for each level of the hierarchy, recursively, alternating between
horizontal and vertical slices. “The resulting visualization displays
all the elements of the hierarchy, while the paths to these elements
are implicitly encoded by the Treemap nesting” [111]. In the context
of interactive software visualization, Treemaps are used to represent
methods as elementary boxes and classes as composed boxes. Several
modifications of Treemaps appear in literature and in practice - some
improve readability by enforcing an aspect ratio as close as possible
to 1, while others have used irregular shapes such as Voronoi instead
of rectangles to show more information [121]. Typically, designers are
limited to the encoding of a single metric - the box color. While this
provides a symbolic idea of how such a metric value is spread through
the hierarchy, it is not simple to determine or represent metrics of
enclosing entities [122].
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(a) Rectangular TreeMap (b) Circular TreeMap

Figure 2.6. Rectangular and Circular TreeMaps using TreeViz14

Treemaps provide an extremely compact layout, however, they
are limited by mainly showing the leaves of the software structure.
Similarly, the circular Treemap visualization (see Figure 2.6b) and
variations of it have been researched in order to have circles fill the
available space more efficiently [123].

The Icicle Plot principle of Figure 2.7a is where a line represents a
tree level and each line is split according to its number of children [3].
While Icicle Plots provide better understanding of structural relation-
ships as packages can be used as root and classes and methods as tree
elements, scalability and navigation may be an issue with hierarchies
of large systems [122]. Typically, two metrics maybe encoded in the
visual representations: node size and color.

An alternative space-filling technique to nested geometry is the
use of a Sunburst visualization that focuses on adjacencies instead
[124]. This technique was first proposed by Stasko and Zhang [125],
where they utilized a circular or radial display to depict the hierarchy
rather than a rectangular layout (see Figure 2.7b). In a sunburst, the
hierarchy is laid out radially with the root at the center and discs or
portions of discs as deeper levels further away from this center [126].
In contrast to the Treemap techniques mentioned earlier and similar
to the Icicle Plot, designers have the added flexibility to encode two
distinct metrics: the angle swept out by an item and its color [122].
Studies have shown the performance of localization, comparison, and
identification tasks in Treemap and Sunburst visualizations to be

14 TreeViz (http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/)

http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/
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Figure 2.7. Icicle [3], Sunburst, and Hyperbolic layouts using TreeViz14

comparable, however the Sunburst is found to be easier to learn and
more pleasant [127]. While screen-space is better utilized as compared
to node-link diagrams, scalability and navigation may still be an issue
in larger systems.

Another approach is to make use of the hyperbolic space, which
intrinsically provides more space than a layout that employs Euclidean
coordinates. This well-established technique is more commonly re-
ferred to as the hyperbolic tree layout (see Figure 2.7c) and was first
introduced in the context of information visualization by Lamping et
al. [128]. Essentially, it lays out the hierarchy in a uniform manner on
a hyperbolic plane and maps this plane on a circular display region.
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A key feature of this technique is referred to as fisheye distortion15,
where components tend to diminish in size as they move outwards.
This leads to a larger representation of the center or focused area
while still displaying the overall structure of the tree. Hyperbolic trees
provide an interactive overview of a hierarchy; they show both detail
and context at once. Initially the root of the hierarchy is placed in the
center, however, the display can be transformed to bring another node
into focus through interaction. It would probably be best to encode
metrics through the use of color alone, as varying the node size would
adversely affect the layout algorithm. When the graph is deemed too
large to be rendered effectively, nodes are pruned together and may
be interactively expanded to reveal the subtree structure.

Visualizing Relationships

In contrast to visualizing the software hierarchy of a system, visualizing
relationships of the software system is a more complex task. This is
due to both the higher amount and the different types of relations
that exist in a system, such as: inheritance, method calls, dynamic
invocation, accesses, etc.

Generally, graphs have all the characteristics required to represent
relationships of a software system. This is typically done by expressing
software components as nodes and relationships between them as edges
[129]. However, this often leads to the visualization of an extremely
large graph due to the high inter-connectivity between the large
amount of components found in software systems nowadays. Thus, the
resulting visualization tends to be extremely confusing and cluttered
- it becomes difficult to discern between nodes and edges due to the
cluttering, overlapping, and occlusion of edges (see Figure 2.8).

A well-known approach to remedy this clutter issue is to replace
node-link diagrams with a square matrix that has matching row and
column labels. The matrix then highlights the number of relations
between row and column elements within each matrix entry, possibly
through some visual representation [130]. This well-known technique is
often referred to as the Dependency Structure Matrix [131] in literature
and provides a compact and uncomplicated representation of relations
in a complex system. However, keeping a mental map of the system
hierarchy can still be an issue in these visualizations.
15 A Brief Tour of Nonlinear Magnification (http://alan.keahey.org/

research/nlm/nlmTour.html/)

http://alan.keahey.org/research/nlm/nlmTour.html/
http://alan.keahey.org/research/nlm/nlmTour.html/
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Figure 2.8. Cluttered software architecture [4]

The most accepted graph-based software visualization in the field
of object-oriented software engineering are Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) class diagrams. This modeling language was created
and developed by the Objected Management Group and has since
become the industry standard for modeling software systems16. Its
main purpose is to portray inter-class relations, such as: composition,
inheritance, generalizations, aggregations, and associations. However,
due to the amount of textual information depicted by each component
such as the listing of methods and variables, these graphs grow expo-
nentially with each additional component or class notation and are
highly prone to information overload. Some researchers have looked at
reducing the visual complexity associated with such graphs by reduc-
ing the number of overlapping edges, the use of orthogonal layouts, the
horizontal writing of the labels, and edge bundling [132–134]. While
some success in reducing the complexity has been achieved, the draw-
backs associated with node-link diagrams such as poor screen-space
management and information overload still need to be tackled.

More recently, researchers have experimented with different layout
and filter techniques in order to resolve the clutter issue. An example
of this is the work of Pinzger et al. [135] that focuses on the creation
of condensed and aesthetically pleasing graphs that show information
relevant to solve a given program comprehension task. Their solution
was to use nested graphs and a feature that allowed to add and filter
appropriate nodes and edges. Other researchers such as Holten [5] have
chosen to implement better space-filling techniques in combination
with improved edge representations. Holten’s approach was to place
software elements on concentric circles according to their depth in

16 UML FAQ (http://www.uml-forum.com/FAQ.htm)

http://www.uml-forum.com/FAQ.htm
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(a) β = 0 (b) β = 0.75

Figure 2.9. Hierarchical Edge Bundles (HEBs)[5]

the hierarchical tree and then to display edges above the hierarchical
visualization (see Figure 2.9). Further, he extended the work of Fekete
et al. [136] that used spline edges to replace explicit arrow directions,
in order to reduce the visual clutter and edge congestion by allowing
edges to bundle together according to a parameter (see Figures 2.9a
and 2.9b). Similarly, techniques displaying, clustering, and filtering
edges on top of structural representations can be utilized in other
visualizations (i.e., Treemaps, circular trees, etc.) to represent the
hierarchical graph structure of a software system.

Another approach to resolve the issues of cluttered 2D graphs is
the use of 3D visualizations [137], where the user can access a view
without occlusions. However, 3D representations of large graphs have
their own problems, such as: navigation can not only be difficult but
also disorienting [138], object occlusion, performance issues, and text
illegibility [118]. For the purpose of completion it would be prudent
to mention some of the more prominent work in the area of 3D in-
teractive software visualization. Some researchers in this field have
experimented with real-world metaphors to take advantage of the
intuitiveness of these representations [139]. For example, the City or
Cities metaphors are often used to depict relationships through a visu-
ally understandable metaphor [114, 140], where cities (packages) are
connected via streets (two-directional calls) and water (uni-directional
calls). Similarly, researchers have realized the Solar System [141],
Island [140], and Landscape [115, 142] metaphors, where the respec-
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Figure 2.10. Clustered graph layout [6]

tive relationships between each contributing element is exploited to
depict packages, classes, and their relationships. Another interesting
approach towards handling large and complex graphs is the clustered
graph layout (see Figure 2.10), where clustering, dynamic transparency,
and edge bundling are used to visualize a graph without altering its
structure or layout [6].

Visualizing Software Metrics

The incorporation of software metrics is an important component
in the analysis of a software systems architecture, as they not only
provide an insight into the quality of the software design [143, 144] but
also a means to monitor this quality throughout the design process
[145]. Typical static software metrics express different aspects of
a complex system, such as: design complexity, resource usage, and
system stability.

The idea behind metric-centered visualizations is to transform
numerical statistical data into a visual representation that is easier
to understand and grasped far more intuitively and instantaneously
[146]. Here, the greatest challenge is to find an effective mapping
from a numerical representation to a graphical one that enhances the
structural visualization [147].

In this section, select visualization techniques that implement
static software metrics are highlighted - the purpose of which is to
provide an idea of the implemented approaches. One such approach is
to combine them with UML class diagrams. An example of this is the
MetricView (see Figure 2.11a) visualization that displays metric icons
on top of UML diagram elements [7].
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(a) Metric View (b) Areas of Interest

Figure 2.11. Metric View [7] and Areas of Interest visualizations [8]

An extension of this approach is the areas of interest (see Figure
2.11b) technique developed by Byelas and Telea [8]. They apply a
layout algorithm that groups software entities with common properties,
encloses these entities with a contour, and adds colors to depict
software metrics. In order to distinguish overlapping areas, each area is
given its own texture, such as: horizontal lines, vertical lines, diagonal
lines, and circles. Further, shading and transparency techniques are
used to improve the distinction between several areas.

In visual representations other than UML Diagrams, similar ap-
proaches have to be implemented in order to combine metrics and
structural information. An example of this is the work of Holten et
al., where they used texture and color to show two different software
metrics on a Treemap [148]. Their results show that the combination of
color and texture provides high information density, assists in finding
correlations between metrics, and can reveal patterns and potential
problem areas.

To visualize multiple aspects of a software system, Lanza et. al
introduced the concept of polymetric views, where the visualization of
a software is enriched with software metrics [149]. Essentially, they
propose a node representation that encodes upto five distinct metrics;
node width, height, x and y-coordinates and color, and edge width and
color. They applied this to an inheritance tree where nodes represent
classes and edges depict the inheritance relationship between them.
Node width and height is used to encode the number of attributes and
the number of methods. Further, a color tone is applied to represent
the number of lines of code.
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Other solutions found in literature that incorporate software met-
rics include 3D visualizations and filter techniques. In 3D visual-
izations, the encompassing visual entities have been encoded with
software metrics [141, 150]. Another technique that may be applied
in the analysis of system metrics is the use of filters, an example of
this can be found in the Solar system metaphor, where filters may be
applied to the overall system to visualize planets with metric values
that lie within a chosen interval [141].

2.2.2 Visualizing Architecture Evolution

A general obstacle with regards to software evolution visualization
is coping with the complexity that emerges from the huge quantity
of evolution data; it is quite common to have hundreds of version
of thousands of files [49]. The technical challenges associated with
extrapolating this historical data are deemed out-of-context with
respect to this thesis, instead, the focus will be on visualizing the
evolution of the software architecture.

Real software solutions undergo continuous change to meet new
requirements, adapt to new technology, and to repair errors [151].
Inevitably, the software in question magnifies in both size and com-
plexity, often leading to a situation where the original design gradually
decays unless proper maintenance is performed [50]. As such, visualiz-
ing the evolution of the software architecture is one of the key topics
in the field of software evolution visualization [111]. It is essential
to have a global overview of the entire system evolution in order to
explain and document how a system has evolved to its present state
and to predict its future development [46].

In the context of visualizing software architecture evolution, we
first focus on how the global architecture of the software changes with
each release and then examine at how relationships and metrics evolve
within each version.

Visualizing Hierarchical Changes

Since software maintenance is performed mainly at code level, most
visualizations have implemented a 2D line-based approach to represent
the software evolution [152, 154, 155]. Generally, the adopted approach
is to visually map a code line to pixel line, where color is typically used
to show the age of a code fragment [154]. Additional focus has been to
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(a) Code Flow [152] (b) Visual comparison of hierarchi-
cally organized data [153]

Figure 2.12. Visual comparison of two source code versions

develop interaction techniques that allow users to effectively navigate
and explore the data [155]. In order to highlight the state of the art in
this traditional approach, the Code flows visualization technique [152]
is briefly examined. Figure 2.12a shows an evolution from left to right
of four versions of a source code class. This technique employs an icicle
layout and bundled edges to show how a source code line changes over
subsequent versions. Source code lines that do not change from one
version to another are colored black, while code lines that changed are
highlighted using different colors. In general, these tools are successful
in tracking the line-based structure of software systems and reveal
change dependencies at given moments in time [155]. However, they
lack the sophistication to provide insight into attribute changes and
more so the structural changes made throughout the development
process.

In contrast, there are only a few visualizations aimed at represent-
ing structural changes of a system architecture over time [111]. As
explained earlier, there definitely exists a requirement to monitor the
evolution of a systems architecture, however, current graph animation
algorithms are limited and need to mature further to handle this
requirement [68].

One such approach, is the work of Holten et al. that presents a
technique aimed at comparing the software hierarchies of two software
versions [153]. To better compare the two versions, the algorithm tries
to position matching nodes opposite to each other. This technique is
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(a) Inheritance graph of successive versions [156]

(b) Evolving city layout [51]

Figure 2.13. Graph and City based layouts for software evolution

presented in Figure 2.12b, where the source code of Azureus v2.2 is
displayed on the left and v2.3 is portrayed on the right. Nodes that
are present in one version but not the other are highlighted via red
shading. Further, the Edge Bundles technique of Section 2.2.1 is used
to highlight and track the selected hierarchy.

Collberg et al. describe a system that visualizes the evolution of
a software system using a graph drawing technique that handles a
temporal component for the visualization of large graphs [156]. They
accomplish this by utilizing a force-directed layout to plot call graphs,
control-flow graphs, and inheritance graphs of Java programs. Changes
that the graphs have gone through since inception are highlighted
through the use of color. Nodes and Edges are initially given the color
assigned to its author (red, yellow, or green) and progressively age to
blue (see Figure 2.13a).
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Lately, there has been some effort by researchers to extend known
metaphors to handle the evolution of software systems. Steinbrückner
et al. have an interesting approach that implements the city metaphor
for the representation of large software systems in the form of evolving
software cities [51]. Their work is illustrated in Figure 2.13b, where
a system grows from an initial 389 classes to 439 classes in revision
100 and 466 classes in revision 200. In this implementation of the city
metaphor, streets represent Java packages and building plots represent
Java classes. The sequence of visual depictions aims to highlight
basic changes in the software structure, how elements maybe added,
removed, and moved within the software hierarchy. Further, they
extend this general representation to address the needs of two distinct
application scenarios by: 1) applying an evolution map that uses
contour lines to show different versions of each subsystem and 2) using
a modification history map that uses a contour line map combined
with property towers that depicts the number of modifications as
height and modification date as color.

Visualizing Software Metrics Evolution

As covered in Section 2.2.1, visualizing relationships is an extremely
complex task that is further compounded in the case of software
evolution. Typically, researchers and practitioners focus more on the
logical coupling between source code artifacts, as it can be encoded
easily into metric values [157].

Software metrics are an ideal abstraction as they encapsulate,
summarize, and provide essential quality information about source
code [10]. As such, they are essential in providing a continual under-
standing and analysis of the quality of a system during all phases of
the product life cycle. Instead of tedious, inefficient, and hard to grasp
numerical representations, metrics tend to be mapped to graphical
characteristics so that they may be intuitively interpreted. In this
section, we explore the state of the art in the visualization of software
metrics across different software versions.

The Evolution Matrix is a visualization technique that provides
an exploratory view of an object-oriented systems evolution, both
at the system and class granularity levels [9]. In this work, Lanza
et al. combine software visualization and software metrics by using
two-dimensional boxes to represent classes and encoding metric mea-
surement of the classes to the width and height of the boxes. In the
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(a) Evolution Matrix

(b) Two frames of RSSSowl using VERSO

Figure 2.14. The Evolution Matrix [9] and VERSO [10] tools

example of Figure 2.14a, they use the metric number of methods for
the width and number of instance variables for the height, columns
to represent different versions of the software, and rows to depict
different versions of the same class. At the system level, this technique
recovered the following characteristics regarding the evolution of a
system: size of the system, addition and removal of classes, and growth
and stagnation phases in the evolution. While at the class level, it
shows if the class grows, shrinks, or stays the same from one version
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to another. These features allows the expert to analyze a number of
interesting aspects, such as a class growing and shrinking repeatedly,
a class suddenly exploding in size, or a class that had a certain size
but lost its functionality.

The visualization framework by Langelier et al. also facilitates the
analysis of software over many versions [10], albeit in a slightly different
manner. Instead of employing a technique that displays the entire
system evolution in one picture [9], they rely on animated transitions
from one version to another. As Figure 2.14b shows, there are different
static representations for each subsequent version; the image on the
left is a previous version and the image on right is the next. The
user controls forward and backward navigation in time, which in turn
animates three graphical characteristics that are mapped to metric
values - color, height, and twist. While the animations are of a short
duration, they are well-designed and help attract the attention of the
viewer towards program modifications [10]. This work of Langelier et al.
contains references to extensive case studies aimed at detecting both
evolution patterns and known anomalies. With respect to evolution
patterns, users were able to identify constantly growing classes, quick
birth and death of classes, and explosions in complexity in a short
time-span. On the other hand, while looking for common anomalies,
patterns such as the God Class or Shotgun Surgery were observed.
The former is detected when a class constantly grows in complexity
and coupling, while the latter occurs when a class constantly grows in
terms of coupling and whose complexity increases globally but with
an up-and-down local pattern.

Wettel and Lanza present interactive 3D visualizations in their
CodeCity tool that examines the structural evolution of large software
systems at both a coarse-grained and a fine-grained level [11]. At a
coarse-grained level of granularity, classes are shown as monolithic
blocks that lack details of the internal structure. While at the fine-
grained level, the focus is on methods that appear as building bricks.
Figure 2.15a shows this fine-grained representation, where classes are
illustrated as buildings located in districts that represent the packages
in which the classes are defined. Metric values are then encoded in
the visual properties of the city artifacts; class properties such as
the number of methods and number of attributes are mapped on
to the buildings’ height and base size, package depth is mapped on
the districts’ color saturation. Further, the age distribution of classes
is represented through an Age Map color mapping, where the color
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(a) A fine-grained Age Map (b) Timeline of a single class

Figure 2.15. Fine-grained and coarse CodeCity visualizations [11]

scheme ranges from light-yellow for recent entities to dark blue for
earlier versions. Similar to the work of Langelier et al., back and forth
transitions through the history of the system allows the city to update
itself and reflect the currently displayed version. Additionally, at a
finer level-of-detail the entire evolution of a single class or package
may be tracked (see Figure 2.15b).

Pinzger et al. introduced a multivariate visualization technique
that can display the evolution of numerous software metrics related
to modules and relationships [12]. Figure 2.16 depicts this multivari-
ate technique with data pertaining to 20 metrics, 7 modules, and 7
subsequent source code releases. In this approach, graphs and Kiviat
diagrams are combined to graphically represent several metric values.
The individual Kiviat diagrams present quantitative metrics, where
low values are placed near the center of the Kiviat diagram and high
values are found further away from the center. Dependency relation-
ships between source code entities is highlighted by the layout of the
diagram and the relationship between modules. Furthermore, this
approach encodes the temporal aspects of multiple versions through a
rainbow color gradient, where different colors indicate the time period
between subsequent releases. Finally, the amount of coupling between
two modules is represented by the width of edges connecting Kiviat
diagrams. While, this visualization contains lots of information and
can help identify critical source code entities or critical couplings, it
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Figure 2.16. Multivariate visualization using Kiviat diagrams [12]

requires a good knowledge of software metrics. A positive feature of
this technique is that all information regarding metrics and evolution
is represented in a single static view that requires no animation. How-
ever, at times the color stripes overlap making it futile to discern the
corresponding metric values. This problem of overlapping has been
solved using 3D Kiviat diagrams that displays each version of the
software on a different level of elevation [158].
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2.2.3 Tools

There are a number of tools available both in academia and industry
that cater to the various needs of stakeholders. On the one side, vendors
have developed commercial Architecture Visualization Tools (AVTs):
Lattix, Enterprise Architect, NDepend, Klockwork Architect, IBM
Rational Architect, Bauhaus [45], etc. While on the other, the re-
search community has also produced numerous tools: SHriMP [159],
BugCrawler [160], DiffArchViz [161], etc. Commercial tools are gener-
ally designed to be used as-is, while research tools are open-source
that allow users to customize them.

The main aim of these tools is to employ a combination of
metaphors and techniques presented in this paper to assist technical
users, project managers, and researchers in analyzing software architec-
tures. The study of Telea et al. [45] shows that the mainstream masses
are starting to realize the potential of these visualization techniques.
For example, tools such as Lattix and NDepend have incorporated
newer diagram-layout techniques, realizing the limitations of tradi-
tional node-link diagrams. However, this modernization of AVTs is
much slower than the advent of cutting-edge visualization solutions.

AVTs typically support a combination of the following tasks: “com-
paring desired and actual architectures, identifying architecture vi-
olations, highlighting architecture patterns or layers extracted from
code bases, assessing architecture quality, and discovering evolutionary
patterns such as architectural erosion” [45]. However, no single tool
can satisfy all these needs and requirements, as they differ in the
features they provide, the audience they cater to, and the tasks they
support [162].

The reader may refer to the work of Babu et al. [163] for a thorough
comparison of AVTs according to the taxonomies they support. A
closer inspection of these taxonomies is required, as it is imperative
that visualizations are constructed to address problems and issues
faced by the users of the system, rather than just provide ‘pretty
pictures’. The challenge often is that different stakeholders, such as:
architects, developers, maintainers, and managers, require contrasting
tools and techniques to delve into different levels of details. In the
context of software architecture, several researchers, such as: McNair
et al. [162] and Panas et al. [140], have conducted in-depth analysis
of what to visualize and how best to achieve it. A good synopsis of
these findings can be found in the survey of Ghanam et al. [44].
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The most significant lesson learnt from the above-mentioned sur-
veys is not to lose sight of the audience and to conduct appropriate
evaluations where possible to determine the true worth of a proposed
interactive software visualization; i.e., does it allow for a more thor-
ough analysis (number of issues detected), does it perform tasks more
efficiently (task completion time), etc.

2.3 Coordinated Multiple Views

In this section, we provide a brief overview of CMV and highlight
some implementations in the software visualization domain. For a
more detailed review on the state of the art in CMV, the reader can
refer to the well-known survey paper of Roberts [54].

There exists no single visual representation that can display all
the relevant aspects of a complex dataset. IVA systems tackle this
issue by combining different views of the same data in a way that the
user can make relevant correlations or disparities. This is typically
accomplished by simultaneously displaying, exploring, and analyzing
different data variates in multiple side-by-side linked views. These
views may include scatterplots [164], matrices, parallel coordinates
[165], histograms, or even specialized domain-specific views (e.g., a
combined visualization of software structure and metrics [166]).

There are a lot of well-known visualization systems based on
the CMV approach; such as Improvise [102], SimVis [167], Snap-
together Visualization [168], XmdvTool [93], etc. These tools follow
the basic principle highlighted by Baldonado et al. [53] – brush (select)
interesting data subsets in a visual display to instantaneously highlight
related data items in the linked views. This brushing and linking
approach enables a “divide and conquer” means to examine complex
datasets, where each view concentrates on a subset or sub-dimension
of the data. Essentially, CMV create a focus+context visualization
[169] where the selection equates to focus and the other data views
provide its context. Complex queries can then be defined via several
brushes or logical combinations [170]. These combinations may be
through a feature definition language [171] or in a conjunctive visual
form [172].
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(a) Hierarchical system decomposition

(b) Selected set-of-interest (c) Filtered set-of-interest

Figure 2.17. CMV using Soft-Vision [13]

In literature, there already exist some implementations of CMV
in the context of software visualization [13, 48]. The Soft-Vision
[13] framework highlights the typical approach of allowing users to
interactively explore software analysis datasets through interactive
views that present the data at different levels of abstraction. Figure
2.17 depicts a typical use-case with three different views. In Figure
2.17a, the containment relations of a software system are shown using
a tree visualization. Components selected in this view are brushed
and linked into the second view (see Figure 2.17b). This second
view uses a “boxes in boxes” nested layout to show containment and
association relations. Displaying all this data leads to information
overload, however, the user interactively filters out the “uninteresting”
association relations to generate the third view (see Figure 2.17c).
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2.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented the foundations of our work as well
as a literary review on the most relevant fields. Our research shows
that both the VA and interactive software visualization domains have
evolved significantly in recent years giving developers new tools to
better understand, evaluate, and develop software and help managers
to monitor design and refactoring issues. However, there remains
the need to incorporate these cutting-edge tools and techniques with
standard software development and maintenance practices.

Current practices consist of analysis tools that extract facts from
source code, tools that refine these into software metrics, and tools
that present these facts using visualization techniques. However, as
the study of Telea et al. [47] suggests there is still the need for a
combined analysis and visualization approach. In our work, we bridge
this gap using a NoSQL approach, a graph database back-end, and a
workflow based front-end.

Ultimately, our goal is to assist software analysts who typically need
to either adapt pre-existing software metrics or define their own custom
metrics. Current tools and approaches for software analysis (e.g., [99],
[173], [174], [175], etc.) provide different degrees of customization,
however, they typically require not only an in-depth knowledge of
the model and underlying semantics (e.g. naming conventions) but
also the technical know-how of how to formulate textual queries (i.e.,
SQL, Smalltalk, etc.). Instead, our approach aims at providing easy
and intuitive means for the customized analysis of a software system
in terms of software measurements or metrics, such as computing
cyclomatic complexity, analyzing dependencies or call traces, or using
statistical analysis to find issues.

Closely related tools are: ConQAT [176], a software quality as-
sessment toolkit that employs a pipes-and-filter architecture, Specula
[177], a goal-oriented approach for the composition of Software Project
Control Centers (SPCCs), Sextant [76], a tool for specifying and visu-
alizing software metrics for Java source code, and WiggleIndexer17, a
tool that allows the indexing of Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) using
a graph database. Although these tools have some similar features,
they do not employ workflows to combine computational analysis
and software visualization tools. Both ConQAT and Specula also
allow users to connect “configurable units” and “control components”
17 WiggleIndexer (https://github.com/raoulDoc/WiggleIndexer)

https://github.com/raoulDoc/WiggleIndexer
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respectively; however, these “units” and “components” focus more
on high-level analysis tasks and less on how to combine low-level
software metrics to create these high-level measurements. In contrast,
our workflow approach is centered around collecting, aggregating, and
visualizing both low-level artifacts and high-level software measure-
ments. Additionally, we focus more on CMV of the data that maybe
connected at any point in the pipeline.

Similar to our approach, WiggleIndexer has an equivalent graph
database model and querying mechanism; however, users need to have
in-depth knowledge of both the model and the underlying Cypher
querying language. On the other hand, although Sextant provides
several visualization capabilities, it contains significantly fewer details
about the system and the analysis needs to be performed in the
Service Modeling Language (SML) instead of with workflows.

Additionally, while visualizing software structures some visualiza-
tion techniques such as node-link diagrams are well-known in industry.
Other techniques such as parallel coordinates and bundled diagram
layouts are less-known. The software analysis community has not
made widespread use of these recent advances. There is a definite need
to bridge this gap, as software systems are getting far too large to be
analyzed through traditional means alone. This delay in adopting new
technology may be due to the stakeholders not having enough time
to try out every new tool, lack of knowledge with respect to technical
visualization terms often used in marketing these tools, or simply a re-
luctance to try unknown visualization metaphors and techniques [45].

In our work, we have looked at ways to bridge gaps in the VA and
interactive software visualization domains. In the past four years, we
have closely worked with software analysts at the Fraunhofer Institute
for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) to tailor tools according
to their specific needs and requirements. As a result of these efforts, we
have developed research prototypes such as VIMETRIK and eCITY
that show a lot of promise in the above-mentioned domains.





3

Visual Analysis of Software Measurement
Data

“ The goal is to turn data into information, and
information into insight ”

– Carly Fiorina 1

I
n recent times, multidimensional visual analysis is becoming
more and more important especially in the area of software

measurement and analysis. This is due to the fact that most of the
data from software measurement is multivariate. Analyses of such
measurements of software systems tend to result in a huge amount
of multidimensional data, in some cases even approaching “big data”
analytics. In this regards, standard software analysis tools are limited
by their lack of ability to process huge collections of multidimensional
data sets; current tools are designed to support well-known metrics
and are limited due to their reliance on relational databases and fixed
schemas. There are tools that facilitate the customization of software
metrics, however, they are often quite difficult to use. The end-user
requires extensive knowledge of the underlying data schema and the
querying language.

Further, to gain an insight of a systems’ quality, most software
analysis tools provide traditional means to explore the generated data.
There exists a huge gap between these tools and interactive software
visualizations that aim to present extracted facts and measurements
in a more meaningful manner than traditional methods.

1 Former CEO of Hewlett-Packard
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In this chapter, the above-mentioned shortcomings are addressed
through an innovative means to facilitate the specification and vi-
sualization of user-defined software system measurements. The key
ingredients of our methodology are a schema-less data access path
to an underlying data model, a workflow-based approach to define
metrics, and the ability to visually depict the results of these queries.
In terms of the latter, we aim to provide end-users with both tradi-
tional views (i.e., tabular views, scatter plots, box plots, histograms,
line charts, etc.) and interactive software visualizations. Additionally,
we report on a live-data prototype of an interactive visual analysis
tool called VIMETRIK to explore our ideas in the wild. This includes
findings of a preliminary study that illustrates the intuitiveness and
easy-to-use means of our approach to understand software measure-
ment and analysis data.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides context
and motivation. Then, in Section 3.2, documents our approach of
using graph databases and workflows. Further, we depict how our
ideas can be implemented in a live-data prototype. In Sections 3.3
and 3.4 we report on the preliminary study setup and results. Finally,
closing remarks are presented in Section 3.5.

3.1 Motivation

Software systems nowadays tend to be large, complex, and hetero-
geneous in nature and face increased pressure on delivery time and
product quality. Studies estimate that up to 80% of the software
costs occur in the maintenance phase, out of which 40% goes into
understanding the software system [178]. In this context, various mea-
surements or software metrics are often utilized to obtain objective,
reproducible, and quantifiable measurements to assist developers in
quality assurance testing, software debugging, and software perfor-
mance optimization. As such, independent of the application area
different measurements are scrutinized to ensure that the system in
question performs optimally, is safe and reliable, or is of high quality.

Analyses of such measurements of software systems tend to result
in the scrutiny of a large amount of analysis data; a process that
converts analysis data to measurement data though the use of software
metrics. Most mainstream analysis tools specify and examine these
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software metrics through a relational database approach. In this case,
an analyzable representation of the source code is generated, stored
in a relational database, and queried through SQL requests to create
measurement data (e.g., quality or maintainability metrics) [72].

However, for large software systems, the analysis data gets so enor-
mous that existing approaches trade the amount of source code details
stored for performance. This typically means an incomplete repre-
sentation of source code where lower-level details are often omitted
(e.g., method bodies, expressions, etc.). Although this strategy ends
up facilitating scalability, it often limits the amount of supported mea-
surements. In addition to being large, software systems also undergo
continuous changes in order to adapt the new technology, to meet the
new requirements, and to repair errors. These exponentially growing
changes imply that software analysis tools have to continuously adjust
their data models, restructure their relational database schemas, and
reformulate complex SQL requests. Further, in order to formulate
measurement data, end-users (e.g., quality experts, project managers,
etc.) typically query the underlying database via queries on software
metrics. This procedure requires not only an in-dept knowledge of the
database schema but also expertise in the SQL querying language.

In order to address the above-mentioned concerns, we propose
techniques and methods for the interactive visual analysis of software
measurement data. To resolve scalability issues we advocate the use
of a NoSQL approach that is based on a graph database. Using this
methodology, we can perform complete analyses of large software
systems and yet maintain a reasonable performance while creating
measurement data. Furthermore, while approaching “big data” scala-
bility can be maintained by distributing the underlying graph database
across a multi-machine cluster. Additionally, to address changing re-
quirements a graph database can be restructured far more easily due
to an index-free adjacency and a schema-free data access [75]. In
terms of the former, additional information such as the evolution
of the software or the amount of effort needed to change software
components may be added via links to new nodes. While in terms of
the latter, the underlying graph model may be changed at run-time
to store intermediate results without corrupting the analysis data
model. Finally in terms of querying, whether it is SQL for relational
databases or graph quering languages such as Gremlin or Cypher [179],
we provide an interactive visual workflow modeling approach. Our
approach makes it easier for non-experts to adjust existing metrics
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or define new metrics without the prior know-how of the underlying
database schema or the required database query language. Thereby
alleviating end-users from this burden and instead empowering them
with a means to visually specify their queries.

Irrespective of the database approach employed, the ensuing mea-
surement data consists of metrics (numbers and sets of numbers) and
is typically aggregated through statistical techniques, such as mean,
variance, and standard deviation. However, numerical data by itself
may not be so suitable to convey information in a comprehensible
fashion. Instead, as an example it may be more appropriate to depict
the distribution of a given metric across the software hierarchy in
graphical terms. In this regards, we aim to provide the user with a
plethora of options that include traditional methods as well as inter-
active software visualizations. Thus, providing them with a combined
computational analysis and visualization approach.

Further, the workflow-based approach of our framework updates
only the relevant measurement data and views when the user changes a
metric – thereby, yielding an interactive exploration style of analyzing
software measurements. In contrast, while using traditional approaches
the complete measurement has to be evaluated again; a process that
is too slow for large software systems with a complete set of analysis
data.

It is for the reasons discussed here that we endorse a user-centric
approach. Our proposed solution combines the specification and vi-
sualization of software measurements through data workflows. We
aim to address the concerns of different stakeholders through the
synergy of configurable data abstractions, metrics, and visualizations.
Examples of such varied analyses include but are not limited to the
performance, safety, security, or the quality of the system. Ultimately,
the goal of our research is to empower end-users with the ability to
apply tailored metrics and visualization metaphors to visually explore
the characteristics of a software system according to their individual
requirements.

In order to validate our ideas, we have developed a live-data pro-
totype tool called VIMETRIK. Our preliminary study indicates the
promise and feasibility of our approach to analyze software measure-
ment data. In particular, our experiment shows that even graduate
students with no knowledge of the underlying database model, query-
ing mechanism, or software analysis could use our tool to generate
and analyze some basic software metrics. The participants completed
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these analysis tasks with a completion rate and accuracy of over 85%.
We expect that if non-experts could use our tool then a professional
software analyst would definitely benefit from the intuitive and easy-
to-use means of understanding software measurement and analysis
data.

3.2 Methodology

The main goal of a source code measuring tool is to provide a flexible
analysis of a software system. However, current software analysis
tools are limited by their lack of ability to process huge collections of
multidimensional data sets. Many of these tools either do not perform
a complete fact extraction of source code or only support a common
set of software metrics. Others that provide a means of generating
custom software metrics through queries tend to be quite difficult to
use where the user requires extensive knowledge of the data ontology
as well as the querying mechanism.

In this section, we present a methodology that aims to address
these issues through a graph database model capable of capturing full
details of a source code, a workflow-based approach to define metrics,
and details of our live-data prototype VIMETRIK that combines
these approaches in an intuitive and visual manner.

3.2.1 Metrics from a Graph Database

The main goal of a source code measuring tool is to provide a flexible
analysis of a software system. As such, they let users pose queries
about the system at different levels-of-detail in terms of software
measurements or metrics; such as computing cyclomatic complexity,
analyzing dependencies or call traces, detecting code smells, or using
statistical analysis to find issues.

Often, due to memory limitations, these measurement tools use a
relational database to store information about a system. Typically,
these relational database approaches lead to a trade-off between
scalability and the amount of source code details stored. On the one
hand some systems store more details about the source code but do not
scale to large programs, while on the other hand, others scale to large
programs but provide limited information (either no method bodies
or no details on expressions). Additionally these relational databases
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are often faced with implementation related issues, such as: schema
evolution over time and extensive joins of large tables. Furthermore,
the restructuring of schema due to a change in the organization of
the underlying data results in operations that are costly, complicated,
and may not be performed automatically.

In contrast, we propose a graph database approach that aims to
store full source code details, scales to large programs, and provides
an easy means to restructure. In the recent past there have been
similar attempts from researchers such as R.-G. Urma2 and Ebert et
al. [75], however, none have published a graph model that stores full
source code information and is capable of addressing the many cross-
cutting source code queries. In this regards, we present the benefits
of employing a graph database over a relational database, provide
details of our proposed graph model, and give a few examples of how
software metrics may be gathered.

Benefits of a Graph Database

In the relational database paradigm, data is formally described and
organized according to a database schema. Each database is a collec-
tion of related tables, where each table is a representation of an entity
or object that is in a tabular format consisting of columns and rows.
Columns are the attributes of an entity, while rows are the values
or data instances. These databases implement an entity-relationship
model where some data fields in these tables point to indexes in other
tables; such pointers represent the relationships.

In contrast, the graph database paradigm uses graph structures
with nodes, edges, and properties to represent and store data [180].
In this methodology, no index look-ups are required; every element
(node) in the database contains a direct link (edge) to its adjacent
element. Through such an index-free adjacency, graph databases can
utilize graph theory for rapidly examining the connections and inter-
connections of nodes – an example of this is how Netflix recommends
videos. As such, they scale more naturally to large data sets as they
do not typically require the retrieval of connected records via the
joining of common attributes. Studies such as the one conducted by
Vicknair et al. [181] clearly indicate that graph databases are faster
by a factor of up to ten times while traversing connected data.

2 WiggleIndexer: Indexing of AST using graph databases (https://github.
com/raoulDoc/WiggleIndexer/)

https://github.com/raoulDoc/WiggleIndexer/
https://github.com/raoulDoc/WiggleIndexer/
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Graph databases also support semi-structured data as they do
not depend on a rigid schema, this means they are more suited to
manage ad-hoc and changing data with evolving schemas. This ability
to quickly change the schema without requiring massive scripts can
be a huge productivity boost for developers.

Interestingly, modeling data as a graph is natural and has the nice
benefit of staying legible even for non-technical people. In the contect of
software engineering the structure of object-oriented applications is a
graph like structure. A good illustration of this is how different aspects
of source code are modeled using ASTs, control-flow graphs, or parse-
trees. For our work, we combine these aspects into a graph model or
a Compound Attributed Graph (CAG) that serves as a syntactic and
semantic model capturing the structure and interconnectivity amongst
the different elements (e.g., nodes such as packages, compilation units,
types, methods, fields, and expressions) of a software system.

Information from both relational and graph databases is retrieved
via queries. While a relational database uses SQL to describe desired
data, graph databases are accessed through query languages that
express graph operations such as traversals and pattern matching.
The former typically requires indicies (foreign keys) to perform exten-
sive joins, while the latter provides an index-free access to adjacent
elements.

Proposed Graph Data Model

In the software engineering domain, the abstraction principle is used
to abstract parts of reality to reduce complexity and to allow efficient
design and implementation of complex software systems. Similarly,
compilers usually use ASTs to represent the structure of program
code. They typically scan and parse program artifacts to extract such
tree models. In general, trees are not designed to keep all necessary
information about software engineering artifacts in an integrated form.
Adding additional links between the vertices of a syntax tree, such as
the ones found in control-flow graphs, leads to a more general graph
like structure.

While our graph model is based on ASTs, it is tweaked to handle
queries about software artifacts. The resulting Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) contains additional links between the vertices of a syntax tree.
It is our aim that by providing such a graph model, we may address
the many cross-cutting queries that our domain experts may have.
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For the purpose of brevity, Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show a few parts
of this graph model, namely the top-level entities (project, package,
compilation unit, etc.), some selected statements, expression, and
member access as well as the links between these nodes.

In tracing some features of Figure 3.1a, we get an impression
of not only the hierarchy of our top-level elements but also how
additional information may be gathered. The key ingredients of the
top-level model are: an analysis root, which may contain links to
projects, primitives, arrays, and a literals root; projects, which may
be connected to top-level packages or for convenience directly to
compilation units; packages, which may have links to sub-packages;
and compilation units, which contain a top-level type.

By traversing the above-mentioned nodes, we touch upon nodes
and edges that form the top-level hierarchy of a software system.
Additional edges between these elements provide further insight into
the varied aspects of the software system. For example: IMPORTS,
provides an understanding of the coupling between compilation units;
HAS_LITERAL, offers a means to track the usage of literals in the
project space; and EXTENDS and IMPLEMENTS, provide an access
to base or parent classes and interfaces. Additionally, as Figure 3.1b
shows some of these elements are handled differently as they may be
found in external projects or libraries.

Similarly, by examining Figure 3.1c we get an impression of how
the hierarchy of a compilation unit or source file is organized. Here, a
BLOCK is a key element that is used to not only group statements but
also as a body representation of classes, interfaces, enums, and meth-
ods. Each class, interface, or enum (TYPE) contains a body (BLOCK);
each class body (BLOCK) may contain fields (FIELD), methods
(METHOD), nested-types (TYPE), or static blocks (BLOCK); each
type or method contains a body (BLOCK); and a method body may
have top-level statements (STMT).

In the same way, top-level statements may be connected to other
blocks, statements, or expressions found in the source code through
node and edge representations. Here, it is important to mention
that each type of statement has its own model; for example: an AS-
SERT_STMT has outgoing links to conditional and message EXPRES-
SIONs (see Figure 3.2a), a RETURN_STMT has an outgoing link to
an EXPRESSION node (see Figure 3.2b), an EXPRESSION_STMT
has outgoing links to an ASSIGNMENT, pre/post INC_DEC, or a
MEMBER_ACCESS (see Figure 3.2c), and so on.
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This forms a tree-like structure that not only contains the hierar-
chy of each source file, but more importantly links to elements found
in other source files. These additional edges in our model connect
related elements in a meaningful manner and are a key ingredient to
cross-cutting queries, such as finding artifacts that connect method or
variable usage to their declaration. Inspection of Figure 3.3 provides
an insight into how such issues may be tackled. Here, expressions
(EXPRESSION) are connected to a MEMBER_ACCESS that in
turn provides an access path from a method or variable usage to its
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(a) Expression graph model

(b) Member access graph model

Figure 3.3. Graph model of expression and member access
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declaration. A variable usage is linked to its declaration via the READ
and WRITTEN links, while a method usage is linked to its declara-
tion via the path {MEMBER_ACCESS, METHOD_INVOCATION,
METHOD}.

Furthermore, nodes and edges in our graph model have properties
that allow us to distinguish the graph elements according to their
types, their access parameters, or through other artifacts. In Table 3.1,
we can see a complete listing of node and edge properties currently
employed in our model. The most obvious of these properties is the
type property which is depicted in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 as node
and edge labels. Each type of node may have additional properties,
for example: a class or method may be private, public, or protected; a
method may be overloaded; or an element may have comment or code
lines associated with it. Similarly, edges have a type and may have
isHierarchical and isExpressional properties, the latter two indicate
whether an edge is a link of a syntax tree or one of our additional
edges.

Property

Node

name, type, handler, startLine, endLine, linesOfComment, isEx-
ternal, isClass, isEnum, isInterface, isPrimitive, isArray, isOver-
ridenMethod, isMainMethod, isConstructor, isPrivate, isPublic,
isProtected, isStatic, isTransient, isFinal, isAbstract, isNative,
isThreadsafe, isSynchronized, isConstant, isVolatile, isStrictfp,
isAnonymous

Edge type, isHierarchical, isExpressional
Table 3.1. Properties within Graph Model

Finally, it is important to reiterate that as graph databases rely on
semi-structured data, they can be easily modified in-order to cater to
changing requirements. As a result, our model can be easily modified
through the addition of new nodes, edges, or properties.

Extracting Source Code Facts

In order to make our tool readily available, we decided to develop
on top of a well-known Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
We choose to implement our prototype system as an Eclipse plugin
as it is the most popular open source option and provides a wide
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variety of features. One of these features, namely the Eclipse Java
Development Tooling (JDT), enabled us to perform a full syntactical
and semantic analysis of Java source code. For our prototype we
describe a methodology that targets the Java programming language,
however, our approach can easily be applied to other object-oriented
programming languages that have an AST representation (e.g., C,
C++, Smalltalk, etc.). It is important to note that eclipse already
comes with a C/C++ Development Toolkit (CDT) that would allow
us to perform a similar fact extraction of C or C++ programming
languages.

The Eclipse JDT provides Application Program Interface (API)s
to access and manipulate projects in the workspace. It allows access to
Java source code via two different means, either through the Eclipse
Java Model or the Eclipse AST. While the former is a light-weight
and fault tolerant representation of source code, the latter is a more
detailed tree representation where every Java source file is represented
as a tree of AST nodes.

Information about the AST is gathered through the Visitor Pat-
tern, a pattern that facilitates the capturing of information about
source code elements through visitors. For example while parsing
a source file a TypeDeclaration visitor method is called for every
class declaration; a MethodDeclaration visitor method is called for
every method declaration; and a VariableDeclarationFragment visitor
method is called for every variable declaration. These methods provide
access to specific information about the Java element they represent;
such as the MethodDeclaration visitor that contains information about
the name of the method, its return type, its parameters’, etc.

Furthermore, various AST nodes have bindings that provide re-
solved information for several elements of the AST. These bindings
not only provide a correlation between the AST and Java models, they
also assist in determining to which declaration a reference belongs.
For example, the MethodInvocation node returns a binding to the
method that is invoked as well as a binding to the return type of
the method. Additionally, these bindings also provide an access to
a string representation of the elements’ handle, which is stored as
the handler parameter of our Neo4j nodes. We use this parameter to
correlate between our Neo4j graph nodes and the JDT AST nodes
while parsing the source code.
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In our prototype source code querying system, the AST of each
source code file is parsed thrice. In the first iteration, the AST visitors
of each source code file translate AST elements and their properties
to graph nodes in Neo4j according to our graph model. This forms an
initial tree structure that contains a hierarchy of the source code. In
the second and third iterations, we resolve bindings to transform this
tree to a graph by adding additional links between related elements.
Type hierarchy and attribution are handled in the second iteration,
while data-flow is handled in the third.

Graph Model Query System

In order to highlight how source code metrics are realized, we present
three examples of source code queries that are based on our graph
model. These queries are encoded in the Cypher language of Neo4j,
a declarative pattern matching graph query language that allows
for expressive and efficient querying of the graph store. It supports
adjacency queries, which test whether two nodes are connected to each
other; reachability queries, which test whether a node is reachable
from another node; pattern matching queries, which retrieve sub-
graphs containing the giving pattern; and summarization queries,
which facilitate grouping and aggregation.

Typically, node patterns are represented in parentheses containing
labels and/or properties, while relationship patterns are depicted
using braces. The notation (n:Type { name: ‘test.java’}) refers to a
node that has a label Type and a property name that equates to
test.java; in other words we get direct access to all source files called
test. Similarly, the notation -[:TYPE]-> refers to a transitive closure
of an edge labeled TYPE. A more detailed and up-to-date description
of the Cypher query language is available on the Neo4j website3.

In the first example, Query 3.1, we examine how to calculate
the Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) metric that provides for each
class a measure of the inheritance levels from the top-level object
hierarchy. First, we generate a collection of all subgraphs starting at
a type that extend or implement another type. Here we use transitive
closure to specify a path that reaches a parent node of arbitrary length

3 Neo4j - The World’s Leading Graph Database (http://neo4j.org/)

http://neo4j.org/
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as long as it exclusively consists of an edge labeled EXTENDS or
IMPLEMENTS. Next, we return a reference to the given type as
well as its depth in the inheritance tree. Finally, we sort the result in
descending order and return the top ten matches.

MATCH ( t : Type { type : ‘TYPE’ } )
MATCH path = ( t ) − [ :EXTENDS|IMPLEMENTS∗]−>(pt )
RETURN t , l e n g t h ( path ) AS depth

ORDER BY depth DESC
LIMIT 10

Query 3.1. Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)

In the second example, Query 3.2, we look at how to extract the
package hierarchy for a given software package. Similar to the previous
query, we generate a collection of all package subgraphs rooted at the
given package. However, we perform an optional pattern match as we
want to include leaf packages whose result would be the empty set.
Further, we use the extract collection function to return the handler
parameter for each one of the child packages.

MATCH ( pkg : Type { type : ‘PACKAGE’ } )
OPTIONAL MATCH ( pkg ) <−[:PKG_OF_PKG∗1 . . ] − ( c h i l d )

RETURN pkg , e x t r a c t ( c IN c o l l e c t ( c h i l d ) :
c . handler ) as c h i l d I d s

Query 3.2. Extract package hierarchy

Finally, in the third example, Query 3.3, we compute the Efferent
Coupling (Ce) for a particular method, i.e. we determine the number
of methods that directly depend on a given method. Similar to the
previous query, we first collect all subgraphs starting at a method and
ending at the statements declared within. However, we add a WHERE
clause to filter out hierarchical edges and to reduce the number of
traversals. Next, a WITH clause is used to explicitly separate query
parts and carry over the caller (ca) and statements (s) to the next
part. In the next part, we switch our focus to the subgraphs that
start at these statements and end at methods called through the
INVOKED_BY relation. Finally, we return a reference to the caller
and the number of callee methods.
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MATCH ( ca : Type { type : ‘METHOD’ } )
MATCH ( ca ) <−[:BLOCK_OF_METHOD]−()<−[r ∗]−( s : Statement )
WHERE a l l ( r e l in r WHERE has ( r . i s H i e r a r c h i c a l ) )

WITH ca , s

MATCH path = ( s )−[ r∗]−>(e : Express ion )<−
[ : INVOKED_BY]−( ce )

WHERE a l l ( r e l in r WHERE has ( r . i sExp r e s s i o n a l ) )

RETURN ca , l e n g t h ( path ) AS Ce

Query 3.3. Compute the Efferent Coupling (Ce)

By adding additional filters to Query 3.3, we can get a handle on
how many of these methods are declared in the same class or in a
different compilation unit. Further, we can just as easily modify it to
compute a “call graph” of a software system, i.e. determine the pair
of methods which call each other.

The above examples show that Cypher is quite easy to understand
and its syntax is easy for developers familiar with SQL. A comparison
study conducted by Holzschuher et al. [179] shows Cypher performs
quite well in comparison to other graph querying languages. However,
as they explain in their study, there are also scenarios where graph
quering languages struggle. In general, the performance is good for
operations that can be formulated as one query (Queries 3.1 and 3.2).
However, in other scenarios such as the one depicted in Query 3.3 this
performances starts dropping drastically. In this particular case this
happens due to the merging of two queries, somewhat similar to the
joining of two tables. Other cases include Friend Of A Friend (FOAF)
queries and for friend and group recommendations that require graph
traversal operations over multiple levels.

Our experience shows that rephrasing queries using knowledge
about the domain and application can improve performance. In par-
ticular, data should be filtered out as early as possible in order to
reduce the amount of work that has to be done in later stages. Other
performance enhancing improvements include using patterns that
limit the portions of the dataset that needs to be explored and to
return only data that is needed. However, due to the varied nature of
potential queries, it is not always possible to restrict the amount of
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data to be examined. Instead, for these types of queries, the native
Neo4j Traversal framework4 provides a much more robust and efficient
means to specify desired movements through a graph and to capture
required details.

While inquiring for software metrics via graph queries and traver-
sals is handy, it requires an in-depth knowledge of the respective
mechanisms (Cypher or Neo4j Traversal framework) and the under-
lying graph model. To alleviate this burden from non-expert users,
we propose a workflow-based engine where the relevant queries or
traversals are embedded in visual modules.

3.2.2 Using a Workflow-based Approach

The central focus of our work is to facilitate users that have no
prior knowledge of the underlying graph model, database, or query
mechanisms. As such, we investigated the use of a VPL as a means
to break down larger software measurement concerns into smaller
well-managed modules. The main emphasis of this approach is to
build meaningful workflows, i.e., to concentrate more on the types of
module, their configuration, and their interconnectivity rather than
focusing on their inner workings (graph queries or traversals).

It is important to note that while we have implemented our ideas
using the Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) [108] open source
environment, we could have also used a well-established commercial
data pipelining tool such as InforSense KDE5, Pipeline Pilot6, etc.
Instead, our focus is on providing a design that consists of modules
which can be used to address software measurement concerns. A
similar approach can also be implemented in tools much like the ones
mentioned above.

In regards to switching to a workflow-paradigm from a textual
querying system, we present details of the modules we provide, present
some sample workflows that are used to gather software measurements,
and highlight some useful tool-specific features.

4 Neo4j Traversal Framework Java API (http://http://docs.neo4j.org/
chunked/stable/tutorial-traversal-java-api.html)

5 InforSense KDE (http://www.inforsense.com/)
6 Pipeline Pilot (http://accelrys.com/products/pipeline-pilot/)

http://http://docs.neo4j.org/chunked/stable/tutorial-traversal-java-api.html
http://http://docs.neo4j.org/chunked/stable/tutorial-traversal-java-api.html
http://www.inforsense.com/
http://accelrys.com/products/pipeline-pilot/
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AllProjects PackagesInProject Project, PackageProjects Aggregation Project, NumOfPackages

Figure 3.4. A simple workflow for number of packages

Software Fact-Extractors

The focal point of designing modules that process software entities,
which we refer to as software Fact-Extractors, is to allow users to
assemble and adapt an analysis flow compromised of standard building
blocks. Thus, the main function of these modules is for users to
combine them in a meaningful manner, through pipes that carry data,
to produce useful software measurement results.

In Appendix 3.A.1, we present a table with a partial listing of
the categories we have designed; i.e., Project, Package, Compilation
Unit (CU), and Type. There are a number of Fact-Extractors under
each category that typically expect a “category type” input, produce
a specific result, and maybe connected to other modules. Additionally
for each software module, the table provides a name, a description of
its business logic, and its configuration options. For brevity purposes,
we have not listed the remaining 25 modules under the Method,
Field, Properties, and Viewer categories. Further, for extensibility
purposes, we provide a generic query node where users may manually
input Cypher query statements; thus, creating a custom software
Fact-Extractor.

Designing Workflows

In order to highlight how the above-mentioned modules can be com-
bined together in a workflow to produce a software measurement, we
present some sample workflow designs. In these designs, blue nodes
represent our software Fact-Extractors while yellow nodes symbolize
data manipulators.

First let us examine the simple workflow of Figure 3.4 that cal-
culates the number of packages per project. Since we are interested
in projects that are a part of the source analysis and not in external
libraries, we configure the AllProjects modules with the INTERNAL
access option. From the user’s perspective, this node produces a listing
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of all the internal projects in the database and connects to the Packa-
gesInProject module. However, internally it executes a Cypher query
to produce these results. Similarly, the PackagesInProject traverses
the PKG_OF_PROJ and PKG_OF_PKG links of Figure 3.1a to
provide a project to package mapping. Finally, a data manipulation
node labeled as Aggregation groups the projects according to a count
of project to package mappings.

Figure 3.5 illustrates some more interesting workflow designs. In
Figure 3.5a, we calculate the cyclic complexity of a method. In a
similar manner to the previous example, the left half of the dia-
gram accumulates some details regarding the internal methods of the
database; it collects top level statements (TS) for each method, for
each TS it gathers nested statements (NS), and then performs a join
and merge operation on the results to produce a method to statement
(Stmt) mapping. Next the user applies a filter to retain all statements
that lead to a conditional loop; i.e., switch case, catch, do, for, if,
while, etc. Additionally the user can also examine the expressions
of the initial statements gathered for compound predicates such as
&& (conditional and), ||(conditional or), etc. Once all the statements
and expressions of interest are collected, the results are aggregated
to provide the cyclic complexity of each method – i.e., the number of
independent paths through each method of the source code.

Similarly, in Figure 3.5b we calculate the response for a class.
Initially, we collect all internal types present in the graph database
and their methods. Next, we apply an InheritanceFilterForType to
filter out inherited methods. Once we have the types we are interested
in and their local methods, we gather all the invocations made to
other methods and perform aggregations to count the Number of
Local Methods (NumOfLMs) and the Number of Method Accesses
(NumOfMAs). Finally, we add these numbers to produce the Response
For a Class (RFC) coupling metric – i.e. the complexity of the class
in terms of method calls.

Useful tool-specific features

As stated earlier we built our prototype on top of KNIME, a visual
data exploration and data mining tool that is written as a Java Eclipse
plugin [108]. In this regards, we would like to point out some useful
features that developers may benefit from.
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Typically, users arrange nodes or modules and connect them vi-
sually in the workflow editor with pipelines generating a dataflow
network for analysis and visualization. What makes KNIME stand
out amongst its competitors is a large community that provides nodes
to incorporate existing tools, such as the R statistical analysis envi-
ronment [104], the WEKA machine learning software [182], and the
Cytoscape network analysis and visualization toolkit [183]. This is
made possible by the extensible nature of KNIME where developers
can write their own nodes to extend the built-in functionality.

The user models workflows in KNIME where nodes process data
and transport that data via connections between nodes. These work-
flows usually start with a node that reads in data from some data
source and stores them in a data structure called a DataTable; a
structure quite similar to an SQL data table, which contains columns
with a certain data type (integer, long, string, network, etc.). These
data tables are then sent along connections to other nodes that modify,
transform, model, or visualize the data. This includes a variety of
data operations, such as filtering, merging, statistical functions (mean,
standard deviation, etc.), and intensive data modeling operators.

KNIME models workflows as graphs connecting nodes as a DAG
where the status of each node is tracked (i.e., error, configured, and
executed). Nodes can be executed one at a time or an entire workflow
can be executed such that the framework freely allocates the workload
among parallel threads. A nice feature of this execution framework
is that nodes first process the entire input table before forwarding
the results to successor nodes. This provides a number of advantages,
such as: each node stores its results permanently allowing the user to
stop workflow execution at any node and resume it later on, imme-
diate results can be scrutinized at any time, and new nodes can be
introduced that readily access data produced by preceding nodes. In
practice, while calculating software metrics for large systems this is a
useful approach where modules not only depict intermediate results
but also store them to disk. Another advantage of such an execution
framework is that users may store and load complex workflows and
their resulting data to and from disk. Thereby, avoiding time consum-
ing re-execution for when the environment is restarted. Further, it
provides a mechanism for users to share their measurement results.
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Other useful features worth mentioning are meta-nodes, hiliting,
and numerous data view’s. The former is a feature that we extensively
employ to encapsulate discrete pieces of functionality into a single
view. This provides us with two distinct advantages: 1) it enables us to
design much larger complex workflows that are still readable by hiding
complexity, and 2) the ability to reuse meta-nodes by copying them
into different workflows. Hiliting allows users to select and highlight
several rows in a data table and employ handlers that highlight the
same data in other views. This would mean that measurement results
that are above or below a certain threshold may be used to highlight
the relevant software elements across multiple tables, visualizations,
or both. Finally, data produced by each node in the workflow can be
inspected at any point in time. The user simply has to connect one of
the many data views to the output port and produce tabular views,
scatter plots, box plots, histograms, parallel coordinates, bar charts,
line charts, etc.

In spite of the various useful features found in KNIME there are
still a few missing. Our experience shows that it would be highly
beneficial to catalog user defined meta-nodes into a library; this would
make it much easier for reuse rather than having to locate them in
the created workflows. Another key feature missing is the automatic
updating of successor nodes when the data of a predecessor node
changes. An example of this might be when a particular node is
reconfigured to produce different data, then using the current scheme
in KNIME users have to either execute each successor node or “execute
all” nodes in the current workflow. Instead, it would be useful to have
a feature that automatically updates data in successive tables and
views when a prior node or its data changes.

3.2.3 Live-data Prototype

In order to provide a clearer picture of the ideas presented in this
paper, we report on a live-data prototype of an interactive visual
analysis-tool called VIMETRIK. As Figure 3.6 shows, this prototype
was built on top of the KNIME Eclipse plug-in.

As a prerequisite to working with our workflows the user is required
to extract source code facts into a Neo4j graph database through a
library we provide. This library extracts source code facts following the
methodology described in Section 3.2.1. From the user’s perspective,
this is a simple process where the user loads Java projects into the
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VIMETRIK
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Figure 3.6. VIMETRIK prototype schema

Eclipse Java Package Explorer and clicks on “Extract Facts”. In order
to produce live-data for our prototype, we followed the same procedure
to create a Neo4j graph database that contains source code facts for
the well-known Apache Tomcat software system; resulting in a graph
that consists of 235, 965 nodes and 375, 077 edges.

In KNIME the most common processing unit is a Node that
represents each one of the visual workflow nodes. It follows the well-
known Model-View-Controller design pattern by wrapping all the
nodes’ functionality into our custom implementations of a NodeModel,
a NodeDialog, and one or more NodeView instances if appropriate. For
our prototype we used the software Fact-Extractor designs that were
described in Section 3.2.2 to implement nodes that either execute basic
Neo4j Cypher queries or perform more complex graph traversals using
the Neo4j Traversal framework. Our custom nodes gather the query
and traversal results as DataTables and pass them to connected nodes
to process or visualize. Additionally, these nodes provide a token that
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contains details pertaining to the graph database connection. This
approach enables us to process elements of our graph database and
at the same time have the full functionality of all the nodes available
in KNIME.

Interoperability between our software Fact-Extractors in KNIME
and the Neo4j database is attained through the management of
KNIMEs DataTable data structure and the specification of our graph
queries. In terms of the former, we encode its meta-information with a
custom DataTable specification that determines the column type; i.e.,
Project, Package, Compilation Unit, Type, Field, Method, Statement,
or Expression. Each row of the DataTable contains a specific number
of DataCell objects that holds the actual data in the form of long
values or graph database node ids. The internals of each software
module then perform graph traversals or pattern matchings based on
these ids.

Further, for usability reasons and due to the nature of workflows,
our software Fact-Extractors inspect the incoming table and auto-
matically pick the last column of the required type; for example,
MethodsOfType would automatically pick the last Type column avail-
able. Alternatively, the user may configure these nodes to pick another
column of the appropriate type as input to the software module. If the
type required is not present in the incoming data table, they produce
an error message to alert the user. Additionally, we allow the user to
interactively choose which columns from the input table get forwarded
to the output table, append the results of our queries as columns, and
provide a means to rename the output columns.

Using our prototype, we have developed several workflows that
calculate metrics at different levels of the code structure; such as the
Chidamber & Kemerer metrics suite [184], the quality extension of
Chidamber & Kemerer metrics suite [185], Martin’s metrics [186], the
QMOOD metrics suite [187], McCabe’s cyclic complexity measure
[188], and standard size metrics such as Lines of Code (LOC), Lines
of Comment (LC), Statement Count (SC), etc.

An example of such a workflow is depicted in Figure 3.7. The
interconnectivity of our custom nodes (AllProjects, PackagesInProject,
and CompilationUnitOfPackage) in the left half of the workflow is
responsible for gathering the top-level hierarchy of the Apache Tomcat
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(a) Parallel Coordinates

(b) Scatter Matrix (c) Tabular View

Figure 3.8. Standard views of measurement results using KNIME [108]

system. Once this information is attained we use meta-nodes (grey-
boxes) to: 1) calculate the afferent (incoming dependencies) and
efferent coupling (outgoing dependencies) of compilation units, and 2)
feed this data into a network.

As described in Section 3.2.2, meta-nodes (grey boxes) are encap-
sulations of larger sub-workflows into a singular node representation.
In the above example, EfferentCoupling gathers all the types imported
by each compilation unit (ImportsOfCompilationUnit), extracts the
parent compilation unit of these types (DeclaringCompilationUnit),
and then filters and counts the outgoing dependencies that are part
of the Apache Tomcat source code.
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Figure 3.9. Custom view of the measurement results

We then calculate the instability, a value in the range between 0.0
and 1.0, as the ratio of efferent to total coupling to get an indication
of the compilation unit’s resilience to change. The afferent coupling,
efferent coupling, and instability metrics are then added as features
into our network and provided as input to our custom network viewer.

The next step in the analysis is the sense-making process. In
traditional approaches, this means examining the measurement data
across multiple views. In Figure 3.8, the above-mentioned metrics
are presented using standard KNIME views; Figure 3.8a uses parallel
coordinates, Figure 3.8b uses a scatter matrix, and Figure 3.8c uses
a tabular view. The analyst follows the CMV approach of “brushing
and linking” elements to get examine the afferent coupling, efferent
coupling, and instability metrics. However, a key ingredient missing is
the context; i.e. to answer questions such as which package contains
the majority of unstable compilation units.

Alternatively, we provide interactive software visualizations that
are configured via the CustomNetworkViewer node. In our current
implementation, we allow the user to configure the type of visualization
(city, sunburst, or hyperbolic), apply some generic settings, and map
features as entity properties. Figure 3.9 shows one of these possibilities,
where we have encoded the measurements mentioned above in a city
view [57]. Here, the package hierarchy is represented through streets
with alternating vertical and horizontal orientations and source files
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or compilation units are symbolized by plots. Further, the viewer has
been configured to map the efferent coupling values as the width, the
afferent coupling values as the height, and the instability values as
the color of our plots. The latter employs a traffic-light metaphor
that interpolates values in the [0.0, 0.5, 1.0] range to the colors [green,
yellow, red]; the green color represents maximally stable (0.0), yellow
depicts semi-stable (0.5), and red signifies maximally unstable (1.0)
source files. Interacting with the city view tells us that 118 out of
411 source files would have a significant impact on other source files
if they were to be modified; and that the majority of these unstable
source files are located in the org.apache.catalina package.

3.3 Experiment

We propose VIMETRIK for improving the understanding of large
complex software systems. In particular, we assume that through
the use of our workflow-based approach of specifying and visualizing
user-defined software measurements, software analysts would be able
to perform measurement tasks effectively, efficiently, and importantly
without dealing with the complexity of the data ontology or querying
mechanisms. We also expect VIMETRIK to be well accepted and
perceive it to be a useful tool for the analysis of large complex software
systems. As a proof of concept and to test our assumptions, we
designed and performed a preliminary study.

3.3.1 Research Purpose and Hypothesis

In order to evaluate our design we performed a preliminary study on
groups of experts in the domains of Software Engineering (SE), Com-
puter Graphics (CG), and Databases and Information Systems (DBIS).
These experts, graduate students, were chosen from related fields to
examine if the varied expertise had any effect on the experiment
results. Ultimately, the primary goal of our preliminary study was
to both validate the individual elements of our design as well as the
hypotheses that using the VIMETRIK approach users with varied
levels of expertise would perform above a certain effectiveness (comple-
tion and accuracy) threshold. Thus, we defined the following research
hypotheses:
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• H1: The VIMETRIK framework can facilitate users with no prior
experience to achieve a completion rate of 85% or more for software
analysis tasks.

• H2: The VIMETRIK framework can facilitate users with no prior
experience to achieve an accuracy of 85% or more for software
analysis tasks.

The secondary goal was to compare the results of each user group
with respect to effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction. Therefore,
we define four additional research hypotheses:

• H3: On average, all three groups produce equal completion rates
for the same software analysis tasks.

• H4: On average, all three groups achieve equal accuracy in com-
pleting the same software analysis tasks.

• H5: On average, all three groups produce equal efficiency in com-
pleting the same software analysis tasks.

• H6: Users agree that the VIMETRIK framework is indeed ac-
ceptable and useful for the analysis of large complex software
systems.

3.3.2 Operationalization

In order to test the above hypotheses, we operationalized four vari-
ables of interest, selected a software system to be analyzed, and
designed the tasks to be performed. First, the variables of interest are
operationalized as follows:

i. Completion is measured as the percentage of completed tasks. If a
task requires three Fact-Extractors or nodes to be configured and
the user only manages one then the completion rate is one-third or
33.33%. The same completion rate holds if two erroneous nodes are
used. Further, 5% is deducted for each faulty node configuration.

ii. Accuracy is the closeness of measurements of a task to that task’s
true value. If a task consists of three measurements and the user
records the wrong value for one of the measurements, an accuracy
of 66.67% is awarded.

iii. Efficiency is the time required for accomplishing a set of tasks.
iv. User satisfaction is a combination of acceptability and usability

of the VIMETRIK framework (see Appendix 3.A.2). Acceptabil-
ity is measured using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
model [189], where 4 questions focused on performance and effort
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expectancy are selected. On the other hand, usability is measured
based on the work of Nestler et al. [190], where 11 questions
based on utility, intuitiveness, learnability, and personal effect are
selected. Each question is rated using a five-point Likert scale (1:
I strongly disagree, 5: I strongly agree).

Second, we selected the Apache Tomcat system as the system to
investigate. Finally, software understanding (measurement) tasks were
classified into three categories, i) lightweight tasks (configuring and
connecting one Fact-Extractor node to the workflow), ii) intermediate
tasks (configuring and connecting two Fact-Extractor nodes to the
workflow), and iii) advanced tasks (configuring and connecting three or
more Fact-Extractor nodes to the workflow). Additionally, each one of
these tasks required performing data operations such as aggregating,
grouping, and merging results. In Appendix 3.A.3, we present a
complete listing of all these tasks.

3.3.3 Field Test

A field test was conducted with two experts; one of the experts was
from the field of software engineering and the other from the field of
human computer interaction. The purpose of this test was to get an
early feedback regarding the experimental design, the selected tasks,
and the time required for solving them.

The software analyst completed the measurement tasks in an hour.
He considered the tasks to be realistic and found VIMETRIK to be a
very useful tool for the analysis and understanding of software systems.
Working with workflows instead of textual query statements was found
to be easier, less error prone, and more intuitive. Further, he felt he
was more in control of the analysis and could easily backtrack errors by
inspecting the results of intermediate nodes. He really liked the idea of
meta-nodes and felt they not also furthered reusability but also helped
in keeping the workspace “tidy”. However, he recommended leaving
them out of the experiment and focus more on normal workflows to
generate software measurements. The other recommendation he made
was to reduce the number of tasks to ensure that a “non-expert” is
not overwhelmed.

The second expert solved the original measurement tasks in one
hour and twenty minutes. Although the second expert was not a soft-
ware engineer, he felt the tasks were representative of those typically
performed by a software analyst. He found VIMETRIK to be a pow-
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erful visual tool that was well structured and allowed him to perform
basic software analysis tasks even without the necessary know-how.
However, he felt there was a learning-curve involved where he had
to get used to the different node types and the configuration options.
In this regards, he recommended not to describe all the features at
once but rather separately for each type of task. Secondly, he felt that
one of the lightweight tasks should be removed from the experiment
and instead be used for training purposes. Additionally, like the first
expert he felt the experiment was a bit too long and that it should be
kept to an hour at maximum.

Consequently, the original set of tasks were tweaked to address
the experts’ feedback. On the one hand, one of the lightweight tasks
(Task 1.1) was removed from the experiment and was used to train
the participant instead. While on the other hand, we removed some
measurement tasks (afferent and efferent coupling of compilation
units) from the experiment. The original design was also restructured
into fact extraction (Task 1 and 2), measurement (Task 3), and
visualization (Task 4) tasks, where each task consisted of two to three
subtasks. The participant was then introduced to the required features
prior to each task instead of all at once.

3.3.4 Preliminary Study

Subjects

The preliminary study was conducted with 21 participants, all of
whom where graduate students at the University of Kaiserslautern.
This experiment followed a quasi-experimental design where the 21
participants were evenly divided into three groups of 7 participants
each (i.e. 7 from the SE faculty, 7 from the CG faculty, and 7 from
the DBIS faculty). None of the participants had any prior experience
with VIMETRIK, KNIME, or visual queries. However, 19 students
had varying degrees of expertise in SQL. Four of these students
were females and all of them were required to have object-oriented
programming, object-oriented design, and basic query knowledge.
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Experimental Setup

The same software system, Apache Tomcat, was analyzed by all the
participants. All of them performed the same software measurement
tasks using the same working environment. This working environment
consisted of a dual-monitor desktop with an Eclipse based KNIME
Software Development Kit (SDK) enhanced with our VIMETRIK
nodes (Fact-Extractors, CustomNetworkViewer, and some utility
nodes). The resulting VIMETRIK workspace was prepared with the
same data; a Neo4j database containing facts of the Apache Tom-
cat system according to our graph model, 54 VIMETRIK nodes, 9
“Data View” nodes, and KNIME data manipulator nodes (i.e., Joiner,
GroupBy, etc.).

Each workspace was completely restored at the beginning of each
experiment session. The participants were given new workflow sheets
with a pre-configured GraphInput node and a BuildNetwork meta-
node. The former was configured with the location of the graph
database, while the latter was used in the visualization task to convert
software measurements into a network. Each participant was provided
with an introduction handout and subsequently given a small tutorial
to collect all the packages within the Apache Tomcat system. In this
tutorial, a walkthrough was provided to: 1) first access all the Apache
Tomcat projects via the Graph Input node, 2) second access all the
packages via the projects founds, and 3) group the results to get a
count of the total number of packages. At the end of the walkthrough,
the participants were asked to replicate the above-mentioned workflow
before starting with the experiment (see Appendix 3.A.3). Additionally,
in between each task participants were afforded a similar walkthrough
that introduced them to new features required for the next task.

Each participant was allowed unlimited time to finish the tasks
and to fill the questionnaire regarding User Satisfaction. The resulting
materials were then collected and analyzed.

Data Collection

The time and the answer to each question (see Appendix 3.A.3) was
collected using an exercise sheet. Additionally, a printed questionnaire
(see Appendix 3.A.2) was used to eliciting the perception of the
participants regarding the user satisfaction of the VIMETRIK tool.
The participants were also solicited for some open-ended questions to
improve our framework. These questions consisted of the following:
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• What are the positive things you found in the visual query ap-
proach as compared to standard text querying?

• What are the drawbacks in the current system?
• What are your recommendations to improve the current system?
• Do you have any other comments?

Data Analysis

A transcript of the collected completion, correctness, efficiency, and
user satisfaction data was compiled in excel. The data of each subject
is kept anonymous and confidential. Further, the completion and
correctness task results were weighed according to their difficulty:
lightweight tasks were assigned a weight of 1, intermediate tasks were
accredited a weight of 3, and advanced tasks were given a weightage
of 5.

We applied descriptive statistic methods such as the sample mean,
standard deviation, median, and range to the experimental data.
Additionally, we used the MegaStat excel plug-in to statistically test
our hypotheses using the Wilicoxon T-Test and one-way ANOVA-Test.
While the Wilicoxon T-Test is a non-parametric statistical test that
can be applied to non-normalized test results for hypotheses H1, H2,
and H6, the ANOVA-Test is a better fit for hypotheses H3, H4, and
H5 to compare results across more than two groups. We performed
the tests with a confidence level for rejecting the null hypotheses at
95%.

3.4 Results

The statistical evaluation of the preliminary study is presented in this
section. In this regards, we shall examine the effectiveness (completion
and correctness), efficiency (time required for tasks), and the user
satisfaction experiment results. Further, we argue for the earlier stated
hypotheses by performing hypothesis testing (Wilicoxon T-Test and
one-way ANOVA) on the collected data. Finally, we conclude this
section by examining the threats to validity.
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3.4.1 Effectiveness Results

The completion rate and accuracy with which participants completed
software measurement tasks was measured to examine the effectiveness
of the VIMETRIK framework. In particular, we wanted to study the
effectiveness of participants with a varied set of expertise that had
no prior knowledge of our tool. The participants were expected to
complete more than 85% of the tasks without any assistance and
achieve an accuracy of 85% or more while performing basic software
measurement tasks.

Completion Results

The participants were asked to complete 9 subtasks with varied level
of difficulties. For each task they were expected to configure and
connect one or more nodes to the workflow. There was no assistance
provided unless the participant could not proceed further on his own,
in which case hints were provided and completion points were deducted.
Further, they were penalized 5% for each faulty node configuration.
In order to minimize the effect of cascading errors, nodes and their
configurations were adjusted after each task. The participants were
awarded 0% to 100% for the completion of each subtask, each subtask
was weighed according to its difficulty (lightweight = 1, intermediate
= 3, and advanced = 5), and a value between 0% and 100% was
computed for the completion of all tasks. The results are presented
in the box-plots of Figure 3.10. Based on these results, the following
observations can be made:

• The average completion rate for SE and DBIS students differs
more than the score of the CG students.

• On average, the completion rate for CG students was slightly
higher.

• Independent of the user group, participants on average completed
90% or more of the tasks without any assistance.

The mean, median, and standard deviation values of the completion
rates with which the participants performed are presented in Table
3.2. The results have been broken down according to task difficulty to
inspect the completion rate for each difficulty level. It is not surprising
to see comparable completion rates across the three groups as none
of the participants had prior exposure to the VIMETRIK framework.
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Figure 3.10. Box-plots of Completion rates

Further, it was also expected that they can complete lightweight and
intermediate tasks without assistance, while for advanced tasks these
completion rates drop slightly. In general, participants felt they needed
to get used to the tool in order to join and merge results when adding
more than two nodes to the workflow.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
lightweight SE 98.21 100.00 3.66

CG 95.54 100.00 7.74
DBIS 99.46 100.00 2.08

intermediate SE 95.36 100.00 8.43
CG 98.21 100.00 5.41
DBIS 96.07 100.00 5.94

advanced SE 92.38 100.00 7.18
CG 94.29 100.00 7.46
DBIS 91.19 90.00 7.23

Table 3.2. Participants Completion rate (% of tasks completed)

The corresponding completion hypotheses were tested using the
Wilicoxon T and one-way ANOVA tests. These results indicate that
on average participants completed 85% of the tasks and that there
was no significant effect on the completion rates for the three user
groups.
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H0,1: µ = 85%
Ha,1: µ > 85%
Test input: the completion rate of the task results for all partici-
pants
Test: Wilicoxon T Test
Result: Z=4.04, p=1.0E-04, p < 0.05; thus, the null hypothesis is
rejected

H0,3: µSE = µCG = µDBIS
Ha,3: not all µ’s are equal
Test input: the completion rate of the task results for each group
Test: ANOVA (one-way)
Result: F(2, 18)=0.46, p=0.6409, p > 0.05; thus, the null hypoth-
esis is accepted

Accuracy Results

The accuracy with which each participant completed a subtask was
measured as the closeness of measurements of a subtask to that
subtask’s true value. The participants were awarded 0% to 100% for
the accuracy of each subtask, each subtask was weighed according to
its difficulty (lightweight = 1, intermediate = 3, and advanced = 5),
and a value between 0% and 100% was computed for the accuracy
of all tasks. The results are presented in the box-plots of Figure 3.11.
Based on these results, the following observations can be made:

• The average accuracy rate for DBIS students differs more than
the score of the SE and CG students.

• On average, the accuracy rate for CG students was slightly higher.
• Independent of the user group, participants on average scored an
accuracy rate of 85% or more.

The mean, median, and standard deviation values of the accuracy
rates with which the participants performed are presented in Table
3.3. Again, to examine the level of accuracy reached for each difficulty
level, the results have been broken down according to task difficulty.
Our findings show that for lightweight tasks CG and DBIS students
performed better than SE. This is attributed to the SEs needing more
time to get used to visual queries as compared to textual queries.
Further, SE and CG students performed better than DBIS students
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Figure 3.11. Box-plots of Accuracy rates

for intermediate tasks. We believe this to be an artifact of joining and
merging results using additional nodes as compared to a single SQL
query that combines the two. Further, it was also expected that the
participants improve as they get accustomed to the tool. This can be
seen by the similarly high accuracy rates achieved for more advanced
tasks.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
lightweight SE 77.38 100.00 39.60

CG 87.50 100.00 27.36
DBIS 90.48 100.00 23.76

intermediate SE 92.86 100.00 19.30
CG 90.48 100.00 24.21
DBIS 82.14 100.00 37.25

advanced SE 98.41 100.00 7.27
CG 100.00 100.00 0.00
DBIS 98.14 100.00 7.27

Table 3.3. Participants Accuracy rate (% of correct task results)

The corresponding accuracy hypotheses were tested using the
Wilicoxon T and one-way ANOVA tests. These results indicate that
on average participants achieved an accuracy of atleast 85% and that
there was no significant effect on the accuracy rates for the three user
groups.
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Figure 3.12. Box-plots of Efficiency results

H0,2: µ = 85%
Ha,2: µ > 85%
Test input: the accuracy rate of the task results for all participants
Test: Wilicoxon T Test
Result: Z=4.12, p=3.78E-5, p < 0.05; thus, the null hypothesis is
rejected

H0,4: µSE = µCG = µDBIS
Ha,4: not all µ’s are equal
Test input: the accuracy rate of the task results for each group
Test: ANOVA (one-way)
Result: F(2, 18)=0.60, p=0.5589, p > 0.05; thus, the null hypoth-
esis is accepted

3.4.2 Efficiency Results

The time required for each participant to complete a subtask was
measured to compare the efficiency with which the participants per-
formed in each group. The time for each task was an accumulation
of the time required for the respective subtasks. Similarly, total time
is an accumulation of the time required for all tasks. The results are
presented in the box-plots of Figure 3.12. Based on these results, the
following observations can be made:

• There is a larger variance from the average required time for CG
students as compared to the SE and DBIS students.
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• Members of the SE, CG, and DBIS groups were equally efficient.
• Independent of the user group, participants on average required

around 30 minutes to complete the tasks.

The mean, median, and standard deviation values of the efficiency
with which the participants performed are presented in Table 3.4.
Again, to examine the level of efficiency attained for each difficulty
level, the results have been broken down according to task difficulty.
Although there is a statistical difference between the time required for
each type of task (lightweight tasks ∼ 2 minutes, intermediate tasks
∼ 2.5 minutes, and advanced tasks ∼ 5 minutes), there is not much
difference in the required times across the three user groups. This
observation can be explained by the fact that none of the participants
had prior exposure to our tool. Further, this observation also supports
hypothesis H5.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
lightweight SE 1:47 1:31 0:51

CG 1:49 1:38 0:27
DBIS 1:57 1:49 0:48

intermediate SE 2:42 2:34 0:57
CG 2:33 2:22 0:43
DBIS 2:50 2:31 1:09

advanced SE 5:24 4:37 1:30
CG 5:21 4:40 2:45
DBIS 5:13 4:57 2:06

Table 3.4. Participants Efficiency (time required in mm:ss)

In order to statistically test the above-mentioned hypothesis, we
applied the one-way ANOVA test to the efficiency data. The results
of this test confirm that the user’s expertise had no bearing on the
time required to complete our evaluation tasks.

H0,5: µSE = µCG = µDBIS
Ha,5: not all µ’s are equal
Test input: the time required to complete tasks
Test: ANOVA (one-way)
Result: F(2, 18)=0.16, p=0.8532, p > 0.05; thus, the null hypoth-
esis is accepted
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Figure 3.13. Box-plots of User-Satisfaction results

3.4.3 User Satisfaction Results

The participants of the experiment were asked to give their personal
assessment on how satisfied (both acceptability and usability measures)
they felt with the VIMETRIK tool. As mentioned earlier, we asked
4 questions from the performance and effort expectancy parameters
of the TAM model and 11 questions from the utility, intuitiveness,
learnability, and personal effect parameters from the work of Nestler et
al. [190]. The participants responses ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly Agree) for each question. By examining Figure 3.13,
we can make the following remarks about the user satisfaction scores
for the different user groups:

• The average user satisfaction score of the SE students differs more
than the scores of the CG and DBIS students.

• On average, the user satisfaction score of the CG students was
higher than the SE and DBIS students.

• Independent of the user group, participants on average gave a
score of around 4 out of 5 for user satisfaction.

The aggregated mean, median, and standard deviation values for
the parameters mentioned and the average overall user satisfaction
score are presented in Table 3.5. These results indicate similar re-
sponses for 5 out of the 6 parameters of user satisfaction. In contrast,
there was a more varied response for the Learnability parameter. The
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participants felt that although the VIMETRIK tool was quite pow-
erful tool, it was a bit complicated in terms of joining and merging
query results. However, they also felt that this complexity could be
overcome through further exposure and repetitive usage of the tool.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
Performance E. SE 4.14 4.00 0.63

CG 4.71 5.00 0.39
DBIS 4.29 4.50 0.49

Effort E. SE 4.29 4.50 0.91
CG 4.43 4.50 0.35
DBIS 4.36 4.50 0.48

Utility SE 4.43 4.50 0.45
CG 4.93 5.00 0.19
DBIS 4.43 4.50 0.35

Intuitiveness SE 3.97 4.00 0.59
CG 4.41 4.40 0.42
DBIS 3.85 3.80 0.46

Leanability SE 3.86 4.00 1.07
CG 4.29 4.00 0.76
DBIS 4.00 4.00 0.82

Personal Effect SE 4.43 4.33 0.50
CG 4.50 4.67 0.50
DBIS 4.05 4.33 0.71

Overall SE 4.19 4.28 0.61
CG 4.55 4.57 0.29
DBIS 4.16 4.18 0.26

Table 3.5. Participants User Satisfaction response

The corresponding user satisfaction hypothesis was tested using
the Wilicoxon T test. These results indicate that the participants
were on average highly satisfied with our approach to generate and
visualize software measurements.

H0,6: µ = 4
Ha,6: µ > 4
Test input: results of the user satisfaction questionnaire
Test: Wilicoxon T Test
Result: Z=2.70, p=6.9E-3, p < 0.05; thus, the null hypothesis is
rejected
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3.4.4 Threats to Validity

Threats to internal and external validity are discussed in this section.
Threats to internal validity refer to conditions that constrain the
confidence level of the results, while threats to external validity are
conditions that limit the generalization of the study.

Internal Validity

There exist a few internal validity threats that relate to the participants
used in this experiment and the selection of software measurement
tasks.

With respect to the participants, it could be questioned if they were
sufficiently competent. We have reduced this threat through a priori
assessment of the participants’ competence in the relevant fields, which
pointed out that all subjects had at least an elementary knowledge of
object-oriented programming, object-oriented design, and basic queries.
Further, none of the participants had prior knowledge of VIMETRIK,
KNIME, or visual queries. All the participants underwent the same
walkthrough and training procedure. The experiment data was also
compared to the software analyst’s field test result to make sure the
experiment results were representative. Our statistical results show
that there was not a lot of difference in the dependent variables within
each group.

It could also be argued that the participants were not properly
motivated or may have had too much knowledge of the experimental
goal. The former threat is mitigated by the fact they all participated
on a voluntary basis; as for the latter, the participants were not
familiar with the actual research questions or hypotheses.

In terms of the tasks, they were designed after consulting with an
expert software analyst. Asking another expert or a group of experts
would quite possibly produce another set of tasks. It can also be
said that only a limited set of size and coupling measurements were
considered that could adversely effect the results. The rationale behind
our decisions is that we were looking for some representative tasks
that could be completed in a reasonable amount of time. The purpose
of our preliminary study was to conduct a preliminary analysis to
gauge the feasibility of our workflow-based approach; i.e., to get a
quantitative proof that the system has potential to succeed on a
full-scale basis.
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Similarly, we argue that the Apache Tomcat servlet container is
representative of a real-world software system. In the future, we plan
to incorporate more experts, analyze a more complex software system,
and conduct a comparative study of related software analysis tools.

External Validity

The generalizability of our results could be hampered by the limited
representations of the participants, the tasks, and Apache Tomcat as
the only subject system.

In terms of the participants, the use of professional software an-
alysts instead of Ph.D. candidates and M.Sc. students could have
yielded different results. Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to moti-
vate people from industry to sacrifice an hour of their precious time.
Nevertheless, compared to studies that often employ undergraduate
students, we assume the expertise levels of our 21 subjects to be rela-
tively high. Furthermore, an overarching goal of the pilot studies was
to test if the workflow-based interface was easy and intuitive enough
for even non-experts to use. It is expected that if a layman could use
VIMETRIK to generate software measurements, then a professional
software analyst would definitely be able to do better (we intend to
confirm this in a later research study).

Another external validity threat concerns the software metric tasks
(Task 3), which may not reflect real software understanding situations.
We tried to neutralize this threat by relying on our expert’s feedback,
which is based on the activities found in software analysis and the
well-known efferent coupling and cyclic complexity measures.

Finally, the analysis of a different system (or additional runs) may
have yielded different results. Apache Tomcat was chosen as it is a
well-known real-world system that the participants have heard of;
finding another system that the participants could relate to is not
trivial. An additional system to analyze or extra runs would impose
added burden on the participants or require more of them. While this
may have been feasible in case the groups exclusively consisted of
students, it is not realistic in the case of Ph.D. candidates as they
have little time to spare.
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3.5 Concluding Remarks

A deep understanding of a software system’s design space is a signif-
icant factor for its success. In this regards, software measurements
can impart invaluable insights into the nature of a software system
and provide a means to make informed decisions regarding its design
or implementation in terms of quality, reliability, dependability, or
performance. However, this process is convoluted in practice due to
the lack of measurement methodologies and the difficulty and debate
around which metric to use. This makes it difficult to produce software
analysis tools that address value drivers and way of working of the
various user groups.

To address these issues we propose a user-centric approach that 1)
allows users with no-prior knowledge of our underlying graph model or
query mechanisms to develop custom measurements through interac-
tive data workflows, and 2) the ability to present measurement-related
information in a comprehensive manner. Both scenarios provide users
with the complete freedom to define and view software measurements
as per their requirements. We believe our approach as a means to
effectively produce and inspect measurements of value for different
stakeholders.

The preliminary study we conducted shows both the feasibility
and promise of our proposed solution. In particular, participants with
no knowledge of the underlying database model, querying mechanism,
or software analysis could use our tool to understand software mea-
surement and analysis data. The intuitive and easy-to-use nature of
our approach is highlighted by the fact that independent of the partic-
ipants’ expertise, they were able to complete basic software analysis
tasks with a completion rate and accuracy of over 85%. This would
not be possible with current tools that require users to have an in-dept
knowledge of data ontology and advanced querying skills. Further, all
the participants were highly satisfied (usability and acceptance) with
our approach.

This work has raised interesting issues for future works. One
relevant extension is to add modules and mechanisms to include
software measurements that handle source code analysis rules as those
used by PMD, Checkstyle, and FindBugs. Another interesting future
work is to monitor the evolution of these measurements in order to
support various change requirements. On the one hand, this means
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adding a delta fact extraction feature that augments our current graph
model with time sensitive data. On the other hand, end-users should
have a means to filter data produced by each one of our workflow
modules.

Another future work that has risen with the results obtained here
is to conduct a full-scale comparative study that includes professional
software analysts. We intend to implement the preliminary study
recommendations and evaluate the performance of our prototype in
comparison to existing software analysis tools on a corpus of software
systems with a wider variety of software measurements.
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3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Partial Listing of Implemented Fact-Extractors

Name BusinessLogic Options

P
ro
je
ct

AllProjects All projects in the
database

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

CompilationUnits-
InProject

All compilation units
of a project Access: INTERNAL only

PackagesInProject All packages of a
project

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

Pa
ck
ag
e

CompilationUnits-
OfPackage

Compilation units of a
package Access: INTERNAL only

ImmediateChildP-
ackages

Immediate child pack-
ages of a given package N/A

PackageAggregat-
ion

Package subtree of a
given package N/A

ParentPackage Parent package of a
given package N/A

C
U

AllTypesOfComp-
ilationUnit

All Types declared in
a compilation unit

Access: INTERNAL only
Note: Alternatively use workflow to

choose types
ImportsOfCompil-
ationUnit

All imported types of
a compilation unit

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

TopLevelTypeOf-
CompilationUnit

Top-level type of a
compilation unit Access: INTERNAL only

T
yp

e

AllTypesOfType All Types declared in
a type

Note: Alternatively use workflow to
choose types

AnonymousType-
DeclarationsOf-
StaticBlock

All AnonymousTypes
declared in a static
block

Depth: infiniteStatementDepth or
statementDepth

DeclaringCompil-
ationUnit

Compilation unit in
which the type was de-
clared

Access: INTERNAL only

DeclaringPackage Package in which the
type was declared

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

DeclaringProject Project in which the
type was declared

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

Table 3.A.1. Description of Software Fact-Extractors
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Table 3.A.1. Description of Software Fact-Extractors – continued

Name BusinessLogic Options

T
yp

e

DepthInInherita-
nceTree

Find longest path to
a root of the inherited
tree for a given type

N/A

FieldAccessFilter-
ForType

Given a type and an
accessed field, apply fil-
ter

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

: sameCompilationUnitAllowed

FieldsOfType
Field declarations of
a type which may in-
clude inherited fields

Depth: infiniteInheritanceDepth
or inheritanceDepth

ImmediateParent-
sOfType

Immediate parents of
a type N/A

ImmediateSubcla-
ssesOfType

Immediate subclasses
(children) of a type N/A

InheritanceFilter-
ForType

Given a type and a
method, filter out local
or inherited methods

Filter: localOnly or inheritedOnly

MethodAccessFil-
terForType

Given a type and an
accessed method, ap-
ply a filter

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

: sameCompilationUnitAllowed

MethodsOfType

Method declarations of
a type which may in-
clude inherited meth-
ods

Depth: infiniteInheritanceDepth
or inheritanceDepth

NestedTypeOfTy-
pe

Nested type declara-
tions within a type Depth: infiniteDepth or depth

StaticBlocksOfTy-
pe All static blocks N/A

TopLevelStmtsOf-
StaticBlock

All top-level state-
ments of a static
block

N/A

TypeAccessFilter-
ForType

Given two types, an ac-
cessed and an accessor
type, apply a filter

Access: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL,
or BOTH

: sameCompilationUnitAllowed

TypeDeclarations-
OfStaticBlock

All top-level type dec-
larations of a static
block

Depth: infiniteStatementDepth or
statementDepth

TypeFilter Apply a types filter Depth: infiniteStatementDepth or
statementDepth
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3.A.2 User Satisfaction Questions

• Performance Expectancy
i. I found the VIMETRIK Visual Query as a useful method for
querying about the software system

ii. I think that VIMETRIK Visual Query approach makes it quick
to complete the task of querying about the software system

• Effort Expectancy
i. I found it clear and understandable how to build a query from
combining nodes

ii. I found it easy to compose new queries from the existing nodes
• Utility; Productivity

i. The visual query process supported the execution of required
tasks

ii. Overall, I liked the idea of composing the queries from making
a workflow through the built-in nodes and meta nodes

• Intuitiveness; Affordance, Transparency, Memorability, and Per-
spicuity
i. It was easy to know the outputs at each stage of building the
query

ii. It was easy to find out the “wrong” place in the workflow in
the case of building wrong workflow

iii. I found it helpful to see the visualized form of query results
iv. I found it easy to understand the meanings of nodes
v. Overall, the system was easy to use

• Learnability; Feedback
i. Overall, the system was easy to learn

• Personal Effect; Novelty, Satisfaction, and Stress
i. Overall, I feel comfort with using the system as a future tool
ii. Overall, I am satisfied with my progress in the experiment
iii. Overall, I would like to recommend this system to other users
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3.A.3 Software Understanding Tasks –
Gray marked rows were excluded from the experiment

Nr. Task Classification

1.1 Access all the packages of the Tomcat system. What
is the total number of packages?

lightweight

1.2 Access all the compilation units (CU) of the system
from the packages found. What is the total number
of compilation units in the Tomcat system?

lightweight

1.3 Access all the types of the system from the compila-
tion units found. What is the total number of types
in the Tomcat system?

lightweight

1.4 Access all the methods of the system from the types
found. What is the total number of methods in the
Tomcat system?

lightweight

2.1 Access all the statements from the methods found.
This means getting the top-level statements first,
then getting all the nested statements, and merging
them together. List the top-three methods (method-
Ids) with the most number of statements

advanced

2.2 Access all the expressions from the statements found.
List the top-three methods (methodIds) with the
most number of expressions

lightweight

3.1 From the expressions found access calls to other meth-
ods and apply a Filter. List the top-three methods
(methodIds) with the most number of method calls

intermediate

3.2 Using the statements and expressions found, calculate
the cyclic complexity of the method. List the top-
three methods (methodIds) with the highest cyclic
complexity (CC)

advanced

3.3 From the compilation units found, calculate the effer-
ent coupling for each compilation unit. List the top-
three cuIds with the highest efferent coupling

intermediate

3.4 From the compilation units found, calculate the affer-
ent coupling for each compilation unit. List the top-
three cuIds with the highest afferent coupling

intermediate

4.1 Preparing the Data. First step is that you are re-
quired to prepare the data. Follow what you have
learnt so far to produce a table that contains the
columns <projectId, packageId, cuId, typeId, metho-
dId, Count(methodAccessId), CC>

advanced

4.2 Visualize the results using the CustomNetworkViewer
and see if you can decipher the packages with the
most significant CC

intermediate

Table 3.A.2. Software measurement experiment tasks
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Visual Analysis of Software Architecture
Evolution

“ I tell you and you forget. I show you and you
remember. I involve you and you understand ”

– Confucius 1

I
n Chapter 3, we looked into how visual analytics can help to
specify and visualize user-defined software system measurements.

In this chapter, we focus on the analysis of software architecture
evolution. An essential component in the evolution and maintenance
of large-scale software systems is to track the structure of a software
system to explain how a system has evolved to its present state and to
predict its future development. Current mainstream tools facilitating
the structural evolution of software architecture by visualization are
confined with easy to integrate visualization techniques such as node-
link diagrams, while more applicable solutions have been proposed in
academic research. To bridge this gap, we have incorporated additional
views to a conventional tool that integrates an interactive evolving
city layout and a combination of charts. However, due to a limited
access to the stakeholders it was not possible to solicit them for a
formal modeling process. Instead, an early prototype was developed
and a controlled experiment was conducted to illustrate the vital role
of such in-situ visualization techniques when aiming to understanding
the evolution of software architecture.

1 Was an influential Chinese philosopher, teacher, and political figure
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This chapter is organized as follows. Motivation and context are
provided in Section 4.1, the eCITY tool is described in Section 4.2,
and the experiment setup and results are reported in Sections 4.3 and
4.4. Finally, we conclude this chapter and look at possible future work
in Section 4.5.

4.1 Motivation

Mainstream software systems undergo continuous changes in order to
adapt to new technologies, to meet new requirements, and to repair
errors [151]. Inevitably, the software in question expands in both
size and complexity, often leading to a situation where the original
design gradually decays unless proper maintenance is performed [50].
However, due to the “complex, abstract, and difficult to observe”
nature of software systems performing visually supported maintenance
can be quite complicated [43]. The field of software visualization aims
to ease this task by providing visual representations and techniques
that make the software more comprehensible. A key ingredient of
these visualizations is a visual representation of the software structure
that assists in creating a mental map of the system. Such a mental
map provides a means to examine product properties such as size and
quality indicators and process events such as errors found or changes
made [51].

With respect to the analysis of the evolution of software, it is
essential to track the structure of the software system to explain
and document how a system has evolved to its present state and to
predict its future development [46]. There are a number of free and
commercial tools that can be found in both academic and industrial
research with the sole purpose of improving software architecture
evolution comprehension through the use of visualization. On the one
hand, industrial applications are confined to easy to integrate visual-
ization methods and metaphors that lack the sophistication to handle
informative large-scale software architecture evolution visualization.
While on the other, academic researchers have developed numerous
solutions that have not made it to the mainstream [44, 45, 191]. The
work of Telea et al. [45] indicates two inter-related reasons for this
phenomenon and we agree with their findings; 1) stakeholders do not
have the time to try new tools to see if it fits in their context, and
2) tool developers cannot create an product that satisfies all possible
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needs. Our aim is to bridge this gap by addressing the following
two factors: 1) propose visualization methods and metaphors that do
not significantly deviate from current solutions – analysts should be
comfortable with the software architecture representations visually,
and 2) the ability to monitor, visualize, and interact with large-scale
software systems in real-time – be able to deal with the scale and
complexity of real-world software applications.

The goal of this work is to utilize research ideas in the area of soft-
ware architecture evolution visualization and to apply these modern
techniques in the context of mainstream software architecture mainte-
nance and evolution tools. To achieve this goal we have been working
together with the Fraunhofer IESE, to enhance their conventional
Software Architecture Visualization and Evaluation (SAVE) tool that
evaluates software architectures while they are constructed as well
as after their construction [192]. However, due to a limited access
to the stakeholders it was not possible to solicit them for a formal
modeling process. Instead, a prototype was developed to augment
SAVE through the use of different views to further the daunting task
of large-scale software architecture evolution analysis. While the ex-
perimental results show that some details were missed through this
non-formal approach, they also show that an improved configuration
of the visualization influences the efficiency and effectiveness of basic
software architecture evolution tasks significantly. More specifically,
a gain of efficiency by 170% and a gain of effectiveness by 15% in
these basic tasks were realized simply by selecting a different set of
views. Based on these results we claim that considerable benefits can
be attained by incorporating such in-situ visualization methods and
metaphors to conventional software architecture maintenance and
evolution tools.

The resulting tool, eCITY2, exploits all the benefits of the SAVE
core functionality to generate Reflexion models [193] and its ability
to conduct static architecture evaluations. In addition to the core
SAVE visualization engine, views such as the Timeline View and the
City View are incorporated to assist in the tracking of hierarchical
structural changes over time.

2 eCITY demo link: http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/screencast.
html

http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/screencast.html
http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/screencast.html
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4.2 Methodology

In order to incorporate additional views to a conventional software
maintenance tool, we designed our eCITY tool as an eclipse plug-in.
We follow the well-known methodology of CMV and provide different
architectural views of a large and complex software system. Thus,
providing analysts with a means to “brush and link” elements for the
purpose of evolution tasks. In this section, we provide details of the
eCITY schema and the different views we provide.

4.2.1 eCITY Schema

In our work, we enhanced the Frauhofer SAVE tool by augmenting the
architects’ current workflow that relies solely on the SAVE Diagram
View (see Section 4.2.2) - a view that provides extensive evaluation
possibilities but one that does not have the best design to handle
the complexities of exploring the systems evolution. To address these
shortcoming, we provide additional linked views of the underlying
data.

As Figure 4.1 shows, eCITY exploits the core functionality pro-
vided by the SAVE framework. In his thesis, Naab [194], examines this
framework in more detail where as we focus more on the eCITY tool
and the SAVE Diagram View. A key feature of the SAVE framework is
responsible for extracting an architectural model from the source code
of a software system. This model is generated through a combination
of an initial fact extraction and a number of delta fact extractions,
to produce data models that contain the target systems’ architec-
tural structure and its historical data. The eCITY tool interfaces
with these models through a model interface (a generic JGraphT3

graph implementation) to provide evolutionary software architecture
visualizations; namely the SAVE Diagram View, the Timeline View,
and the City View.

Although the SAVE Diagram View is part of the original SAVE
tool, it was an important design decision to incorporate it in the eCITY
tool so that the users have access to their original workflows. Both the
Timeline and City Views have been designed to help the architects

3 JGraphT: a generic Java graph library that provides mathematical graph
theory objects and algorithms (https://github.com/jgrapht/jgrapht)

https://github.com/jgrapht/jgrapht
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Figure 4.1. eCITY prototype schema

in accessing the structural changes of the software system in a more
effective and efficient manner than using the SAVE Diagram View
alone. We support this claim through the results of our experiment
that are presented in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 SAVE Diagram View

The SAVE Diagram View (Figure 4.2a) is the main view used by the
software architects at the Fraunhofer IESE to explore and assess a
software systems architecture. The main features of this view are: its
configurability (enabling and/or disabling certain graphical elements),
the expressiveness of its graphical elements, and its rich-features that
allow for extensive evaluations. Projects, packages, and classes are all
represented as components in the SAVE Diagram View, while edges
between components depict their relationships to one another. In
general, SAVE has a nested approach in which high-level components
have rectangular representations that may be either expanded one-
level deeper into the hierarchy or expanded completely to show the
entire underlying hierarchy. Conversely, components may be collapsed
in a similar manner. The work of Knodel et al. [192] discusses these
elements and their features in further detail.
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(a) Complete Diagram (b) Applying filters and scrolling

Figure 4.2. SAVE Diagram View

The complexity of a structural diagram is typically reduced by
either creating new diagrams of selected components or through the
use of various filters. For the purpose of analyzing the underlying
software structure over time, the analysts rely on two distinct filters:
the Relation Type filter and the Point-In-Time diagram filter. The
user may reduce visual clutter, while solely examining the software
structure, by applying a Relation Type filter to hide some or all
of the displayed dependencies. Additionally, the user may apply a
Point-In-Time diagram filter to explore the system at a particular
point in time. As shown in Figure 4.2b applying a Point-In-Time
diagram filter updates the SAVE Diagram View with icons to depict
the modification status at a certain point in time according to the
chosen parameters: a triangle depicts modifications, addition symbol
depicts insertions, minus symbol depicts removals, and a circle depicts
no change.

It was a conscious decision to incorporate the original view into
the eCITY tool, thereby not completely replacing the architects’
normal workflow. Instead, we provide them with the views described
in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 to have additional perspectives of their
evolution data.
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(a) Timeline overview and detail plots

(b) Top components and org.apache on 02.06.2012

Figure 4.3. Timeline View

4.2.3 Timeline View

In the original SAVE workflow, architects apply a Point-In-Time filter
to update the SAVE Diagram and manually track the number and
type of changes made - a process which is deemed not only tedious
but also error prone. The first step of this workflow requires the
user to load the underlying data model that represents the software
system being analyzed. It is during this process that data regarding
the modification status of both the individual components as well as
the overall hierarchy is stored; i.e. the distribution of these changes
over time are stored in a convenient and easy to access manner.

As such, the main purpose of the Timeline View is to provide the
user with an overview of changes made to the system over time. A
combination of interactive bar charts that represent the number of
modifications, insertions, and removals made to packages and classes
are employed to achieve this task. A typical color scheme was employed
to depict these changes; modifications, insertions, and removals are
represented using yellow, green, and red colors respectively.
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The initial view consists of a combined plot (Figure 4.3a left); one
of which is an overview where the user can select and manipulate a
rectangular region, the other provides details on the selection (Figure
4.3a right). Further, the user may interactively select a point in
time and update all three views simultaneously. Such a selection,
changes the plot and provides details of the top level component
at the chosen time stamp (Figure 4.3b left). Further, the user may
recursively explore the distribution of changes over the hierarchy
(Figure 4.3b right). The user may also navigate back to the previous
chart or directly to the overview chart of Figure 4.3a. There are
additional interaction possibilities with the charts; hovering over a
chart component highlights the relevant subtree in the City View and
selecting the chart component zooms onto the graphical representation
of that particular component in the City View.

4.2.4 City View

An additional mode of analysis while monitoring the structural changes
made to a software system is to track where these changes are made,
i.e. where are packages and classes added, modified, or removed over
time. In order to achieve this goal in the original SAVE workflow,
architects apply multiple Point-In-Time filters and have to keep a
mental map of these changes - this process is also deemed tedious,
error prone, and depending on the size of the system hierarchy quite
difficult. The City View (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5) addresses these
concerns by providing an overview of the entire system architecture
at a particular point in its evolution process and provides the user a
means to interactively explore these changes over the system hierarchy.

It was mentioned in related works that our approach is inspired by
the work of Steinbrückner et al. [51] and in particular the secondary
model they present. While they focus on geometrically mapping dif-
ferent details of the development history onto this model, we choose
to manipulate this layout to highlight structural changes over time.
Figure 4.4a depicts our implementation of their secondary model,
where packages are represented by streets and classes are symbolized
by plots. The vertical or horizontal orientation of a street alters de-
pending on its parent street/package orientation. Plots are positioned
along the street representing the package they belong to; to reduce
space requirements, they are positioned on both sides of the street.
The layout algorithm adjusts the length of the street to hold all its
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(a) Package org.apache.tomcat on 26.06.2012

(b) Package org.apache.tomcat on 27.06.2012

Figure 4.4. CITY View
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plots and all its subpackages. Further, the size of a plot may vary
according to a given scaling parameter; because connectivity is an
important measure for an architect, we scaled plots according to its
connectivity to other artifacts.

While the user loads the SAVE data model, we calculate the
initial layout as described above and sequentially go through the
Point-In-Times to update the layout by adding and removing both
classes and packages. Such details of the city layout as well as the
modification status of its components are stored in key frames to allow
for real-time interaction. Utilizing a slider and key frame animation
techniques colors are interpolated and the city suburbs grow and
shrink to represent changes made between two points in time.

The city may be explored using the mouse to pan and zoom to
examine its suburbs or different parts more closely. Further, the user
may interactively invoke a slider and manually update the city to
another point in time. This interaction mechanism animates the city
through the use of colors that depict the modification status and the
growing and shrinking of suburbs to represent the addition and/or
removal of classes and package. This functionality may be observed
by comparing Figure 4.4a with Figure 4.4b, where certain classes are
modified (color changes to yellow) and a package is inserted in the
top right corner (colored green). The color scheme employed is quite
similar to that of the Timeline View charts, where yellow, green, red,
and grey are used to depict the modification, insertion, removal, and
unchanged modification status of each component.

Besides panning and zooming capabilities, two distinct modes of
operation have been incorporated into this view; one of these modes
is triggered when the user selects a point in time in the combined
plot of Figure 4.3a, while the other mode requires the user to interact
with a time slider. In the former mode the city may either animate or
instantaneously update itself to the chosen point in time depending
on whether the Time Animation is enabled or disabled. On the other
hand, interacting with the time slider interactively updates the city
to an older or a newer version depending on the direction chosen. As
soon as the slider is released, the other two views are updated to
reflect the active point in time. The user also has the possibility to
reset the views or toggle certain animations using the pop-up menu.
Finally, with mouse-over he is able to see the name of the underlying
component, which comes in handy when he is zoomed out of the city.
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4.3 Experiment

As described in Section 4.2.2, architects apply filters to update the
SAVE Diagram View to a particular point in time through the use
of insertion, removal, and modification icons. However, it is quite
difficult to keep a mental map of these changes due to the fact that
this view uses nested components for displaying the containment of
components - a view that tends to both dense and quite large. For
improving the analysis of software architecture evolution over time,
we proposed the Timeline and City views. We assume that through
the use of these views, architectural changes would be tracked in a
more efficient and effective manner. Furthermore, we assume that
these views will be more useful than the current SAVE Diagram View.
We tested this assumption by designing and performing a controlled
experiment which compares the Timeline and City views (eCITY
configuration) with the SAVE Diagram View (SAVE configuration).

4.3.1 Research Purpose and Hypotheses

The first goal was to compare the SAVE and eCITY configurations
with respect to the efficiency and effectiveness achieved by analysts
when they analyze architectural changes. Thus, we defined the follow-
ing research hypotheses:

• H1: Analysts using the eCITY configuration are more efficient
than analysts using the SAVE configuration when they analyze
the evolution of software architectures.

• H2: Analysts using the eCITY configuration are more effective
than analysts using the SAVE configuration when they analyze
the evolution of software architectures.

The second goal was to compare SAVE and eCITY with respect to
their acceptance and usability. Therefore, we define the two additional
research hypotheses:

• H3: Analysts accept the eCITY configuration more than the SAVE
configuration when they analyze the evolution of software archi-
tectures.

• H4: Analysts consider the eCITY configuration more useful than
the SAVE configuration when they analyze the evolution of soft-
ware architectures.
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4.3.2 Operationalization

In order to test the above hypotheses, we operationalized the four
variables of interest, selected a software system to be analyzed, and
designated the tasks to be performed. First, the variables of interest
were operationalized as follows:

i. Efficiency is the time required for accomplishing a set of given
tasks.

ii. Effectiveness is the difference between the true and actual score
related to a task.

iii. Acceptability is measured using the TAM, which is a valid and
reliable questionnaire for assessing technology acceptance and
use [189]. Out of 31 questions in the original TAM, we selected
7 questions focused on performance and effort expectancy (see
Appendix 4.A.1). All questions were rated using a five-point Likert
scale (1: I strongly disagree, 5: I strongly agree).

iv. Usability is measured using the questionnaire proposed by Nestler
et al. [190]. Considering the purposes of the eCITY configuration,
we selected 4 out of 5 defined dimensions and 15 out of 269
questions. The selection was discussed with evaluation experts.
The dimensions and related questions are listed in Appendix 4.A.2.
Each question is rated using a five-point Likert scale (1: I strongly
disagree, 5: I strongly agree).

Second, we selected the Apache Tomcat system as the system to
investigate because it is a real software system and its architectural
models were available in SAVE. Finally, three types of architectural
evolution tasks were identified with the support of experts. These are:

i. Counting: Identifying changes made to the system on a specific
date or changes made to a subcomponent in a time period.

ii. Find Date: Identifying the time period with the most number of
changes or when a component has been changed the most.

iii. Find Package/s: Identifying the subcomponents of a chosen
component that have been changed in a time period, find modules
/ subcomponents that are present since the earliest version and
have not been changed since, or find modules / subcomponents
that have changed a lot in a particular time period.
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4.3.3 Field Test

A field test was conducted with two experts in the field of software
architecture. Our purpose was to get an early feedback regarding the
experimental design, the selected tasks, and the time required for
solving them.

The first expert completed the tasks using the SAVE configuration
in an hour and fifteen minutes. He considered the tasks to be realistic.
However, he suggested that while asking the user if certain components
are changed often or not at all, we should focus on a smaller sub-
package rather than the entire system. Hence reducing the time
required to perform the tasks related to finding packages.

The second expert solved the tasks using the eCITY configuration
in forty five minutes. He also considered the set of selected tasks to
be realistic. Additionally, he made recommendations regarding the
visualization. These included: 1) keeping the date format and color
coding uniform, 2) adding the option to enable and disable animations,
and 3) adding feedback regarding the enabled/disabled features in
the City pop-up menu. These issues were discussed and solved.

Consequently, the original set of tasks were tweaked to address
the experts’ feedback.

4.3.4 Controlled Experiment

Subjects

The controlled experiment was conducted with 38 participants. Out
of the 38 participants, 3 were software engineering experts of the
Fraunhofer IESE and 35 were computer science graduate students
from the Technical University of Kaiserslautern. The three experts
involved have a deep knowledge in the field of software architecture
and prior experience in SAVE, while all the students have theoretical
knowledge about software architectures.

Due to the lack of experts available and their previous experience
in SAVE, experts were asked to work with SAVE and then with
eCITY. Students were randomly distributed in two groups working
either with SAVE or eCITY. This was intended for avoiding learning
effects.
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Experimental Setup

The same software architecture was explored using either SAVE or
eCITY. Thus, two computers were prepared for the experiment: one
with Eclipse and the SAVE Configuration and the other with Eclipse
and the eCITY configuration. The Eclipse workspace was prepared for
both installations to contain the required data: a SAVE data model
containing 16 fact extractions of the Apache Tomcat system between
the time period 14.05.2012 and 02.07.2012. Each instance of the
Apache Tomcat system was extracted from its public repository. Four
of these instances were complemented with the insertion, modification,
and removal of some fictitious packages and classes to create some
interesting artifacts.

Each workspace was completely restored at the beginning of each
experiment session. A different visualization introduction handout
was provided to each participant depending on the installation used.
Additionally, the participants were afforded with a walkthrough of the
functionalities and features that would assist them in the experiment
process. The participants were then asked to perform the tasks and
questionnaires described in Section 4.3.2.

Each participant was allowed unlimited time to finish the tasks
and to fill the questionnaires regarding Acceptability and Usability.
The resulting materials were then collected and analyzed.

Data Collection

The time and the answer to each task was collected using an exercise
sheet. Additionally, a printed questionnaire was used for eliciting
the perception of the participants regarding the acceptance and the
usability of the corresponding configurations, i.e. SAVE or eCITY.

Data Analysis

A transcript of the collected efficiency, effectiveness, acceptability, and
usability data was compiled in excel. The subject data is kept anony-
mous and confidential. Regarding effectiveness, tasks were weighted
according to their difficulty: Counting and Find Date tasks were
awarded 3 points each and Find Package/s tasks were awarded 4
point each. The latter sets of tasks were weighted higher as they were
deemed to be more complex.
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We applied descriptive statistics methods such as the sample
mean, standard deviation, median, and range to the experimental
data. Further, we used the MegaStat excel plug-in to statistically test
our hypotheses using the Mann-Whitney-U-Test. It is appropriate for
our scenario due to the size of the data and its ability to handle both
normal and non-normal distributions. We performed the tests with a
confidence level for rejecting the null hypotheses at 99.9%.

4.4 Results

The statistical evaluation of the experiment is presented in this section.
As such, the time required for tasks, the results of the tasks, the ac-
ceptability of the configuration, and the usability of each configuration
is presented. Further, we argue for the earlier stated hypotheses by
performing hypotheses testing on the collected data. We conclude this
section by examining the threats to validity.

4.4.1 Efficiency Results

The time required for each participant to complete a task was measured
to compare the efficiency with which the participants performed using
each one of the two configurations. The results are presented in
the box-plots of Figure 4.6; Figure 4.6a depicts the efficiency of the
participants with respect to the SAVE and eCITY configurations,
while figures Figure 4.6b and Figure 4.6c examine the efficiency of
students and experts respectively. Based on these results, the following
observations can be made:

• Independent from being experts or students, members of the
eCITY group were on average more efficient.

• There is a larger variance from the average required time in the
SAVE group than the eCITY group.

• Independent from the configuration used, students were on average
as efficient as experts.

• The variance of the results is larger for students than experts

The mean, median, and standard deviation values of the efficiency
with which the participants performed are presented in Table 4.1.
The results presented have been broken down to the type of tasks,
to inspect the level of efficiency reached for each type. It is not
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(a) Overall Efficiency (b) Efficiency of Students

(c) Efficiency of Experts

Figure 4.6. Box-plots of Efficiency results

surprising to see such a significant improvement in the efficiency of
counting tasks as the SAVE configuration required the participant
to pan and zoom on an extremely large viewing area and physically
count the changes while the eCITY configuration required them to
look up charts and interact with sliders. The participants needed to
interact with the eCITY configuration in much the same manner for
the Find Date tasks, however, for the SAVE configuration they had

Mean Median Std. Deviation
Counting SAVE 11:20 11:15 2:11

eCITY 1:59 1:58 0:32
Find Date SAVE 8:09 7:29 2:46

eCITY 2:12 2:07 0:42
Find Package/s SAVE 13:50 13:19 2:11

eCITY 8:10 7:50 1:39

Table 4.1. Participants Efficiency (time required in mm:ss)
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to apply filters and compare the densities of each updated diagram.
The biggest challenge they faced was having to keep a mental map of
these changes. Similarly, the participants were more efficient in the
Find Package/s tasks using the eCITY configuration as they found
it easier to interactively update the city and locate both stable and
heavily constructed areas.

In Table 4.2, we further examine the results from the SAVE (A)
and eCITY (B) configurations. Using this table we can compare the
efficiency gain of the eCITY configuration to that of the SAVE con-
figuration. The following efficiency gains were recorded: 470% for
counting tasks, 271% for finding significant dates, and 69% for finding
packages with certain changes. This equates to an overall efficiency
gain of 170% for the eCITY configuration compared to the SAVE con-
figuration. Knodel et al. [195] conduct a similar empirical experiment
where they also evaluate the results with respect to the effect size, a
representation of the difference in mean values as compared to the
standard deviation. Similarly, we calculate the standard deviation in
Table 4.2 using the formula of Hedges et al. [196] and claim an overall
effect size of 5.77 standard deviations to be highly significant [197].

Mean A Mean B Dev. Gain Effect
Counting 11:20 1:59 1:20 469.91 6.99
Find Date 8:09 2:12 1:42 270.78 3.49
Find Package/s 13:50 8:10 1:55 69.37 2.97
Overall 33:18 12:21 3:38 169.65 5.77

Table 4.2. Efficiency gain and effect size (mm:ss)

The corresponding efficiency hypothesis was tested using the Mann-
Whitney-U-Test. These results indicate that on average the eCITY
configuration is significantly more efficient than the SAVE configura-
tion.

H0,1: TimeSAVE <= TimeeCITY
Test input: the time required to complete tasks
Test: Mann-Whitney U test (one-tailed)
Result: Z=5.46, p=2.32E-8, p < 0.001; thus, the null hypothesis
is rejected
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(a) Overall Effectiveness (b) Effectiveness of Students

(c) Effectiveness of Experts

Figure 4.7. Box-plots of Effectiveness results

4.4.2 Effectiveness Results

The accuracy with which each participant completed a task was
measured to compare the effectiveness with which the participants
performed using either one of the two configurations. As such, the
answers to the tasks were evaluated against the expected results. The
maximum score was 24 points (6 points for Counting tasks, 6 points for
Find Date tasks, and 12 points for Find Package/s tasks). The results
are presented in the box-plots of Figure 4.7. A similar pattern to the
efficiency evaluation is followed: Figure 4.7a depicts the effectiveness of
the participants with respect to the SAVE and eCITY configurations,
while figures Figure 4.7b and Figure 4.7c examine the effectiveness of
students and experts respectively. The following observations can be
made from the results presented:

• Independent from being experts or students, members of the
eCITY group were on average more effective.

• There is a larger variance from the average value in the SAVE
group than the eCITY group.
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• Experts were on average more effective than students using the
SAVE configuration, however, the students performed almost as
well as experts with the eCITY configuration.

• The variance of the results is larger for students than experts.

The mean, median, and standard deviation values of the effective-
ness with which the participants performed are presented in Table 4.3.
Again, to examine the level of effectiveness reached for each type of
tasks, the results have been broken down for each type. Our findings
show that panning and zooming on a large view to count the changes
leads to more errors than using the chart and slider combination of the
eCITY configuration. It was difficult for the participants to keep track
of which components they had already counted. The participants also
made more mistakes with the SAVE configuration while looking for
dates with the most changes as they found it difficult to compare the
mental maps of the densities of each updated diagram. It was hard for
them to distinguish between the relatively few changes between two
different time stamps. For the last category of tasks, the participants
performed equally well to find certain packages that were modified in
a particular time frame. However, there was a larger variance from
the average effectiveness using the SAVE configuration as compare to
the eCITY configuration.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
Counting SAVE 70.00 66.67 16.75

eCITY 99.21 100.00 3.64
Find Date SAVE 70.00 50.00 29.91

eCITY 97.62 100.00 10.91
Find Package/s SAVE 95.95 97.62 5.34

eCITY 96.94 97.62 3.03

Table 4.3. Participants Effectiveness (% of task results achieved)

We further examine the effectiveness results from the SAVE (A)
and eCITY (B) configurations in Table 4.4. The following effectiveness
gains were recorded: 29% for counting tasks, 28% for finding significant
dates, and 1% for finding packages with certain changes. This equates
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to an overall effectiveness gain of 15% for the eCITY configuration
compared to the SAVE configuration. The effect size for all tasks is
2.52 standard deviations, which according to Cohen [197] is considered
to be a large effect size.

Mean A Mean B Dev. Gain Effect
Counting 70.00 99.21 10.04 29.44 2.91
Find Date 70.00 97.62 20.18 28.29 1.37
Find Package/s 95.95 96.94 4.16 1.02 0.24
Overall 82.98 97.68 5.83 15.05 2.52

Table 4.4. Effectiveness gain and effect size (%)

The corresponding effectiveness hypothesis was tested using the
Mann-Whitney-U-Test. These results indicate that on average the
eCITY configuration is significantly more effective than the SAVE
configuration.

H0,2: EffectivenessSAVE >= EffectivenesseCITY
Test input: the effectivess (accuracy) of the task results
Test: Mann-Whitney U test (one-tailed)
Result: Z=-4.81, p=7.55E-7, p < 0.001; thus, the null hypothesis
is rejected

4.4.3 Acceptability Results

The participants of the experiment were asked to give their personal as-
sessment on the acceptability of the two configurations. As mentioned
in Section 4.3.2, we applied certain parameters of the performance and
effort expectancy dimensions of the Technology Acceptance Model.
The participants responses ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5
(Strongly Agree) for each parameter. In Table 4.5, we present the
aggregated mean, median, and standard deviation values for the di-
mensions mentioned above and the average overall acceptability score.
These results indicate that the average values in all of these cases are
very similar for both configurations.

Using the box-plots of Figure 4.8, we can make the following
observations regarding the acceptability scores for each configuration
by participant type:
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(a) Students Acceptability Score (b) Experts Acceptability Score

Figure 4.8. Box-plots of Acceptability response

• The average acceptability score for the experts differs more than
the score of the students.

• Independent from being experts or students, the acceptability
score of the eCITY group was higher on average.

• Students voted higher for the acceptability of the SAVE config-
uration than experts, whereas experts voted higher still for the
eCITY configuration.

• The difference in expert acceptability scores for the two config-
urations is higher than the difference in student acceptability
scores.

At first the last observation was a bit surprising, however, after
careful consideration it was in fact quite a reasonable result. We
claim this to be the case due to the fact that the student evaluations
were blind, that each student used only one configuration, and most
importantly the experts were more aware of the shortcomings in the
SAVE configuration.

Mean Median Std. Deviation
Performance E. SAVE 3.72 4.33 1.20

eCITY 4.38 4.33 0.43
Effort E. SAVE 3.56 3.75 0.86

eCITY 3.94 4.00 0.52
Overall SAVE 3.63 3.93 0.94

eCITY 4.13 4.14 0.42

Table 4.5. Participants Acceptability response
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The corresponding acceptability hypothesis was tested using the
Mann-Whitney-U-Test. These results indicate that on average the
eCITY configuration achieves the same acceptability as SAVE config-
uration.

H0,3: AcceptabilitySAVE >= AcceptabilityeCITY
Test input: results of the acceptability questionnaire
Test: Mann-Whitney U test (one-tailed)
Result: Z=-1.55, p=0.0608; p > 0.001; thus, the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected

4.4.4 Usability Results

The participants of the experiment were also questioned for an as-
sessment on the usability of the two configurations. Earlier in Section
4.3.2, we defined Usability in terms of various Utility, Intuitiveness,
Learnability, and Personal Effect parameters. Usability was evaluated
in the same manner as Acceptability where the participants used an
ordinal scale with five values for their responses. The aggregated mean,
median, and standard deviation values for the dimensions mentioned
above and the average overall usability score are presented in Table
4.6. These results indicate that the average values in three of the
four dimensions are marginally higher for the eCITY configuration,
while the average value in the fourth dimension (Personal Effect) is

Mean Median Std. Deviation
Utility SAVE 3.48 3.67 0.97

eCITY 4.22 4.00 0.53
Intuitiveness SAVE 3.29 3.75 0.84

eCITY 3.81 4.00 0.61
Leanability SAVE 3.30 4.00 1.22

eCITY 4.14 4.14 0.65
Personal Effect SAVE 3.02 2.90 0.94

eCITY 4.03 4.20 0.43
Overall SAVE 3.24 3.30 0.79

eCITY 3.99 4.07 0.40

Table 4.6. Participants Usability response
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(a) Students Usability Score (b) Experts Usability Score

Figure 4.9. Box-plots of Usability response

significantly more. Overall, the average usability score of the SAVE
configuration leans towards neutral on the scale, while the eCITY
configuration tilts towards agree on the scale.

By examining Figure 4.9 we can make the following remarks about
the usability scores for each configuration by participant type:

• The average usability score for the experts differs more than the
score of the students.

• Independent from being experts or students, the usability score
of the eCITY group was higher on average.

• On average, the students voted a whole ordinal scale higher for
the usability of the SAVE configuration than experts.

• The difference in expert usability scores for the two configurations
is higher than the difference in student usability scores.

The corresponding usability hypothesis was tested using the Mann-
Whitney-U-Test. These results indicate that on average the eCITY
configuration is perceived to be more useful than the SAVE configu-
ration.

H0,4: UsabilitySAVE >= UsabilityeCITY
Test input: results of the usability questionnaire
Test: Mann-Whitney U test (one-tailed)
Result: Z=-3.33, p=4.0E-4, p < 0.001; thus, the null hypothesis is
rejected
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4.4.5 Threats to Validity

Threats to internal and external validity are discussed in this section.
Threats to internal validity refer to conditions that constrain the
confidence level of the results, while threats to external validity are
conditions that limit the generalization of the study.

Internal Validity

We tried to prevent the effects of confounding variables, between a tool
(independent variable) and a dependent variable (efficiency, effective-
ness, acceptability, and usability). Student participants received the
same training for either the SAVE or eCITY configurations. None of
the thirty five students had any prior experience with SAVE or eCITY
and were randomly distributed in to one of the two study groups.
We then ran the experiment with SAVE experts to make sure that
the results were representative. The three experts had no experience
with the eCITY configuration and were given the same training as
the students. As our statistical results show, there was not a lot of
difference in the dependent variable within each configuration. Further,
we verified that the tasks for each configuration were performed with
similar performance and time. The acceptability and usability aspects
we choose are quite reliable, but certainly there are other measures.
We applied the widely accepted Technology Acceptance Model and
the usability study of Nestler et al. to break down the two aspects
into 22 distinct measures. Lastly, we argue that the Apache Tomcat
servlet container is representative of a real-world software system. It
is used in a diverse range of industries and organizations to power
numerous large-scale web applications.

External Validity

A real and complete system, the Apache Tomcat, was evaluated by
the participants using the two configurations. Although, our results
show that our solution was as acceptable as the original configuration,
but more efficient, effective, and perceived as more useful, it would
be interesting to repeat the experiment with other representative
systems to check if the validity holds. Further, since a small number
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of participants were involved, the experiment should be repeated
with more participants. These two measures should ensure that our
approach has a practical value for other projects that look to improve
analysis of software evolution.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

The quality of a software system’s architecture is one of the most
significant factors for its success, a characteristic that is even more
prevalent in the development of large and complex software systems.
A precursor to accessing the quality of the underlying software archi-
tecture is to comprehend the structure of its elements. Further, the
structure of the architecture continuously undergoes changes to adapt
to functional or quality requirements, making the comprehensibility of
the existing architecture an effort intensive activity. These problems
are addressed through the use of visualization tools that examine the
evolution of software architectures. The experiment we conducted
showed the significance of employing appropriate visualization tech-
niques and metaphors to conduct such analyses. By means of a more
appropriate configuration, participants achieved an average gain of
170% in the efficiency and an average gain of 15% in the effectiveness
in basic software architecture evolution tasks.

While the results indicate a higher acceptability and usability vote
for our solution, we cannot statistically guarantee the former. The
distribution of participants may be attributed to this observation; we
had 35 students and 3 experts who took part in the experiment. Our
results show that not only did students vote higher for the original
configuration, but also that the average acceptability and usability
expert votes differed more significantly for the two configurations
than the student votes. We attribute this discrepancy to the students
lack of practical experience in software architecture practices and
to the experts being more aware of the shortcomings of the original
configuration.

For the realization of our goals, we worked with Product Line
Architects at the Fraunhofer IESE to augment their workflow with
additional views of their data. In this chapter, we introduced an
implementation of an interactive evolving city view through a non-
formal modeling process that proved to be both efficient and effective.
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Initially, the stakeholders were reluctant with the idea of a city layout
as it deviated from traditional node-link layouts. However, they revised
this opinion by working with the eCITY prototype and even found
the interactive city to be both natural and intuitive.

By not following a formal modeling process there are certain details
that we need to address further. The most critical limitation is that
we currently do not examine how the interdependencies (relations)
of a software architecture evolve over time. While the experts can
still use their traditional workflows to examine these dependencies,
“it would be quite nice to add them to the city view”. Other possible
improvements include a better mechanism for locating packages and
classes such as an integrated search engine, highlighting of suburbs
undergoing change in a time interval using multiple fish-eye views, the
implementation of an alternate color scheme to address colorblindness,
and an interface scheme that allows users to perceive and interact
with focus and contextual views through overview-and-detail or focus-
and-context. We are also aware that at times the analyst needs to
directly compare the architecture at two disjoint points in time and
will be addressing this in the near future.

Overall, the results show that our solution was in average as ac-
ceptable as the original configuration, but was more efficient, effective,
and perceived as more useful. These results are a positive indication of
the quality of our solution in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, accep-
tance, and usability. However, further empirical studies are required
for confirming these results and deriving conclusive outcomes; i.e.
using a larger sample, analyzing different systems, etc.
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4.A Appendix

4.A.1 Acceptability Questions

• Performance Expectancy
i. I would find the visualization useful in my job
ii. Using the visualization enables me to accomplish tasks more

quickly
iii. Using the visualization increases my productivity

• Effort Expectancy
i. My interaction with the visualization would be clear and un-
derstandable

ii. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the visual-
ization

iii. I would find the visualization easy to use
iv. Learning to apply the visualization is easy for me

4.A.2 Usability Questions

• Utility; Productivity
i. I find the visualization highly appropriate to get details on the
software’s architectural evolution

ii. The visualization supported the handling of all the tasks I
needed to perform

iii. I was highly successful in accomplishing the given tasks with
the visualization

• Intuitiveness; Affordance, Transparency, Memorability, and Per-
spicuity
i. The visualization clearly indicated all the possible inputs to
me

ii. I find the terms, abbreviations, and symbols used in the visu-
alization easy to understand

iii. I find the visualization to be highly understandable
iv. I find the effects of actions to be highly transparent
v. I find the visualization helped reduce my memory load in

accomplishing the given tasks
vi. It was easy for me to find the important commands and actions

• Learnability; Feedback
i. The visualization provided appropriate feedbacks to me when
I interacted with it
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• Personal Effect; Novelty, Satisfaction, and Stress
i. I feel that the visualization provided a novel approach
ii. I was totally comfortable with using the visualization
iii. I find interaction with the visualization to be pleasant
iv. I am satisfied with the information provided to me by the

visualization
v. I felt insecure, discouraged, irritated, or stressed while using

the visualization
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Visual Analysis of Software Architectural
Relations

“ Simple things should be simple, complex things
should be possible ”

– Alan Kay 1

C
urrent tools to analyze software architecture structure and its
evolution tend to focus more towards exploring the architectural

elements, their quality measures, and their evolution as compared to
the information contained in the inter-dependencies of the system
itself. In this chapter, the ideas presented in Chapter 4 are extended
to provide an interactive visualization aimed at assisting software
engineers and architects to additionally comprehend the architectural
ties between software components. Further, the proposed methodology
examines the evolution of these relations over time. To achieve these
goals, the extended tool Evolving CITY-plus (eCITY+) [59] represents
architectural relationships as hierarchical edge bundles on top of an
evolving software city metaphor and unravels the evolution of these
relations through the use of animations. Additionally, a discussion is
presented on the challenges faced while implementing these ideas in
the large.

1 An American computer scientist known for his early pioneering work
on object-oriented programming and windowing graphical user interface
design
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This chapter is organized as follows. Motivation and context are
provided in Section 5.1. The proposed interactive visual approach of
examining the architectural relationships using the eCITY+ tool is
described in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, insights gained by applying
the proposed approach to examine a real software system are provided.
Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.4.

5.1 Motivation

Generally, reverse engineering aims at achieving two objectives: 1)
procuring a mental model of a software system to comprehend its most
recent version, and 2) examining the system history to explain how a
system has evolved to its present state, repair errors, and to predict
its future development [11, 151]. It is important in both cases to have
a clear understanding of the software architecture – an understanding
that includes the analysis of not only the architectural structure but
also the relations between software elements. Further, while under-
taking the daunting task of software evolution the complexity of the
analysis increases due to the huge quantity of evolution data [49]. This
poses interesting research questions as how to best handle the visual
explorations in a meaningful and efficient manner.

There are a number of tools available that employ a combination
of metaphors and techniques to analyze the hierarchical decomposi-
tions of software (e.g., Lattix, IBM Rational Architect, Bauhaus, Rigi,
SHriMP, BugCrawler, etc.) [45]. However, only a few emphasize on the
importance of the relations between software components. While these
tools recover dependency graphs from the software system, they usually
focus on nodes in the graph; as such, they contain only the static repre-
sentations of the architectural elements’ inter-dependencies [19]. As a
result interdependencies are depicted using still images, providing the
user with no direct means to examine the evolution of these relations.

In this chapter, we argue for a need to focus on both the static
and evolution-based analyses of the inter-dependencies of software
components to grasp more a comprehensive understanding of the
software architecture than by just focusing on the hierarchical struc-
ture. To achieve this goal, we have developed the eCITY+ tool2 (see
Figure 5.1), which is an enhanced version of our previously developed

2 eCITY+ demo link: http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/
screencast2.html

http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/screencast2.html
http://hci.uni-kl.de/~khan/eCITY/screencast2.html
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Figure 5.2. Creating an architectural edge

eCITY tool [57] that proposes stable city layouts for evolving software
systems. Our tool is consciously designed as a plug-in to a traditional
software maintenance tool (i.e., SAVE [192]). As such, the mainte-
nance tool extracts historical recordings and interfaces with eCITY+
to have an additional view on the evolution of the software. The
resulting interactive visualization represents the software hierarchy
in the form of the popular city metaphor and overlays the remaining
relations of the system components as HEBs [5]. Additionally, instead
of using traditional means (e.g., arrows or color gradients) to show the
directions of these relations, it interactively employs particle anima-
tions. Further, it animates both the hierarchical and inter-dependency
representations to visually compare changes over a user-defined time
period.

5.2 Methodology

In this section, we present the approach of our eCITY+ tool, an
enhanced version of our previous built eCITY [57] tool, for representing
architectural relationships as hierarchical edge bundles on top of
the city layout. Additionally, we examine the different interaction
possibilities.
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(a) β = 0.0 (b) β = 0.5 (c) β = 1.0

Figure 5.3. Varying edge bundling factor

5.2.1 Overlaying Architectural Relationships

In the eCITY+ tool, we implemented the HEB technique to reduce
the visual clutter when dealing with a large number of edges. Figure
5.2 depicts one such edge between two nodes, where the path along
the hierarchy between these nodes marked with the letters A through
J is used as the control polygon of a spline curve. This control polygon
is constructed in a similar fashion to the one presented by Holten et
al. [5], where it contains points along the hierarchy from the source
node through the least common ancestor to the destination node (i.e.
the path (A,C),(C,E),(E,G),(G,H), and (H,J)). However, in order to
have a more aesthetically pleasing representation in the city layout,
additional points (B, D, F, and I) are inserted in the control polygon
to route each relation closer to the streets. In our case, users can
interactively change the HEBs bundling factor β to straighten the
spline curve (see Figure 5.3).

Additionally, in eCITY+ we implemented the Bellman-Ford short-
est path algorithm to determine the path for each edge. While travers-
ing this path the relative orientation of the intermediate nodes is
checked to calculate the intersecting points. In the example of Figure
5.2, this yields the points C, E, G, and H. Points of the leaf node, such
as A, B, I, and J are positioned at the center of the leaf nodes and
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the center of the intersecting line segment between each leaf node and
its parent. Further, points (D and F) are inserted in the middle of the
line segments that join each subsequent pair of the above-mentioned
intersecting points.

As shown in Figure 5.1, these bundled relations are mapped on top
of a software city decomposition of the Apache Tomcat system. The
figure is a depiction of the system on 25.05.2012 where streets and
plots represent packages and classes and their colors are a representa-
tion of the modification status at this time stamp compared to the
previous time stamp 14.05.2012 (grey, yellow, red, and green imply
no-change, modification, insertion, and removal respectively). Further,
the color of each adjacency edge represents the type of relationship
(orange, red, green, yellow, cyan, blue, purple are used for access, call,
dependency, dynamic invocation, import, inheritance, and interface
relations respectively).

5.2.2 Particle Animations to Depict Direction

In traditional edge representations, curvature or arrows indicate the
direction of the relation [5]. However, we could not use curvature as
it is required to generate the edge bundles and arrows would clutter
the visualization [5, 136]. Further, it may also not be ideal to use an
RGB interpolated color gradient in a large system representation with
many relations especially when color is used to depict the type of
relation.

To address these issues we have implemented a particle animation
that is triggered interactively. The idea is similar to how runway-lights
are used in airports to land a plane. As shown in Figure 5.4, the user
may select an edge to have these particles (red, yellow, and green
rectangles) transition along the edge path from source (see Figure
5.4a) to destination (see Figure 5.4b). The direction of the relationship
is indicated by the combination of the color arrangement of these
particles and their path transition. This animation then runs in an
infinite loop until the user stops it by selected the edge again. Further,
the user may select multiple edges to have several such animations
run simultaneously.
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(a) Flowing from source (b) Flowing to destination

Figure 5.4. Animating particles along an edge

5.2.3 Animating Edge Changes

In the earlier version of our tool [57], we highlighted the evolution of
software components through a combination of animated transitions
and color interpolations to grow or shrink the city and highlight
modification statuses. These transitions take place via the interactive
use of a time slider that updates the hierarchical representation of
the system to a particular time stamp.

A natural extension while dealing with the exploration of the evolu-
tion of relations was to employ a similar mechanism to interpolate the
edge representations between time stamps. As such, in our approach
nodes that represent software components such as packages and classes
may grow, shrink, or change color to depict the insertion, removal, or
modification status changes respectively. Similarly, edges may appear,
disappear, or be illuminated to show when they are inserted, removed,
or modified. The width of the edge is varied to make it appear and
disappear, while luminescence is adjusted appropriately to highlight
edges that are modified.

This basic concept is depicted in Figure 5.5 where a suburb of
the city is examined at two different points in time (t1 and t2 ). An
initial layout is calculated for Figure 5.5a where all nodes are green
indicating that they have been inserted into the system. Later, as
shown in Figure 5.5b the city grows to indicate the addition of a
package and the color of each node depicts its modification status;
grey, yellow, and green represents components unchanged, modified,
or inserted since the last time stamp. Similarly, the relations of these
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(a) Suburb at the first
date

(b) Suburb at a later date

Figure 5.5. Animating edge representations

components are also interpolated in between the two time stamps.
The edge closest to the label A becomes thicker and appears to glow,
the edge closest to the label B disappears, and several new hierarchical
bundles may appear indicating access (orange), call (red), dynamic
invocation (yellow), import (cyan), or inheritance (blue) relations to
the newly inserted nodes.

5.3 Discussion

The ultimate goal of this work is to assist real-world software architects
and developers to interactively gain an overview of changes made
to both a software structures’ hierarchy and its relationships over
time. To achieve this goal we have been working with Product Line
Architects at the Fraunhofer IESE to enhance their SAVE tool [192].
SAVE is a state of-the-art tool for analyzing and visualizing software
architectures. Its primary feature is architecture compliance checking,
i.e., assessing the degree to which an implementation complies to its
intended architecture.

We introduce an additional view of the extracted data, in the
previous version eCITY, in order to provide an overview of the archi-
tectures evolution. A preliminary experiment was conducted where
we explored the evolution of the system hierarchy of the Apache Tom-
cat software [58]. The tasks of this experiment were limited to the
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changes made to the hierarchical decomposition of the system over
a two-month period. Our approach was well received by the experts
who found interactively updating a well-known metaphor such as the
software city to be both natural and intuitive. However, we quickly
identified the need to examine the architectural relationships of the
software system and not just its hierarchical decomposition.

Providing the implementation in our current version of the tool,
eCITY+, and applying it on a real system such as the Apache Tomcat
(see Figure 5.1) led us to some useful insight as to what works well
and what needs to be further improved. In general, applying HEBs
on the top of the city was found useful in gaining an overview or
trend of how the individual components are connected to one another.
However, due to the multitude of edges found in real systems we need
to be careful while applying animations to these edges to determine
their evolution.

eCITY+ filters out these edges and allows users to interactively
monitor their evolution by selecting components. The resulting visual-
ization highlights nodes by interpolating its color and allows users to
interactively select a node to show all incoming and outgoing relations.
Reserving colors to represent the type of relation limits how eCITY+
represents changes made. An interesting observation was that while
interpolating the width to indicate the insertion or removal of an edge
shows promise, using luminescence to highlight modifications does not
work so well. One idea that we are pursuing is to vary the outline and
luminescence in different colors in order to highlight modifications.

Another identified area of improvement in eCITY+ is the efficient
handling of multiple edges that may lie on top of each other. Currently,
we are experimenting with a combined approach, i.e., on the one hand
we may add more control points to some of these edges and relax them
for others to create an offset, while on the other we are incorporating
interaction techniques to assist users to interactively focus-on and lift
each such edge. An example of such might be a combination of the
EdgeLens [198] and EdgePlucking [199] techniques.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we presented the eCITY+ tool that focuses on visual-
izing the architectural relationships of software systems and not just
their hierarchical decomposition.
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The goal of this work was to assist architects and developers in
examining the evolution of software inter-dependencies for a variety
of reasons, such as fixing bugs or to simply get a better impression of
the software architecture. As commented by earlier works, meaningful
visualizations can be built that represent the hierarchy using an ap-
propriate tree structure and overlay the remaining relations. However,
we stress on the need to represent these relations in an uncluttered
manner and to examine them interactively.

To meet these requirements we have experimented with an edge
bundling technique on top of the popular city metaphor to provide
an overview of a software system that depicts both the hierarchical
decomposition and the architectural relationships. Further, we have
looked into exploiting different animation techniques to highlight vari-
ous aspects of these relations: particle animation to show the direction
of a relation and key frame animation to interactively highlight its
evolution.

In informal interviews conducted with experts from visualization,
HCI, and software engineering backgrounds we received overall positive
feedback about our approach and the usability of our tool. They
appreciated the bundling of relations using the streets’ space, as it
produces a compact visualization with more information. Further, we
received many useful recommendations such as providing an interactive
magnifying lens facility to assist the users in extracting the required
edge; i.e., a means to pick the specified edge and to interact with it
individually.

In future work, we aim to address the above recommendations
as well as to research how to improve the tracking of relations in a
large software system. Using animations is a powerful tool but one
that needs to be handled carefully, especially when dealing with a
multitude of edge representations. As such, we need to handle our
edge representations better and with care to have a universal approach
that may be applied to larger systems. We intend to bring our ideas to
maturity and conduct a detailed evaluation study in order to judge the
efficiency, effectiveness, usability, and acceptability of our solution.



6

Visual Analysis in a Collaborative
Environment

“ The secret is to gang up on the problem, rather
than each other ”

– Thomas Stallkamp 1

M
ost software development tools and applications are designed
from a single-user perspective and are bound to the desktop.

These tools and applications make it hard for developers to analyze
and interact with software artifacts collaboratively. In this chapter,
we extend the concept of IVA to a scalable large Hi-Res Tiled-Wall
display – thereby, enabling a multi-user multi-application collaborative
framework.

In recent times, the relatively low costs for setting up large dis-
play systems have led to an highly increased usage of such devices.
However, it is equally vital to optimally utilize their size and reso-
lution to effectively explore data through a combination of diverse
visualizations and an applicable means of interaction. In this regards,
a lightweight dispatcher framework was developed to facilitate input
management, focus management, and the execution of several inter-
related yet independent visualizations. The approach is deliberately
kept flexible to not only tackle different hardware configurations but

1 Founder and principal of Collaborative Management LLC, a private
supply chain consulting firm
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also the number of visualization applications to be implemented. This
shall be demonstrated further through two different case studies that
incorporate interrelated visualizations equally well on both a 3x3
Hi-Res Tiled-Wall as well as a single desktop.

This chapter is organized as follows. Motivation and context are
provided in Section 6.1, related work are examined in Section 6.2, the
proposed dispatcher framework is described in Section 6.3, and the
applicability of our framework is demonstrated in Section 6.4 via two
different case studies. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.5.

6.1 Motivation

The comprehension of software for maintainability purposes is often
a social activity and involves developers working within a co-located
environment (i.e. in the same room and at the same time). In such
scenarios, developers typically work in pairs within a larger team to
carry out tasks, such as programming, code reviews, refactoring, and
visualization of workflows [200].

Additionally, most software development tools are designed from
a single-user perspective and are bound to the desktop. This makes it
difficult for users to analyze and interact with software artifacts collab-
oratively. Further, developers often have to use different applications
to explore different software artifacts; for example, in code reviews
developers often use different applications to explore test coverage,
class dependencies, and class diagrams. It is for these reasons that we
propose a multi-user multi-application collaborative framework for
use on scalable large Hi-Res displays such as tiled displays.

Innovations in large wall-sized displays have been yielding benefits
to visualizations in industry and academia: to cater to a larger au-
dience, for more efficient collaborative work, to further immerse the
client in virtual reality applications, and to facilitate visualization of
large and complex datasets by maintaining both overview and detail
views simultaneously [201].

It is these improvements that have led to the growth of large
display implementations despite the limitations in size of a single such
display and the costs associated with them. The single most influential
factor in this progression has been the advent of tiled display systems
- a large display consisting of tiled smaller ones driven by clusters of
off-the-shelf PC systems. This leads to complete scalability over the
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eventual size of the display while keeping the costs relatively low. These
facts have led to a number of research projects that have incorporated
tiled displays and made it amongst the top ten visualization research
topics in recent times [202].

Most existing tiled-display rendering frameworks distribute geome-
try and material data to render a single applications graphics database
on multiple rendering clients [203, 204], while we aim to facilitate the
input management, focus management, and the distributed render-
ing of several interrelated yet independent applications. The other
viable solution would be to have a single scene with various viewports;
however, we choose to refrain from this approach to eliminate the
possibility of artifacts from one model appearing in the background
of another and to a larger extent due to the interaction limitations
within these viewports.

In this chapter, we present two different case studies that utilize
our framework in order to execute different visualization applications
simultaneously, handle interactions between them, and manage input
and focus remotely.

6.2 Related Work

For a more comprehensive reading in terms of software engineering
collaboration and tools that support this collaboration, the interested
reader can inspect the articles of Whitehead [205] and Lanubile et al.
[206].

More specifically, in the context of collaborative software engineer-
ing, there exist only limited number of studies that have looked at
how tools can support collaborative software understanding [207] and
collaborative software visualization [200, 208]. However, none have
focused on using a CMV approach to handle multi-applications on a
tiled wall.

Generally, a collaborative visualization shares control over param-
eters or products of the scientific or information visualization process
[209]. There are a number of application areas where collaborative
visualization has played a more dominant role; i.e., multi-player online
games, multi-user enabling of single user application, collaborative
problem solving tools, and virtual reality environments [208].
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In this section, we explore related work with respect to the in-
dividual components of our multi-application tiled wall prototype.
This includes tiled display rendering frameworks and the distribution
and synchronization of input devices and applications over a network.
As such, we examine and compare several software solutions that
distribute graphics, input devices, and applications.

6.2.1 Distributed Rendering Software

Summarized below are some of the best known distributed rendering
software: CAVELib2, CGLX3, Chromium [210], Jinx [211], NAVER4,
OpenSG [212], Syzygy [213], VRjuggler [214], and TileRenderer [201].
Additional findings are reported in the surveys [203] and [204].

CAVELib was developed by the Electronic Visualization Lab to
run the first Cave [215]. It uses the concept of shared memory
to distribute the navigation matrix and the input data through
the cluster. According to [216] its major setback is that it uses
OpenGL and standard C, hence the requirement for excessive time
to code and create a scene. In contrast we utilize scene graphs
thus significantly reducing these requirements.

CGLX executes and manages instances of an application on render-
ing nodes through a thread-based network communication layer.
CGLX is currently available only for Linux and Mac Operat-
ing Systems, consequently it is not applicable to the widespread
Windows platform.

Chromium is an extensive system for interactive scalable rendering
that uses clusters of workstations. It accomplishes interactive scal-
able rendering by intercepting OpenGL API calls and distributing
them to the nodes of the cluster. Commercial Chromium-based
solutions such as TechViz5 are available that offer a stable version

2 CAVELib API (http://www.mechdyne.com/integratedSolutions/
software/products/CAVELib/CAVELib.htm)

3 CGLX: A Cross-Platform Cluster Graphics Library (http://vis.ucsd.
edu/mediawiki/index.php/Research_Projects:_CGLX/)

4 The NAVER framework (http://www.imrc.kist.re.kr/wiki/NAVER_
Framework/)

5 TechViz API (http://www.techviz.net/)

http://www.mechdyne.com/integratedSolutions/software/products/CAVELib/CAVELib.htm
http://www.mechdyne.com/integratedSolutions/software/products/CAVELib/CAVELib.htm
http://vis.ucsd.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Research_Projects:_CGLX/
http://vis.ucsd.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Research_Projects:_CGLX/
http://www.imrc.kist.re.kr/wiki/NAVER_Framework/
http://www.imrc.kist.re.kr/wiki/NAVER_Framework/
http://www.techviz.net/
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and better performance. Its major disadvantage is that the time
needed to sort and split OpenGL commands increases with the
number of tiles installed. On the other hand no such synchroniza-
tion issues were faced while using TileRenderer.

Jinx is a comprehensive distributed virtual-environment browser
based on the X3D format. It implements a replication approach
to provide support on clusters. To the best of our knowledge X3D
has not been widely adopted by proprietary software applications.
Conversely, Open Inventor is widely used for a wide range of
scientific and engineering visualization systems around the world.

NAVER is a Virtual Reality Theater based on SGI OpenGL Per-
former. It uses a non-standard scripting language that describes
the virtual environment and component nodes responsible for
rendering, devices, and applications. NAVER provides libraries
for interactions, interfaces, and virtual contents for virtual reality
environments. Recently, it has been further extended to support
Augmented Reality and Ubiquitous Computing environments. Due
to the various libraries needed to build NAVER and the quantity
of modules involved, it is an extremely large library making its
use highly complex.

OpenSG, in addition to being a scene graph, facilitates the use
of multiple asynchronous threads to manipulate scene graphs
independently. Further, it provides clustering capabilities by dis-
tributing a scene graph to its slaves. However, it has a severe
limitation on the file formats it supports: its own OpenSG Binary
and Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), even resulting
in a program crash if the VRML file size gets too large. Instead,
we used Coin3D6 an open source Open Inventor API and did not
face any such restrictions on file size.

Syzygy is a tool for programming Virtual Reality (VR) applications
on PC clusters. It has a number of practical elements: filters
for encapsulation, sound rendering, virtual devices, Master/Slave
framework, etc. Further, it has its own distributed operating
system called Phleet. Its major drawback is the high complexity
for new application development as opposed to the preferred
light-weight toolkit – TileRenderer [201].

6 Coin3D: 3D Graphics Developer Kit API (http://www.coin3d.org/)

http://www.coin3d.org/
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VRjuggler is an Message Passing Interface (MPI)7 based API for
developing VR applications. It employs a client-server data dis-
tribution model [217] for sharing graphics data which by design
requires high network traffic and as such is not recommended for
large data sets. On the other hand our chosen framework utilizes
a master-slave model [218] that results in lower network traffic
and the ability to work with larger data sets.

TileRenderer is a scalable and light-weight redering library devel-
oped to drive arbitrary display configurations and support a variety
of stereo modes. It implements a master-slave data distribution
mechanism [218], i.e., an instance of the application is executed on
each node. Furthermore, it uses a sort-first rendering strategy [219]
to assign geometry to the individual tiles of the tiled-display. The
main advantage of TileRenderer over other distributed rendering
libraries is its high degree of versatility that allows more exotic dis-
play configurations. In our work, we have extended TileRenderer
to a more generic multi-application framework for tiled-displays.
However, we have enhanced its core visualization component to
be based on Open Inventor scene graphs instead of OpenGL. This
provides us with an improved rendering performance and elimi-
nates the need for primitive drawing commands, state settings,
and matrix manipulations.

6.2.2 Distributed Device Data

In the related context of collaborative environments, co-located, and
synchronous interactions, developers are often faced with open ques-
tions as how to support an application on a shard display with different
forms of input devices. In their work, Hilliges et al. [220] derive a
number of design guidelines for collaborative systems in interactive
environments.

APIs such as CAVELib, Syzygy, and VR Juggler follow similar
guidelines to provide embedded support for collaborative interaction
between remote applications. In the case of the latter, this is in the
form of a module called Gadgeteer that distributes device data across
machines and clusters. However, instead of integrating such a heavy-

7 MPICH2: High-performance and widely portable MPI API (http://www.
mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/)

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/
http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/
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weight architecture, we preferred to produce our own streamlined
mechanism: switching the virtual focus and passing encoded/decoded
Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL)8 messages is visited later in the
chapter.

6.2.3 Distributed Applications

There are a few standards or technologies that are designed towards
application integration. Common Object Request Broker Architec-
ture (CORBA) was a revelation in allowing developers to undertake
distributed object-oriented programming to integrate diverse appli-
cations into heterogeneous distributed systems [221]. Similarly, the
High Level Architecture (HLA) [222] has been instrumental in linking
disparate simulations. Such frameworks provide rich functionality at
the expense of API complexity, so we crafted our own method: each
application registering for a message type with the dispatcher and
processing it accordingly.

6.3 Methodology

In order to facilitate distributed rendering of applications and inter-
application communication, we developed a dispatcher framework.
Currently, this framework is configured with TileRenderer, however it
can be quite easily ported to any distributed rendering software such
as the ones mentioned in Section 6.2.1.

First TileRenderer was modified to work with Coin3D9, an open
source Open Inventor API, instead of pure OpenGL. With the in-
corporation of scene graphs the environment immediately improved
significantly, providing two distinct advantages10:

• Improved rendering performance and optimal use of available
hardware resources. Scene graphs by nature maintain a “retained”
model of the virtual world allowing additional optimizations such
as parallel processing culling and drawing, and state sorting

8 SDL – A cross-platform multimedia library (http://www.libsdl.org/
cgi/docwiki.cgi/)

9 Coin3D: 3D Graphics Developer Kit (http://www.coin3d.org/)
10 Scenegraphs: Past, present, and future (http://www.realityprime.com/

articles/scenegraphs-past-present-and-future)

http://www.libsdl.org/cgi/docwiki.cgi/
http://www.libsdl.org/cgi/docwiki.cgi/
http://www.coin3d.org/
http://www.realityprime.com/articles/scenegraphs-past-present-and-future
http://www.realityprime.com/articles/scenegraphs-past-present-and-future
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• Eliminate low-level OpenGL commands such as primitive drawing
commands, state settings, and matrix manipulations

The next vital step towards our goal of enhanced Tiled-Wall uti-
lization required the ability to handle multiple applications. This led
to the development of the dispatcher framework, whoose main func-
tionality is to act as a centralized message center where all messages
are received and forwarded as needed. This is accomplished through
the following means:

• Individual applications register for a message type at the Dis-
patcher (see Section 6.3.1).

• NetMessages (see Section 6.3.2) are created by the applications,
the MessageHandler (see Section 6.3.3) connects them to the
Dispatcher.

• Appropriate messages are forwarded by the Dispatcher only to
the subscribers (see Section 6.3.1).

• Input is fed directly to the application running TileRenderer, for
all others we incorporate the concept of Virtual Input - a special
type of message that is an encoded SDL event (see Section 6.3.4).

The final step in setting up the Tile-Wall collaborative environment
is to configure the hardware. The basic setup is described in Section
6.3.5, while further details are presented in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.

Figure 6.1 depicts the logical system structure of the dispatcher
framework. The developer may add several disjoint applications to
the framework, however these applications need to interface with
the common MessageHandler component for both interaction and
communication purposes. It is through the MessageHandler that the
different applications are able to communicate with the Dispatcher.
Here a particular communiqué is worth mentioning; encoded SDL
events that are used to pass the virtual focus, hence providing the
ability to interact with applications that may be running on a remote
PC.

A centralized message center that is referred to as the Dispatcher
is responsible for receiving and forwarding messages if necessary. The
communication itself is realized by using sockets that are represented
as black and white boxes in Figure 6.1. The distinction here is in the
communication direction, a black box stands for an output socket
while a white box stands for an input socket.
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Figure 6.1. Logical structure of Dispatcher Framework

6.3.1 Dispatcher

The main function of the Dispatcher to allow applications to register
for messages and to forward these messages to the appropriate sub-
scribers. In order to understand this process, we shall examine the
logical structure of the Dispatcher (see Figure 6.2a) and the flow of
its main loop (see Figure 6.2b). The DispacherThread is at the heart
of the logical structure: it periodically invokes the main loop, polls
the InputSocket, and maintains the VirtualFocus and the Registry.

The DispatcherThread is an asynchronous thread that implements
a non-blocking read by continuously polling the InputSocket for an
encoded character stream. This encoded stream is used to fill a NetMes-
sage data structure, where a key field is the enumerated message type
that determines how to process such a message. If the received message
is of type INVALID this means there is no data available and the next
NetMessage is polled. This action continues until there is valid data
available on the socket - any message that is not of type INVALID.

As soon as a valid message is received, it is checked at the Registry
whether there are subscribers for this type of message. If this is
the case, the NetMessage is forwarded via the OutputSocket of the
corresponding registry entry. Depending on the message type, further
processing may be required:

DISPATCHER_REGISTRATION If the received message is
of this type, a new application has to be registered. This is accom-
plished through a new application entry created at the Registry
that contains the OutputSocket connection to the remote applica-
tion.
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DISPATCHER_MESSAGE_SUBSCRIPTION If such a mes-
sage is received, it implies that an application has subscribed for
a new type of message at the Dispatcher. Whenever a message
with the corresponding type is received by the Dispatcher, it will
be forwarded to all its subscribers.

DISPATCHER_VIRTUALFOCUSCHANGE This type of
message forces the virtual focus to switch to another application.
The switching process is facilitated by the VirtualFocusServer and
is responsible for the release of the virtual focus from the previous
application and for setting it to a new one. In other words, input
device data captured by SDL is forwarded to the appropriate
subscribing application.

QUIT If a message of type QUIT is received, it is distributed to
all registered applications in order to initiate their respective
shutdown.

If some other type of message is received by the Dispatcher, it is
simply ignored as it holds no significance for the Dispatcher itself.

6.3.2 NetMessage

In order for applications to communicate with one another, they need
to pass messages or NetMessages to one another. Due to the fact that
the Dispatcher needs to distinguish between different NetMessages,
we enumerate these message types. Alternatively, one might have
encoded the message type in the text message itself leading to a more
complex process. Depending on the type of message, the processing
of the message text varies:

INVALID An invalid message can not be processed. Non-blocking
socket reading may return NULL, if there is no value to read. To
avoid NULL references, this type is introduced.

DISPATCHER_REGISTRATION To take part in the commu-
nication process, the applications have to register at the Dispatcher
by using this type of message.
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DISPATCHER_MESSAGE_SUBSCRIPTION To be informed
when a certain type of message is received at the Dispatcher, a
client has to subscribe for it. This is done to avoid passing all
messages to all the clients - flooding.

DISPATCHER_VIRTUALFOCUSCHANGE To force a change
in which application has the virtual focus, this type of message
has to be sent.

VIRTUALFOCUS_RECEIVED If an application receives this
type of message, it has received the virtual focus. In case of
TileRenderer this implies processing the SDL_Events captured
by the input devices locally.

VIRTUALFOCUS_LOST If an application receives this type of
message, it has lost the virtual focus. In case of TileRenderer this
means to forward the SDL_Events captured by the input devices
to the Dispatcher.

SDLEVENT This type of message signals that an SDL_Event is
encoded in the NetMessage.

QUIT An application has to finish its current task and shut down.

There are a number of other application specific messages that
can be added to exchange specific information as required by the
developer. For example, in the case study presented later in Section
6.4.1, we use the following additional messages:

MCS_SELECTION A minimal cut set was selected.

MCS_BE_PROBABILITY A basic event’s probability is sent.

HOLDER_BOUNDS_CHANGEDMin and Max bounds change.

HOLDER_VALUES_CHANGED Value of a holder changed.
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6.3.3 MessageHandler

It has been shown earlier in Figure 6.1 that all applications use the
MessageHandler component to communicate with the Dispatcher. To
understand this process, we shall examine the logical structure of the
MessageHandler as shown in Figure 6.3a and the typical behavior of
an application as in Figure 6.3b.

When a new application starts up, it initializes the MessageHan-
dler. It is the MessageHandler that communicates backwards to the
registered applications through the use of callbacks. Thus, the first
step is to register all callbacks at the MessageHandler, which in turn
registers itself automatically for the corresponding message types at
the Dispatcher. Once these callbacks are registered, both the Input-
Thread as well as the OutputThread are started.

The original thread continues with the execution of the applica-
tions main program loop. While this program loop is in operation,
some NetMessages may be put into the SendQueue. Similarly, the
InputThread continuously receives messages in a non-blocking way.
Much like the functionality described in Section 6.3.1, as long as no
valid messages are received the InputThread simply waits. On the
other hand, a valid message is pushed to the CallbackManager as
soon as it is received. If there are callbacks registered for this type of
message, the corresponding callback function is executed.

The VirtualFocusClient registers callbacks at the CallbackManager
by default when it starts up. Further, if a received message is of the
type VirtualFocusChange then the VirtualFocusClient is called and
the virtual focus is handled automatically - by either grabbing or
releasing the virtual focus in question.

The OutputThread continuously polls the SendQueue. If there
are messages available, they are pushed to the OutputSocket and
transmitted.

Input devices are physically connected only to the TileRenderer
application, the extension point in Figure 6.3b for this application
is refined further in Figure 6.4. The TileRenderer based application
continuously captures input data from all its connected input devices
as SDL_Events. If an SDL_Event representing a special menu key is
pressed, in our implementation the F-1 key, a message is put into the
SendQueue to switch the focus to the Menu View. If the SDL_Event
represents the special quit key, in this case the ESC key, a message of
type Quit is put into the SendQueue. If the TileRenderer holds the
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virtual focus, it processes these SDL_Events locally. Alternatively, if
it does not hold the virtual focus then the SDL_Events are encoded
and put into the SendQueue, so that the remote application with the
virtual focus can process it.

6.3.4 Virtual Input

The concept of Virtual Input was developed to provide input device
data to networked machines on a Tiled-Wall. We accomplish this task
through the encoding and decoding of SDL events. The structure of
an SDL_Event is shown in Figure 6.5. This is a streamlined structure
as only the SDL_Event types which are used by our system are listed,
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Figure 6.5. Structure of an SDL_Event

further general SDL details are found on their Wiki documentation11.
It is prominent from this diagram that each SDL_Event type has its
own specific structure.

SDL_MouseButtonEvent This SDL event type signalizes a
mouse button event and is followed by the fields: button, state,
x, and y. These fields encode the following information: but-
ton encodes the mouse button index, state is either set to
SDL_PRESSED or SDL_RELEASED indicating if the button
is pressed or released, x holds the x coordinate relative to the
window, and y holds the y coordinate relative to the window.

SDL_MouseMotionEvent This field signalizes a mouse motion
event and is followed by the fields: state, x, y, xrel, and yrel. These
fields encode the following information: for state, x, and y refer
above, whereas xrel and yrel hold the relative motion in the x and
y screen directions respectively.

SDL_UserEvent This field refers to a user defined input device
and is followed by the fields: code, data1, and data2. These fields
encode the following information: code is a user defined event
code, whereas data1 and data2 are user defined data pointers that
maybe utilized as required.

11 SDL: Simple DirectMedia Layer (http://www.libsdl.org/cgi/docwiki.
cgi/)

http://www.libsdl.org/cgi/docwiki.cgi/
http://www.libsdl.org/cgi/docwiki.cgi/
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SDL_KeyboardEvent This field refers to a keyboard event and is
followed by the fields: state and SDL_keysym. The state field can
hold either the value SDL_PRESSED or SDL_RELEASED indi-
cating if a key is pressed or released. The SDL_keysym structure
on the other hand is composed of several further fields: scancode,
sym, mod, and unicode. The scancode field is normally not utilized;
it contains a hardware-dependent scan-code returned by the key-
board. The sym field is the SDL-defined constant that represents
the selected key and is often used while programming to inquire
if a certain key has been pressed or released. The field mod stores
the current state of the keyboard modifiers and unicode stores the
unicode character corresponding to the key if it is enabled.

In the case of TileRenderer having virtual focus, these SDL events
are processed locally. On the other hand, when another application has
the virtual focus we encode these SDL events into a character string
and send them to that application via the Dispatcher. It is possible
to encode and then later decode these SDL events as knowledge of its
data structure is known beforehand. Once decoded, a new SDL event
is created with the received values and pushed into the SDL event
queue of the receiving application, hence the concept of Virtual Input.
The only exception to the above process was the SDL_UserEvent,
where data1 and data2 are user defined data pointers. An example of
this might be adding a space mouse as a user defined device.

6.3.5 Basic Hardware Configuration

The framework presented in this paper is highly flexible in terms of
hardware configuration. A text file holds key information for each
application such as: the name of the application, the port number
associated to it, the PC host name, and a keyword indicating whether
it is virtually focus-able. Depending on the desired configuration, the
developer would need to carry out the following two tasks for each
application:

1. Provide the correct host name in the configuration file
2. Supply appropriate orientation and dimension for each view

In our work we have experimented with a two-monitor single-PC
solution as well as a nine-monitor five-PC solution. The hardware
employed for these solutions is listed below and more details are
presented in the ensuing case studies (see Section 6.4).
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Desktop This configuration consisted of a standard monitor with
1920x1200 pixels and a Zalman Trimon passive-stereo monitor
with a resolution of 1600x1050. The desktop PC ran on an Win-
dows XP operating system and had the following key components:
2.60 GHz AMD PhenomTM 9950 Quad-Core Processor, 3.25 GB
of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 graphics card. Ad-
ditionally, we added the 3Dconnexion Space Navigator as a user
defined interaction device.

Tiled-Wall The Tiled-Wall consisted of nine displays controlled by
five network-connected PCs. Each computer ran on Windows XP
and had the following hardware configuration: Intel R© CoreTM

Dual Core @ 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, and two GeForce 7950 GX2
graphics cards. Each screen of the Tiled-Wall has a resolution of
2500x1600 pixel, making the total resolution of the wall 7500x4800.

6.4 Case Studies

In this section, we present two different scenarios or case studies
where we have implemented our dispatcher framework to support the
simultaneous execution of multiple software visualizations. The end
result is a seamless CMV-based integration of multiple applications
on a large Hi-Res Tiled-Wall display.

These case studies were completely independent of one another
and it was equally easy to configure our framework according to the
varied needs. On the one hand, we “brushed and linked” applications
to assist software engineers in the safety and security of embedded
systems. While on the other, we rendered the applications presented
in this thesis to support multiple users in a collaborative environment.

6.4.1 Safety and Security Analysis using CakES

The framework presented in Section 6.3 has been used to produce a
safety visualization called Cake metaphor for safety analysis of Em-
bedded Systems (CakES) [223] that was designed to assist software
engineers in the safety and security of embedded systems. This visu-
alization system consists of multiple applications that visualize the
physical model, the minimal cutsets, and the basic events of the fault
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tree. Our framework facilitates interaction amongst these different
applications, allowing the user to have different levels of focus and
context simultaneously. Figure 6.6 shows a real-time screen shot of
these applications interacting with one another.

A brief introduction to these safety analysis topics is listed below
with references for further readings:

• Fault Trees (FTs) are tools in system safety, reliability, and avail-
ability studies [224].

• Basic Events (BEs) are the lowest-level influence factors in the FT
and they are represented as the leaves. The hazard that is examined in
the fault tree is called the top event which is at its root [225].

• Minimal Cut Sets (MCSs) are the unique combinations of BEs that
can cause the top event to occur [226].

Multiple Applications

The CakES configuration utilizes four distinct applications, referred to
as views henceforth, that are interconnected through our framework.
These views are are as follows:

Menu View The menu (see Figure 6.7a) functions as the primary
interface between the other applications displayed on the Tiled-
Wall. It allows the user to switch the virtual focus between these
different views. Additionally, it displays vital statistical data about
the selected MCS: size, probability, and details of its BEs. Further,
the user may reorganize the MCSs in the Cake View according to
his preferred criteria by using either the sliders or radio buttons
provided.

BEs View The BEs View (see Figure 6.7b) is directly related to the
Model and Cake Views. In this view, the hardware components
related to the BEs within the selected MCS in the Cake View
are displayed in more detail. Currently, there are no interaction
mechanisms in this view.
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(a) Menu View (b) BEs View

Figure 6.7. CakES: Menu and BE Views

Model View This view is employed to exhibit the physical parts of
the Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Off-road Navigation (RAVON)
model as shown in Figure 6.8a. The model depicted is of the Robot
RAVON, further details can be found on the AG Robotersysteme
website12.

The TileRenderer application drives this view as it is to be dis-
played both on a stereo monitor as well as on the larger area of a
Tiled-Wall. Interaction mechanisms that allow the user to explore
the model further are: zooming, rotation, translation, and adding
a spotlight. Further, it utilizes the framework by registering for
an MCS_SELECTION, so that once an MCS is selected in the
Cake View appropriate data is received. As a consequence of this
data exchange, the RAVON model is rendered transparent and
the relevant BEs are rendered opaque (see Figure 6.8b).

12 AG Robotersysteme: Ravon (http://agrosy.informatik.uni-kl.de/
en/robots/ravon/)

http://agrosy.informatik.uni-kl.de/en/robots/ravon/
http://agrosy.informatik.uni-kl.de/en/robots/ravon/
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(a) Before (no MCS selected)

(b) After (MCS selected)

Figure 6.8. CakES: Model View
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Cake View This view uses a Cake metaphor [223] to visualize the
MCSs, their probabilities, and their BEs. A text file containing
information about the BE distribution is generated using the
ESSaRel tool13 and used in the initial formation of the Cake.

The Cake consists of three separate levels depicted by red, yel-
low, and blue cylinders. Each cylinder represents an MCS and
within each MCS there are a certain number of BEs. These three
levels correspond to a range of fault probabilities that may also
be adjusted via the Menu sliders. Further, each level uses satura-
tion to distinguish between probabilities that lie in the same range.

The user is provided interaction mechanisms quite similar to
the Model View. In addition the concept of Virtual Picking was
developed to handle virtual interactions within this view, as there
was no real focus available - the user interacts through remote
devices that send relevant data through our framework. Virtual
Picking is accomplished by tracking relative mouse movements,
drawing a ray through the current mouse position and the far
clipping plane, and selecting the intersecting shape. When invoked,
it makes an MCS transparent and one can see the BEs within.
Information regarding the selected MCS and its BEs are then
sent to the other views interested in them through the Dispatcher
mechanism.

Hardware Configurations

For the CakES visualization, two different configurations were em-
ployed. The first is a two-monitor single-PC solution, while the second
is a nine-monitor five-PC tiled solution.

Desktop This configuration was built mainly for development pur-
poses and its physical layout is depicted in Figure 6.10a. A stereo
monitor was used to display the physical parts of the RAVON
model as shown in Figure 6.8. On the other hand, a standard
monitor was used to tile the Menu, BEs, and Cake Views next to
each other as shown in Figure 6.9.

13 Background information — ESSaRel (http://www.essarel.de/
background/background.html)

http://www.essarel.de/background/background.html
http://www.essarel.de/background/background.html
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Figure 6.9. CakES: Desktop Views

Tiled-Wall A 3x3 Tiled-Wall with five computers was implemented
as depicted in Figure 6.10b. This image is based on the ‘schematic
view on a typical 3x3 tiled display’ figure presented by Deller et
al. [201], it is modified to incorporate our dispatcher framework.
Further, there is an upper and a lower seperation of the Tiled-Wall:

• The upper six displays are managed by TileRenderer - it uses
three PCs for this task, where one of them acts as the Master-
PC and controls the other two Slave-PCs via the network.

• The lower three displays are controlled by the remaining two
PCs. One of them runs the Dispatcher framework and displays
the Menu View on the lower-left screen of the Tiled-Wall. The
other is used to visualize the BEs and Cake Views on the
remaining two screens.

All the above-mentioned views are controlled by the same in-
put devices, that are physically connected to the Master-PC of the
TileRenderer. This configuration allows the Master-PC to process
input events locally when the Model View application has the virtual
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focus. On the other hand, it forwards input data via the network to
PC1 and PC2 when one of those two applications has the virtual focus.
A real-time screen shot of the tiled-display was presented earlier in
Figure 6.6.

6.4.2 Software Measurement Analysis using VIMETRIK

Earlier, in Chapter 3 we presented our VIMETRIK tool that facilitates
users in defining and visualizing software measurements via workflows.
Similar to the case study described in Section 6.4.1, this tool consists
of multiple applications; namely the KNIME based workflow platform
and some custom software visualizations. In this regards, we can
leverage our Dispatcher framework to support multiple users in a
collaborative environment such as the Tiled-Wall.

In this section, we present work-in-progress where we would like
to support multiple co-located users with the above-mentioned appli-
cations. The current implementation renders multiple applications on
a Tiled-Wall (see Figure 6.11) and handles Virtual Input; however,
brushing and linking via NetMessages is ongoing work. Upon comple-
tion of this work, we would like software analysts to work together in
creating workflows and examining their findings via the customization
of different visualizations. Further, a user study is planned to examine
the effectiveness, usability, and acceptability of our approach.

Multiple Applications

Earlier, in Figure 3.7 we depicted a typical scenario where the user
models a workflow – we shall refer to this as the Workflow View.
We also discussed how a user may add a CustomNetworkViewer node
to the workflow and generate custom visualizations; the latter are in
fact external applications that rely on the workflow generated data.

For the Tiled-Wall version, there is an additional configuration
in the CustomNetworkViewer which saves the workflow data on a
networked drive. As soon as this data is available on the network-
connected PC, the relevant visualization renders it accordingly. One
of these visualization possibilities, the City View (see Figure 3.9),
was discussed earlier in Chapter 3. Additionally, the initial Tiled-Wall
configuration consists of a Menu View and another visualization or
view of the data that we call the Hyberbolic View.
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(a) Menu View (b) Hyperbolic View

Figure 6.12. VIMETRIK: Menu and Hyperbolic Views

Menu View The main function of the menu employed for the
VIMETRIK configuration (see Figure 6.12a) is similar to the
CakES menu, it is an interface between the applications displayed
on the Tiled-Wall. As such, it provides the user a means to switch
virtual focus between the different views. In addition, it provides
the user with statistical data of the visualization in focus. This
data consists of some general information, such as the number of
projects, packages, compilation units, classes, methods, and fields;
and some interaction based details, such as the relevant properties
of the selected entity (see Table 3.1) and the encoded metric values.

Hyperbolic View This view uses a hyperbolic tree layout [128] to
show the hierarchy of the workflow data. In this example, we feed
the visualization data from the workflow of Figure 3.7. More specif-
ically, we provide it with Project->Package, Package->Package,
and Package->Compilation Unit hierarchy; and configure it with
the instability value14 as the node color.

Figure 6.12b depicts the distribution of the instability within the
Apache Tomcat software system using the Hyperbolic View. A
traffic-light metaphor is employed to interpolate values in the [0.0,
0.5, 1.0] range to the colors [green, yellow, red], similar to the

14 Instability is an indication of the entities resilience to change and is
defined by the ratio of efferent to total coupling
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City View. This color coding gives an impression of the instability
value of each entity; the more the red, the more the instability
and the more the green, the more the stability.

In our implementation, varying the node size is avoided as it would
adversely affect they layout algorithm. Furthermore, when the
graph is deemed too large to be rendered effectively, nodes are
pruned together and may be interactively expanded to reveal the
sub-tree structure.

Hardware Configurations

For the VIMETRIK configuration, we have developed two different
configurations for the tiled version of the VIMETRIK system. Both
are nine-monitor five-PC tiled solutions; the first (see Figure 6.13a)
consists of the Menu, Workflow, City, and Hyperbolic Views and the
second (see Figure 6.13b) contains the Menu, Workflow, and City
Views. The only difference in the two configurations is that the latter
uses one more display for the city visualization at the expense of
an additional view of the data. As part of future work, we intend
to investigate the effect of these two variables on the analysis of a
software system.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented a light-weight yet flexible multi-
application collaborative framework for co-located software devel-
opment teams to use on a scalable Tiled-Wall display. Our primary
design considerations consist of supporting multiple visualizations,
distribute the rendering of visualizations across a Tiled-Wall, and
support multiple users. These aspects were described in the design of
our framework, the various visualizations we have incorporated, and
the implementation details of our case studies.

In our work we use TileRenderer to handle the tiled display ren-
dering due to its simple yet robust rendering mechanism, however,
our framework can be easily ported to other distributed rendering
software. As seen in the CakES and VIMETRIK case studies, we were
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able to apply various configurations on a 3x3 Tiled-Wall. The latter is
work-in-progress where we are adding brushing and linking techniques
to achieve a seamless integration, while the former is part of previous
work [227].

In earlier configurations, we used TileRenderer to manage the up-
per six displays and managed three stand-alone visualizations on the
lower displays. Recently, as in the case of the alternative VIMETRIK
configuration, we have also started looking at distributing the render-
ing of more than just one application. Ultimately, we would like to
study the effect of have more resolution versus an alternative view of
the data on collaborative software development tasks.

Further, our framework supports inter-operability between the
various applications in order to create a homogeneous CMV solution.
To facilitate a seamless integration, applications have to register with
our dispatcher and communication with one another via messages.
This is a highly adaptive process, where the developer has the complete
freedom to adjust the number of applications that may be incorporated;
it is simply a matter of adding applications to a configuration file
and providing appropriate display parameters. Similar to the work of
AlTarawneh et al. [228], we plan to use this mechanism to incorporate
smart devices such as smart-phones and tablets to enable multiple
users to interact with visual elements on the large display. Thereby,
allowing users to freely interact with the visualizations and not be
bound to the desktop.





7

Conclusion and Outlook

“ The measure of greatness in a scientific idea is
the extent to which it stimulates thought and opens

up new lines of research ”
– Paul A.M. Dirac 1

I
n this chapter, we summarize the approach and results achieved
in this dissertation. Additionally, we elaborate on future research

directions in response to questions raised in this work. Finally, we
discuss research tasks that benefit from the results of this dissertation.

7.1 Conclusion

In light of the complexity and pervasiveness of software systems
nowadays, it is no wonder that understanding software in terms of
maintenance and evolution takes up the highest fraction of the total
costs of a software system. The importance of understanding the
structure and behavior of a software system can especially be seen in
performing effective maintenance. Interestingly, modifying a software
system implementation without sufficient understanding is likely to

1 An English theoretical physicist who is regarded as one of the most
significant physicists of the 20th century. Dirac made fundamental con-
tributions to the early development of both quantum mechanics and
quantum electrodynamics.
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introduce design anomalies, might cause the implementation to de-
grade, and further complicate any understanding of the system [229].
With the aim of facilitating the comprehension of a software system,
a variety of interactive visual analysis concepts have been proposed
that have been implemented as industry-ready software analysis tools
or integrated into existing software analysis tools. Such tools support
software analysts in their tasks of generating software measurements,
in their tasks of interactively exploring the resulting multidimensional
data, and creating higher-level structural abstractions. At the present
time there are hardly any software analysis tools available as com-
mercial products that combine computational analysis and software
visualization to provide an understanding of the system’s structure
and behavior.

In academic research related to software analysis, a variety of visual
methods and concepts have been put forward for software understand-
ing and maintenance. However, their prototypical implementations
are still far from being adopted by industry [47]. The major obstacle
preventing transition from concepts to usable tools is the decoupled
nature of software data mining and visualization tools and techniques
[14]. Further obstacles deal with: 1) proposed visualization methods
and metaphors should not deviate from the current solutions [45],
and 2) the ability to monitor, visualize, and interact with large-scale
software systems in real-time [230]. The former obstacle stems from
visual representations are rarely tailored according to the analysts
workflow, while the latter deals with the scalability issue of both
computational and cognitive aspects.

This thesis aims to overcome the above-mentioned obstacles
through a user-centric approach that combines software data mining
and software visualization. Further, in the context of structural evolu-
tion we provide the analyst with additional interactive views of his
data. The approach and results achieved in these areas are covered in
the next sections.

Visual Analysis of Software Measurement Data

Analytics has been effective in the understanding of large volumes of
multidimensional data to support better decision making. Organiza-
tions commonly apply analytics to business data to describe, predict,
and improve business performance. The analysis can be repeated with
variable input parameters to represent different boundary conditions
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or design choices. Ultimately, the goal of the analysis is to generate
useful knowledge from complex multidimensional data. In this regards,
IVA is seen as a valuable approach to assist the analyst in this pro-
cess [231]. Unfortunately, software analysts need better support to
complete their daily tasks and make better informed decisions.

The supposition of this dissertation is that by facilitating prac-
titioners with interactive software analytics that summarize trends,
synthesize knowledge, and visualize facts and measurements, we can
help them make better data-driven development decisions. To validate
this claim, we have developed a prototype tool called VIMETRIK.
This tool consists of a variety of innovative approaches that have been
described in Chapter 3, namely:

• A full extraction of syntactic and semantic details of a software
system. In this regards, we present a novel graph database model
as well as mechanisms to extract measurement details from the
database.

• An interactive visual workflow modeling approach that alleviates
the complexities of dealing with the underlying database. As such,
the analyst requires no knowledge of the data ontology or the
querying mechanisms. Instead, he deals with visual nodes that
represent sub-queries and is concerned with their configuration
and interconnectivity.

• A plethora of visualization options that consist of traditional
views (i.e., tabular views, scatter plots, box plots, histograms,
line charts etc.) as well as customizable software visualizations
(i.e., city, sunburst, and hyperbolic views). All of these views are
configurable and may be attached to any node in the workflow.

The preliminary study we conducted shows both the feasibility
and potential of our proposed solution. Graduate students from the
related fields of SE, CG, and DBIS who had no knowledge of our data
model, querying mechanisms, or software analysis could effectively
and intuitively perform basic software analysis tasks, something that
would not be possible with current tools. These participants were able
to complete software measurement and analysis tasks with an effec-
tiveness (completion and accuracy of tasks) of over 85%. Further, they
all found the tool to be highly intuitive (usability and acceptability
measures). On average, they gave it a score of 4 out of 5 on a Likert
scale.
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Visual Analysis of Software Evolution Data

In the context of analyzing software evolution, researchers have de-
vised approaches that consist of two main goals: “inferring causes of
problems in a system” and “predicting its future” [51]. However, to be
able to analyze a software system, one first needs to create a mental
map of it according to the analysis goal [232] (i.e detecting critical
software components or predicting the location of future defects).
With respect to the analysis of the evolution of software, it is essential
to track the structure of the software system to explain and document
how a system has evolved to its present state and to predict its future
development [46].

There have been some promising solutions proposed in academia
with respect to the visualization of software evolution [11, 19, 49, 51,
232], however, not many have not made their way into the mainstream.
The supposition of this dissertation is that these approaches have
been overlooked as they have not been appropriately tailored to meet
the requirements of the analysts. To validate this claim, we have
augmented traditional views of evolution-based data in an existing
tool with additional interactive views. The resulting tool, eCITY was
introduced in Chapter 4 and consists of the following alternative
perspectives:

• The Timeline perspective; a managerial view of the evolution
data that uses a combination of charts (overview and detail) to
highlight changes over time.

• The City perspective; a consistent yet evolving city layout that
employs both animated transitions to grow or shrink city suburbs
and color interpolations to highlight state changes.

The results of a controlled experiment we conducted shows the
significance of employing appropriate software visualization techniques
and metaphors in conducting such analysis tasks. In particular, using
the eCITY approach participants achieved an average gain of 170% in
the efficiency and an average gain of 15% in the effectiveness of basic
software architecture evolution tasks. Overall, the results show that
our solution was in average as acceptable as the original configuration,
but was more efficient, effective, and perceived as more useful.
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A direct consequence of this experiment was that the experts iden-
tified the need to examine the other inter-dependencies of the software
system and not just the evolution of its hierarchical decomposition.
In Chapter 5, we presented an extension of our tool called eCITY+
that consists of the following features:

• Overlays these additional inter-dependencies (i.e., access, call,
dynamic invocation, import, inheritance, etc.) as HEBs.

• Instead of using traditional means (e.g., arrows or color gradients)
to show the directions of these relations, it employs interactive
particle animations.

• Similar to its predecessor, it animates both the hierarchical and
inter-dependency representations to visually compare changes over
a user-defined time period.

Overall, we received positive feedback by experts with CG and
SE backgrounds. However, we have also received recommendations to
improve the visual tracking of these inter-dependencies with respect
to the evolution of large-scale software systems. We have already
implemented one of these recommendations that filters out all the
HEBs and allows the user to interactively monitor their evolution by
selecting components of interest.

Visual Analysis in a Collaborative Environment

In this complementary contribution, we introduced a collaborative
framework that expends the principle idea of CMVs to a scalable
large Hi-Res Tiled-Wall display. This idea was covered in Chapter 6
and consists of the following components:

• Input management of interaction devices shared across the Tiled-
Wall.

• Focus management that facilitates switching between the the tiled
views.

• “Brush and link” different views of the data via message passing.

The applicability of our approach is highlighted through two com-
pletely independent case studies. On the one hand, we “brushed and
linked” applications on the Tiled-Wall to assist software engineers
in the safety and security of embedded systems. While on the other
hand, we rendered the applications presented in this thesis to support
multiple users in a collaborative environment.
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Software Visualization in the Industrial Context

In practice, there exists a gap between software visualization research
and industrial software engineering. As early as 1998, Jim Foley in
the foreword of Stasko’s book, “Software Visualization: Programming
as a Multimedia Experience” [233], states:

My only disappointment with the field is that Software Vi-
sualization has not yet had a major impact on the way we
teach algorithms and programming or the ways in which we
debug programs and systems. While I continue to believe in the
promise and potential of SV, it is at the same time the case
that SV has not yet had the impact that many have predicted
and hoped for.

Almost two decades later, the situation has not changed much.
Only a selected few tools or techniques have found their way into real-
world software engineering tools [234–236]. Some software engineers
are skeptical on the benefits of Software Visualization where they
often ask: “what does a SV tool bring as measurable added value to
me?” [14], others believe that software visualization has not addressed
the right application scenarios [237]. In this regards, there are lessons
that can be learned from researchers such as Telea and Voinea who
have been working for over 15 years in the field. In their paper “Visual
Analysis in Software Maintenance: Challenges and Opportunities” [45],
they state:

Wider adoption of VA principles in this industry has huge
potentials. IT professionals are well aware of the high cost
of program understanding [178]. Yet, for increased adoption,
software visualization designers should focus more on visualiza-
tion analysis integration and designing simple visual metaphors
that convey precisely and directly the value drivers and way of
working of specific user groups. If such aspects are considered,
we are convinced that VA will make a significant impact to
the software industry.

In this thesis, we have contributed to the field of software engi-
neering by demonstrating that interactive visual analysis should be
better adopted and integrated into software analysis processes as they
provide practitioners with powerful means that support more informed
data-driven decisions. Similar to the recent work of Endert et al. [238],
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we argue for a shift in philosophy from “human in the loop” for visual
analytics to a “human is the loop”. Our work has been not only about
new and innovative ideas, but more importantly, the tailoring and
application of these ideas to further the value drivers and ways of
working for real-world software analysts. We would like to explicitly
stress this aspect through the varied response with respect to the
VIMETRIK user interface. While CG experts felt a more sophisti-
cated visualization technique (i.e., tag-clouds [239], visual correlation
paradigm [240], etc.) could be employed to access data more quickly,
SEs actually appreciated the workflow-based approach as it was more
akin to their traditional way of working.

This thesis, while enlightening the central role of such integration,
is only a first step towards a broad field of research in interactive
software visual analysis.

7.2 Future Work

During the course of this dissertation, we have encountered several
promising future research directions. Some of them are ideas on how
to overcome limitations of our approach. In the following, we outline
possible future directions, discussing when appropriate the emanating
shortcomings.

Visual Analysis of Software Measurement Data

In this work, we presented a graph data model capable of capturing
full source-code details. This data model has been designed for object-
oriented programs like Java and C++, however, software systems
nowadays are seldom stand-alone but rather connected to other het-
erogeneous systems. Further limitations of our graph model include
the lack of means to incorporate run-time and rule-based analysis.
To address these limitations, we plan to compliment our data model
with support for other programming languages, embedded systems,
dynamic analysis, and rule-based analysis. In terms of procedural
languages such as C, Fortran, and Pascal this would mean different
types of nodes (i.e., module instead of class, record instead of object,
procedure instead of method, etc.) and relations (i.e., procedure call
instead of message). Comprehending embedded systems requires anal-
yses that are based on large amounts of multi-faceted data like units
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and maintenance costs, available processor, storage, communication
resources in system configurations, adherence to architectural, main-
tainability, and completeness and extensibility requirements. Similarly,
dynamic and rule-based analysis look at different aspects of source
code. On the one hand, we plan to develop separate data models
to capture syntax and semantic details of procedural languages and
embedded systems. While on the other, we plan to extend our data
models to handle dynamic and rule-based analysis. In addition to new
data models, we plan to develop a meta-data model that combines
these concepts for a more complete analysis of software systems.

Another interesting area of future work is to examine a sequence
of measurement values from different software versions to monitor
trends and change requirements. This could be implemented in the
form of specialized visualization nodes that keep track of results and
highlight changes. Using this approach the user could simply change
the configuration of the GraphInput node to an alternative version
of the code and re-execute all the nodes in the workflow. Instead
of discarding previous results, visualization nodes could append the
updated results and highlight changes between versions. An alternative
approach would be to augment our data models and workflow nodes to
handle delta fact extractions. In this approach, the data models would
have to complement facts of the source code with time stamps and
workflow nodes would have to consummate time-periods of interest.

Finally and most importantly, we plan to incorporate these ideas
and conduct a full-scale comparative study that compares our proto-
type to existing software analysis tools.

Visual Analysis of Software Evolution Data

We extended an existing software analysis tool with additional views
of the architectural data. One of these views was designed to create
a mental map of the software architecture and track changes to the
hierarchy and its inter-dependency. While we received a positive feed-
back, there are certain limitations of our approach while dealing with
architectures of large-scale software systems. In particular, there are
several issues related to the evolution of non-hierarchical software
architecture relations. In large software systems, it may become dif-
ficult to discern changes due to the large number of relations which
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may at times even overlap. To overcome this limitation, we plan to
create an offset for relations that have almost identical control points
and incorporate EdgeLens [198] and EdgePlucking [199] interaction
techniques to interactively focus-on and lift each such edge.

Another shortcoming was the effectiveness of luminescence to high-
light the modification of software architecture inter-dependencies. We
plan to incorporate additional measures such as varying the thick-
ness and outline of these relations. Further, once these ideas have
been incorporated, we plan to conduct a detailed evaluation study to
judge the efficiency, effectiveness, usability, and acceptability of our
approach to depict the evolution of architectural inter-dependencies.
It would also be interesting to study the effects of adding another
co-ordinated view that concentrates only on the relations changed in
the selected time period.

Visual Analysis in a Collaborative Environment

Our framework supports the inter-operability between various visual-
izations to create a homogeneous CMV on a Tiled-Wall. In previous
work, we completely integrated the “brushing and linking” of different
applications to examine the safety and security of embedded systems.
However, this is still work-in-progress with respect to the ideas pre-
sented in this paper. Upon completion of this work, we would like
software analysts to work together in creating workflows and exam-
ining their findings via the customization of different visualizations.
Consequently, we plan to evaluate the effectiveness, usability, and
acceptability of our approach. Further, it would also be interesting to
compare the results to a traditional scenario where software analysts
use a single desktop for collaborative purposes.
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A

List of Acronyms

AST Abstract Syntax Tree
API Application Program Interface
AVT Architecture Visualization Tool
BE Basic Event
CAG Compound Attributed Graph
CakES Cake metaphor for safety analysis of Embedded Systems
CDT C/C++ Development Toolkit
CG Computer Graphics
CMV Coordinated Multiple Views
CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture
CU Compilation Unit
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph
DBIS Databases and Information Systems
FT Fault Tree
DIT Depth of Inheritance Tree
eCITY Evolving CITY
eCITY+ Evolving CITY-plus
FOAF Friend Of A Friend
HCI Human Computer Interaction
HEB Hierarchical Edge Bundle
Hi-Res High-Resolution
HLA High Level Architecture
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IESE Institute for Experimental Software Engineering
IRTG International Research Training Group 1131
IVA Interactive Visual Analysis
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JDT Java Development Tooling
KNIME Konstanz Information Miner
LOC Lines of Code
LC Lines of Comment
MCS Minimal Cut Set
MPI Message Passing Interface
NoSQL Not Only SQL
NumOfLMs Number of Local Methods
NumOfMAs Number of Method Accesses
RAVON Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Off-road Navigation
RFC Response For a Class
SAVE Software Architecture Visualization and Evaluation
SC Statement Count
SCM Source Control Management
SDK Software Development Kit
SDL Simple DirectMedia Layer
SE Software Engineering
SPCC Software Project Control Center
SQL Structured Query Language
SML Service Modeling Language
TAM Technology Acceptance Model
UML Unified Modeling Language
VA Visual Analytics
VIMETRIK Visual Specification of Metrics
VPL Visual Programming Language
VR Virtual Reality
VRML Virtual Reality Modeling Language
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